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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. ("MERS") is an electronic database set up by
major banks to facilitate transfers of residential mortgage-backed securities outside the purview
of county land records. MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. owns MERS. MERS has no employees.
lenders and mortgage
sign MERS documents as officers of
Employees of
MERS although they are not, in
officers or employees MERS.
Alarmed by information she obtained about the impact of MERS' practices upon the accuracy
public
under her responsibility, Nancy Rister, Williamson County
and reliability of
Clerk, commissioned this audit to evaluate the condition of atTected documents in the
Williamson County property records. In order to determine the effect of MERS' practices, a
representative sample of records involving MERS was analyzed and the results of that analysis
compiled.

There were 5, 782 MERS-related assignments filed in the real property records of
Williamson County during the target audit period from October 9, 2010 through October
9, 2012. The audit involved the detailed review of 1,576 assignments and associated documents.
Problems found with MERS' practices have been grouped into three main areas. Nearly every
document reviewed by the audit team involved one or more of the following:
1. Robosigning (fraudulent verifications of the contents of unread documents)
Wholesale document fabrication
3. Mortgage assignment issues
a.
of MERS as nominee for lender and lender's successors without naming the lender
of record or the lender claiming an interest in the property
b.
of MERS for
to
an interest in the property to themselves
of MERS
to slander title to property; impose potential double liability on
c.
property owners; release and re-convey property through document manufacturers; to
potentially or fatally flawed warranty and trustee's deeds and to appear to appoint
themselves as substitute trustees
uvu"''"

of
and posting for foreclosure required by
with the Clerk's

statutes were
statutes had a

an
2I

AUDIT DISCLAIMER: In all instances in this audit report (and for all intents and
purposes), the results produced and the explanations provided should not be construed to
be the rendering of legal advice nor should they be construed to guarantee a legal outcome.
Further, this study reflects the opinions of the Audit Team and does not directly reflect the
opinions of any party involved in the commissioning of this study. The legal opinion as
provided should be taken as the attorney's sole opinion for the results of this audit and also
do not constitute legal advice or guarantee a legal outcome.
This report is intended for public distribution and its original content has been preserved and
copyrighted by DK Consultants LLC, San Antonio, Texas. ©2012 All rights reserved.

INTRODUCTION
The subject audit's target period was from October 9, 2010 to October 9, 2012 and this audit was
formally commissioned by Nancy E. Rister, the County Clerk of Williamson County, Texas. The
study involved the partial review of the 5,782 assignments that were effectuated by agents of
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. (hereinafter "MERS") during the target audit
period. Subsequent to these assignments (or not at all) were appointments of successor
(substitution ot) trustee (based on the alleged permission granted by those assignments) and
trustee's sale deeds and warranty deeds (issued post-foreclosure sale), many of which were
considered suspect for impropriety. Many of these documents are mentioned in this report.
The target period was selected based on a 2-year statute of limitations in Texas*, wherein if a
document is not challenged within a two-year time frame, it is deemed to be valid. It is also
apparent that from the time of
release of this report, the two-year period for which one might
contest
documentation found within the target period will have advanced to the date of
release, two years forward. This audit report is based on the results ascertained within the target
of error" per se,
period and in effect, point out suspect issues for which there is no
v ......,uu''"' the
were determined to be "suspect" would then
to be
validity or in the alternative, their impropriety. A
prosecuted) to determine
audit was also provided to counsel at the request of the
General. The
to as the "auditor(s)".
audit team
herein be
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The Audit Team

The audit team
of the
individuals (with the assistance of three of the
Williamson County "..-"n"·'"" clerks who report
to Nancy Rister, County Clerk):
Dave

(San Antonio, Texas);

Auditor

COtmselfor the Audit Team; also issuing the Legal Opinion for the Audit

David Rogers, Esq., 1201

78746

THE BASIS FOR THE STUDY

In 2007, there were
made to the
Property Code (under§ 51.0001) which allowed
a "book entry system" the opportunity to record documents in the real property records of all
Texas
including Williamson County, Texas. In effect, this statutory addition, which
apparently slipped "under the radar" the county clerks in this State at the time it was enacted,
allowed Mortgage
Systems, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as "MERS") and
to cause to be placed within the land records of this target
agents and certifying
audit, assignments and other documents and notices containing references to this national book
a
Delaware corporation that is bankruptcy-remote, which is the
wholly-owned subsidiary ofMERSCORP Holdings, Inc., also a Delaware corporation.
The apparent intent
records,

the
instrument
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Upon examination of the deeds of trust in Williamson County, Texas, the recordation of these
MERS deeds of trust is rampant and appears to have infected a larger part of the recordation
system in Williamson County since its third inception on January 1, 1999. As a result of MERS
recordations, the revenue for Williamson County has gradually declined, as demonstrated in the
graph below, shown as TABLE "A":
TABLE "A"
Assignments 1990-2010
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Graph supplied by Nancy Rister, Williamson Coumy Clerk, based upon a review of
financial records and data supplied from the County's real property records. (20 12)

There is an apparent break in the recordation of assignments from mid-2003, forward, to reflect
the inclusion of MERS activities as they affect the number of assignments recorded in the real
property records of Williamson County, Texas.
Notice the drop in the number of actual assignments recorded due to the apparent "static"
condition created by the MERS business model.

Under Section II. Overview of How MERS Works, MERS was incorporated by leaders in the
mortgage industry to be owned by the industry, and operated for the benefit of the industry,
applying technology and electronic commerce to: ( 1) transform paper-based processes to an
electronic format; (2) improve operational efficiencies; (3) increase the liquidity of mortgage
servicing rights; (4) improve the profitability of the industry; (5) improve the flow and accuracy
of information relative to the o\Vnership of mortgage rights; and (6) facil itate continuing
improvements through technology and electronic commerce.**
** Information derived from MERS public relations manual, 12/20/96
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None of the foregoing platforms however, stated that MERS business model was devised to
benefit the profitability of the real property records of Williamson County (or any other U. S.
county for that matter), which prior to MERS entry into the Williamson County land records, the
county derived a revenue gain from assignments that were mandated to be recorded once the
original deed of trust was recorded under the Texas Government Code at§ 192.001- 192.007.
As the result of the MERS "static" recordation activity, there is also a corresponding reduction of
income in recordation fees paid to record assignments, as shown in the graph below, also
supplied by the Williamson County, Texas Clerk's office, as shown in Table "B" (below), a
reduction based on the number of MERS recordations proliferating throughout the real property
records over time:

TABLE "B"
# of Assignments per year recorded in Williamson County

Year

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

5156
6204
7163
•· 10287
12752

10681
12912

10423
13528
14884

In this 10-year
range, the
average number of
filed documents

were:
11913
per year

13139

11 788
10079
10571

6053
5744
6609
5397
4448
4109
3478
4474

Decline due
to MERS
creating its
database;
so few
assignments
were reconfed
locally

Variance

Reduced Filing Fees

5860
6169
5304
6516
7465
7804
8435
7439
54992

• The ti ling tee for a one·page document went up from $14 to $16 in
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

82,040
98,704
84,864
104,256
119,440
124,864
134,960
119,024
868,152

This reduction in income was apparently felt by not just Williamson County, but
by other
counties across the nation, some of whom have retained law finns to engage in litigation against
MERS and
member-subscribers in an attempt to recover lost revenue; with mixed success.
Much of
revenue taken in by Williamson County is used for support of the Clerk's office, in
addition to other public county "p'"'"l''~"
Many the affected counties have had to cut back on
services since the invasion of MERS
appears to
resulted dramatically-reduced revenues for the counties, including Williamson
County, a burgeoning penturbia county within the Austin Metro Statistical Survey Area (SMSA).
MERS'
in Williamson County cuts across all demographic, political and judicial
boundaries.
we have included ALL affected Williamson County Board of Commissioners, other
elected officials in legislative positions who represent Williamson County constituents and
"~""~'" County judiciary, who appear to be affected by MERS issues. As many of these
judges are currently ruling on cases involving MERS, at issue is whether there is a conflict of
interest because of MERS being a party to their own deeds of trust. Even though the implications
of having MERS as a party in their chains of title may not be immediately felt (as to any legal
consequence), there may be issues that will (at some point) arise at the time these affected
officials attempt to convey their property. Their specific cases are individually discussed in brief
herein.
How the MERS Business Model Appears to Affect the Real Property Records

According to MERS website (at
two-fold:

the apparent intent of MERS creation was

(1) to save its member-subscribers large sums of money previously spent on recording

in counties all across America; and
as an electronic database for systematically recording sales and transfers of
were allegedly conveyed into trust pools at lightning speed.*

""rv1n,a

MERS included a report issued by the American Land Title
in recording and
that county recordation
were too
which in effect would impede
intended progress within the MERS
and
within
system would have to remain in
recorctat1on, the original deed trust
r'\rCtr'\C>rtu rPf'•r\rt1t! Of the
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These trust pools were allegedly made of up large groups of residential mortgage loans. Each of
these groups of loans was placed into what is known as a
(or a "slice" of the overall
portfolio of loans allegedly in the trust pool). These loans were supposedly "rated" according to
their purported performance by Moody's, Fitch's and Standard & Poor's.*
These pools
loans were then (as collateralized debt obligations, or CDOs) wrapped into
derivatives, known as credit default swaps, and sold to investors as bonds (in the form of nonrecourse certificates). While this report does not attempt to discuss the full-blown details of
securitization, it is noteworthy that MERS was designed to handle the electronic recordations of
the sales and transfers of these
of loans. In order to further establish
MERS business
model, the Borrowers would have to
deed of trust contracts that would allow lenders
(through the use of the MERS
wherein MERS agents would transfer and
notes
(without the knowledge or consent of the Borrowers). It appears that when the Borrowers signed
these deeds of trust at closing, they allowed MERS to act as nominee for the
lender and
that lender's successors and assigns by their signatures on the notes and deeds of trust. There is
also language in the tv1ERS-originated deed of trust forms that also promulgates that MERS
claims to act as a u"'"'"'''"''uJ
However, there are other cases involving MERS popping up around the United States, besides
the Bait1 v. Metropolitan iV!ortgage eta/ in Washington State (also a deed of trust State), the
legal effects of which have yet to manifest themselves. As of the date of issuance of this report,
the Oregon Supreme Court is also dealing with similar questions regarding MERS "beneficiary"
status in that State.**
As of the issuance of this report, the Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Kentucky has
also filed a lawsuit against MERSCORP Holdings, Inc. and MERS for statutory violations
similar to the mandates of Texas statutes under the Texas Government Code at§ 192.007.+
Further, legal challenges are now surfacing that allege that the loans supposedly placed into these
trust pools of Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities (hereinafter "RMBS"), and then allegedly
conveyed into Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits (hereinafter "REMICs"), were in fact
not properly conveyed and certain courts have held that
trust pools do not have standing to
foreclose due to non-compliance of
regulations promulgated by the Pooling and Servicing
trust
themselves.

2
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By virtue of the
that the MERS-member lenders have sold a partial interest in their
promissory notes (which MERS is not a part of), Borrowers could face potential double liability
as there are
unknown intervening
which now
"fractionalized"
pieces of their loan. As
securitization process is facilitated, these "pieces" of loans would
then be wrapped into bundles with other
of other Borrowers' loans and rebundled into
other securities which could then be wrapped into
and resold again and again,
loans, which then are sold and transferred within the MERS
"'"~"15''"1J"'-ul" are ever recorded in the Williamson County land records
when the sales
loans and their bundling into securitized pools of mortgages takes place,
a helpless quandary as to who really owns
mortgage loan.
of the MERS
Many
the pieces of these matrixes may also be transferred to parties
system, which
effect would make
non-MERS loans. This scenario also poses potential
double liability for borrowers, who would have no idea whether the unrecorded intervening
'"'"'""'''"'"would ever come to collect on their interest (or the portion thereof). To understand the
consequences of the nature of the MERS business model, one would at least have to understand
that most Borrowers the auditors came in contact with never knew who MERS was, let alone
what contractual rights they were giving up by allowing MERS to participate in their deed of
trust as a nominee and beneficiary, claiming to hold legal title to their properties.
Not only would the Borrowers have extreme difficulty finding out what lender owned their note,
real property records of
but almost none of these assigmnents would ever be recorded in
Williamson County once the originall\t1ERS-originatcd deed of trust was recorded.*
time a MERS member-subscriber logged into the MERS database to record a transaction,
each would be charged a fee, much of which makes up MERS's parent (who owns the MERS
database system), MERSCORP Holdings, Inc.'s multi-billion-dollar-a-year revenue stream.
Thus, MERS receives the recording revenues previously paid to the county.
in the chains of title to tens of thousands of properties in Williamson County
The
appears to occur because the subsequent transactions within the MERS system are routinely not
recorded the
property records of the Williamson County Clerk. In lawsuits it is defending,
recording
to the counties, as
memberMERS claims it is not responsible for
are
founding
Mae, Freddie
Land Title
as well as the majority of the lending
responsible for payment of
there are now
to the perfection

9
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Using the MERS business model as a reference, many counties across America are attempting to
file suit against the
database for loss of revenue, wherein the real issues appear to
involve alleged improprieties in the trashing of the chains of title in the land records. There also
appears an issue involving the improper taking of real property from Williamson County
property owners by means of the introduction of "manufactured" and potentially fraudulent
documents
the
property records
*
MERS agents (including the foreclosure mills discussed in this report) all appear to have
of these properties, as evidenced by the numerous suspect
played a part in the
documents that appear in the land records, pre-foreclosure. With the MERS database being
disclaimed for
and
any regulatory oversight, the MERS member-subscribers
appear to be
roughshod all over the chains of title to every property touched by MERS'
business modeL
Even more problematic is what happens when a MERS-originated mortgage ("MOM") is
conveyed to a party outside of the MERS system, as has become evident during this audit. At
that point, the
becomes relevant as to the condition of title when the outside party decides
to finally record its interest or seeks to foreclose on a property for what it claims is its right as a
holder of the note. Understand also that when this process is reversed, and a non-MOM loan
becomes a MOM loan, generally, the Borrower is NOT notified that MERS is now a party to the
any contract (deed of trust) giving MERS the same
deed of trust nor did the Borrower
contractual rights
to MERS when the Borrower in fact signs a MERS-originated deed of
trust. In this instance, the actual real party in interest is further obfuscated in the MERS system.
If the Borrower's note is securitized, the Borrower has no idea who really owns his note.
Further, due to the lack of regulatory oversight (and despite the Consent Order** agreed to by
MERS and MERSCORP on April 13, 2011
consort with several federal agencies, such as the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System), MERS member-subscribers appear unaffected by the Order (which appears to involve
Mae and Freddie Mac; and thus appear to continue to
only "Examined Members"
aberrate the chains of title to over 70-million+ properties in America with their robosigning and
apparent document manufacturing. Williamson County, Texas appears to be affected by these
continued
Despite assurances from those parties being sought
for these
General, the appearance
is reflected in
other
Many of these misbehaviors could be
in nature. It is recommended by the audit team that this report turned
County District Attorney
further consideration in potential
respOilSit>le, if
fraudulent uv"'"'H'"''""

10
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THE AUDIT PARAMETERS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE RESULTS

Audit Markers

to demonstrate suspect
within
Texas Government Code at§ 192.007, all

... u,,.L_,.. ,..

In

statutory definition was utilized

the county's

The

,."''""'''"r•rr this cause of action have not seemed to dismiss this particular argument

as invalid; thus, the audit
to this statute as the fundamental basis for its review.
audit
are reflected by abbreviation
and an explanation for each is provided
below. The only audit markers that will be discussed past the point of definition are those
markers which presented themselves
consideration.

The Report

The results of the audit were then tabulated and compiled to form to indicate how often each
scenario presented
The results of course, were subjected to independent legal review
by counsel, whose findings and legal opinion are affixed hereto. In the target audit period, there
were 5, 782 MERS-related assignments. Of that total, 1,567 documents (approximately one-third
of the assignments and related documents) were electronically retrieved and audited. The results,
if obtained, are reflected upon in each category listed below.

Appointment Not Filed (ANF)

According to the logical and
LA.. uu•v•

procedures involving foreclosure, as stated in most deeds
may appoint a substitute trustee to execute the foreclosure and sale
have occurred without the filing of notice of
violation of§ 51 of the
Property Code.
to
delineated as part of this audit, the

During the target audit period, there was only one instance where this scenario may have
occurred; thus, this marker is negligible and was not considered as part of the results of
this audit.

111

Appointment Filed After Foreclosure (APA)

Due to the pattern that was established in the past by known "foreclosure mills" (law firms
designated to engage in the practice of foreclosing on properties in the State) as well as the
""'"'Hlr·"'"" who
to be
the lenders in foreclosure, on many an occasion as the
"The
hand doesn't know what the left hand is doing."
As a result, due to the haste {because of limited
frames the foreclosure mill must act
which these
because they
on the average of $1,200.00 to prosecute any given
foreclosures are moved through the
steps are overlooked.
One of those
is that the Appointment of Substitute Trustee (which would give permission
successor trustee to act in the stead of the original trustee) would not be filed at the
appropriate
thus, the step regarding the "permission" to handle the foreclosure would be
misfiled (inappropriately) and thus be subject to challenge. When such a designation became
necessary to be delineated as part of this audit, the corresponding box would have been checked.
During the target audit period, there was only one instance where this scenario may have
occurred; thus, this marker is negligible and was not considered as part of the results of
this audit.

Assignment Not Filed (NAF)

There have been instances where not only the appointment of substitute trustee isn't filed, neither
is the actual assignment, wherein one lender conveys its interests in the deed of trust and note to
a successor. The inherent problem with these non-recordations is not only a statutory issue but
also presents a moral dilemma in that the homeowner has absolutely no idea who has a legitimate
claim for payment for their property because in the MERS system there is nothing of record to
rely on. When such a designation became necessary to be delineated as part of this audit, the
corresponding box would have been checked.
During the target audit period, there were no visible instances where tbis scenario may
have occurred; thus, this marker is irrelevant and was not considered as part of the results
of this audit.

Assignment Filed After Foreclosure (AFA)

121

Many times, that recordation error will be discovered,
through challenge or through the
Lender's own observations, and corrected, resulting in the sale being vacated back to the preassignment period. The process would
to be reconstructed andre-filed all over
This still
these documents
place in the real property records however, which
may be utilized as evidence in future legal challenges
subject property. When such a
designation became
to be delineated as part this audit, the corresponding box would
have been checked. In order to fully comprehend the possibilities
this scenario, one would
have to
research the entire chain
title to discover potential
where this
sc~::nano may have occurred.

During the target audit period, there were no visible instances where this scenario may
have occurred; thus, this marker is irrelevant and was not considered as part of the results
of this audit.

Improper Filing (IF)
SJC-10694; 458
As was reflected
the Massachusetts case of U.S Bank v. Antonio
Mass. 637 (2010), it was the improper filings that got U.S. Bank into trouble in an action to quiet
title. In this instance, U.S. Bank and Wells Fargo Bank both went into court to quiet title to two
distinct pieces of property that was determined by the court neither could lay claim to via
foreclosure because the assignments showing they actually had a lien interest in the properties
were filed improperly (after the fact); thus "putting the cart before the horse". When such a
designation became necessary to
delineated as part of this audit, the corresponding box would
have been checked. If there was an
with the relevant parties claiming an interest as Grantor
or Grantee during the review of the document, this category would be checked.

During the target audit period, there were seven (7) documents (all Trustee's Deeds) that
appear to have been improperly filed. Again, the bulk of the audit contained MERSrelated assignments along with related documents as presented for consideration by the
Williamson County Clerk.

Suspect Invalid Warranty Deed (/NV)
to be subject to
the listing of an
of the

13
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While this is certainly subjective, the concept here is to scrutinize the document
further
potential legal review by either the attorney for the homeowner or any authority within
Williamson
that may wish to review the documentation. When such a designation
became necessary to be delineated as part of this audit, the corresponding box would have been

During the target audit period, four (4) instances manifested themselves where this
scenario may have occurred; thus, four of the General Warranty Deeds purported to he
legitimate, may have contained suspect information that could be subject to legal challenge.

JIERS-Appointed Trustee (.MAT)

In most deeds of trust in the State of Texas, there is a provision (generally found in Paragraph 24
of most long-form deeds of trust documents) that states that the "Lender" from time to time may
substitute a trustee which would be vested with the same full powers and duties of the original
trustee. As to the specific contractual research conducted to assert these results, there is no
apparent language in said deeds of trust to indicate that the "Lender's nominee" or MERS, could
appoint the substitute trustee. There is no "defined" language in the deeds of trust examined by
the auditors during the course of this audit that would reflect MERS authority to do so.
Due to the fact the target audit encompassed specific facets of the MERS business model (acting
as a nominee for the lender and lender's successors and assigns; and the successors and assigns
MERS), one specific facet relative to a potential conflict of interest in the document review
leads us to believe that there were certain third-parties acting as MERS certifying officers, who
proceeded to use their "MERS hat" to appoint a substitute trustee on behalf of the lender. When
such a designation became necessary to be delineated as part of this audit, the corresponding box
would have been checked.

During the target audit period, there were twenty-four (24) instances where this scenario
may have occurred in the form of a foreclosure mill or representative of a third-party
document manufacturer utilizing MERS as a means to appoint a substitute trustee, in
conflict with the contractual language the auditors found while examining specific deeds of
trust.

1~/ERS-Assigned Deed of Trust

141

(MAD)

The persuasive argument arises from several court cases, including Bellistri v. Ocwen Loan
SW 3d 619, Mo. (2009), wherein MERS can only
it has an interest in
the Borrower), which is
deed of trust and not the promissory note.
indicate that in hundreds of instances involving
However, in the issues we observe
assignments throughout the target audit period, MERS attempted to convey
"the note" with
courts
on the
that
deed of trust follows the
the deed. Many of
promissory note.
The MERS business model however, requires the note to be bifurcated (split) from the deed of
trust, also as noted in the Northern District of Texas case of
v. Bank
et al,
wherein the Hon. James McBryde cited Carpenter v. Longan, 83 U.S. 271 (1872), which in part,
states:
"The note and mortgage are inseparable; the former as essential,
the latter as an incident. An assignment of the note carries the
mortgage with it, while an assignment of the latter alone is a nullity."*
Thus, our theory of use for determination in this audit is based on that premise and any
appearance of the vernacular, "together with the note" any MERS-related assignment was duly
noted with a check of the corresponding box. Our concern with MERS transferring the note
reflects solely on the previously-stated court cases.
It has been the understanding of the auditors that the Borrowers agreed to allow MERS to

participate in their deeds of trust (as a nominee and beneficiary) by their signature(s); thus,
MERS would then claim the right as a nominee for the lender to engage in only what authority
was granted to it in the deed of trust. MERS has admitted in numerous court cases that it was not
named as a "lender" or "payee" on the promissory notes in question.
During the target audit period, there were twelve hundred thirty-seven (1,237) instances
where this scenario appears to have occurred (meaning the phrase "together with the
note") was present; thus, this marker represents the highest ranking of occurrences within
the audit.

83
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Missing Information (Ml)

There were documents that were reviewed as part of this audit that contained blank spaces where
some item was
that should have been (implied) stated. Some of this missing information
involved areas like: ( l)
notarial jurat or execution; (2) missing or incomplete affixation
of notarial
(3)
gender delineation in the
(4) missing notary signatures; (5)
u'"'""'"' lender
(where MERS conveys on its own as the claimed "note holder");
and (6) blank
or spaces where any appearance of a manufactured "form" document left
out specific information necessary to identity a party or authority by attorney-in-fact. When such
a designation became necessary to be delineated as part of this audit, the corresponding box
would
checked.
During the target audit period, there were at least sixty-six (66) documents that contained
visible instances where this scenario may have occurred.

Suspect Forgery (SF)

This is one of the more serious issues the auditors had to face, as document manufacturing lends
itself to
, an issue which has long plagued the mortgage industry and by extension,
the Williamson County
property records. Signature comparisons were done among several
of the known robosignors of notoriety. There appeared to have been variances in signature
depending on which notary was acknowledging the document. This would lead us to believe that
the notary was directed to
the person's name to the document (as the attestant) and then
acknowledge that signature.
There are several instances wherein suspected third-party document manufacturers, such as
Lender Default Solutions, CoreLogic Document Solutions, other unknown Lender Processing
Services, Inc.
operating under different names, Verdugo Tmstee Services Corporation,
Orion Financial Group, Inc. (a Texas corporation), as well as the lender's own document
manufacturing arms themselves, all manifested themselves at one point or another when certain
documents were audited.
two Lender Processing
Sheppard), when a notary
was found dead in her
in her office
a
attestants (the

161

In Texas, the notary is required to keep a log book of all signatures (Texas Government Code §
406.0 14) and is further required to witness the signature of the attestant When such a
designation became necessary to be delineated as part of
audit, the corresponding box would
have been checked.

During the target audit period, across all markers there were twelve hundred sixteen
(1,216) instances where this scenario may have occurred; thus, this marker is very relevant
to the use of third-party document manufacturing which manifested itself as a means to
effectuate foreclosure of Williamson County property owners. It appears that most of these
issues occurred within the MERS-related assignments category; thus, the larger figure
coinciding with the number of these types of assignments reflected in the audit.
Suspect Notary Fraud (SNF)

Notary fraud has become a critical
of late due to the integrity with which notary publics are
supposed to act on behalf of the State of Texas. Because of the propensity for certain entities
(including the foreclosure mills) to manufacture documents to effectuate foreclosure
commencement, this issue runs parallel to the previously-discussed issue of forgery. This is a
serious problem that could be construed by prosecutorial authorities to be criminal in
nature; thus, this issue was treated with grave concern and wherever the instance occurred where
an attestant signature was delineated as suspect, meaning there were several different versions of
that signature, notary fraud then became a suspect issue.
Notary fraud can occur on more than one premise. The notary might be aware that the person
signing the document is NOT who they say they are which could constitute robosigning or
surrogate
By the notary themselves failing to witness the signing attestant; or by affixing
their signature to the document in the stead of the signor without express power of attorney,
could be construed as suspect under this marker. There have been instances where the notary was
not
to witness the attestant sign the document; or, in the alternative, may have affixed the
attestant's
to the document in lieu of the attestant's appearance. Some of these
instances have been prosecuted. Most notably, Nikole Shelton (a notary public who was
employed by GMAC Mortgage LLC) was stripped of her Pennsylvania notary commission and
is currently under investigation for notary fraud. Nikole Shelton's notarial executions have been
the
of Williamson County, Texas in cases now pending

SlJ..!;J1attlres NOT
to
team with no choice but to conclude
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During the target audit period, there were fourteen hundred twenty-six (1,426) instances
(1,142 involving assignments; 244 involving appointments of substitute trustee; 5 involving
issuances of warranty deeds and 35 involving trustee's deeds) where this scenario may have
occurred.
Thus, it is implied that the potential exists for the notary public to have affixed their seal to
a given document without visually observing the signor who attested to that document.*
This marker is very relevant as to the suspect behaviors which have been prosecuted as the
results of the use of third-party document manufacturing. It appears that most of these
issues occurred within the MERS-related assignments category; thus, the larger figure
coinciding with the number of these types of assignments reflected in the audit.

Suspect Surrogate Signing (SSS)

This marker was found to
relevant in the context of issues involving notary fraud and
part due to third-party document manufacturing by servicers, substitute
trustees and even trustee services processing foreclosure files entrusted to them by the lenders
vH>.HHlll,l<; to be involved. The act of suspect surrogate signing was highlighted in the CBS News
60 Minutes news piece, where reporter Scott Pelley interviewed a man named Chris Pendley,
who admitted on camera that he was paid to
the name of "Linda Green" to hundreds of
documents an hour in the offices of the now-defunct DOCX, a subsidiary of Lender Processing
Services, Inc. located in Alpharetta, Georgia.
Pendley also admitted in the interview that he signed Linda Green's name on behalf of a number
of banks and financial institutions; and MERS;
to be a Vice President of whatever
entity was purported to have assigned something to another entity. Whenever there was an issue
with
variations, the corresponding box would be duly noted as such that the potential
exists that the
document was suspect for manufactured signatures by parties other than the
attestants themselves.
itself is NOT the issue, but rather the fact that the
fast rate that they: (1) would have not had
and (2) obviously didn't
signed
By virtue of the fact
the
and <>t-h•cttc•rl
the intended
'"""l,I<;HHl,l<; the
to
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During the target audit period, there were fourteen hundred fifty-eight (1,458) instances
(involving 1,200 assignments; 223 appointments of substitute trustee and 14 involving
trustee's deeds) where this scenario may have occurred; thus, it is implied that the
potential exists for the audited documents to have been signed by someone other than the
attestant, whether via assignment of a deed of trust (an alleged note) or through
appointment of a substitute trustee. The numbers may vary between suspect issues where
in some instances a certain issue may not be apparent where in other issues they were.
This marker is very relevant as to the suspect behaviors which have been prosecuted as the
results of the use of third-party document manufacturing. lt appears that most of these
issues occurred within the MERS-related assignments category; thus, the larger figure
coinciding with the number of these types of assignments reflected in the audit.

Self-Assigned Assignment (SAA)
In the assignment category of the audit, it became relatively easy to spot suspect issues wherein
the appearance of "self-assignment" through the use of the "MERS HAT", or in the alternative,
the servicer's own employees would assign the deed and note to themselves directly, when all of
the markers indicated that the address of the signor was the same locale as the entity receiving
the assignment Whenever this occurrence became obvious, the corresponding box was duly
checked.

During the target audit period, there were one hundred sixty-seven (167) instances where
this scenario may have occurred; thus, it is implied that the potential exists for the audited
documents to have been signed by an employee or officer of the assignee.**

Self-Appointed Trustee (SAT)
This marker generally became obvious whenever there was a reference to the foreclosure mill
having prepared the document, wherein it appeared that one of its own attorneys or other
employees (notaries)
addresses were registered to the same address as the law firrn,
to
the foreclosure, or in the
appoint a suc:ce1;snre
appointed
of known
with the
law firrn) to conduct the
of the
for
milL The corresponding box was checked when this situation
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During the target audit period, there were one hundred thirteen (113) instances where this
scenario may have occurred; thus, it is implied that the potential exists for the audited
documents to have been signed by an employee or officer of the assignee AFTER they selfassigned the deed of trust and note to themselves. In the alternative, there were issues that
were discussed in a separate section that would indicate that certifying officers of MERS
would appoint the trustee.
Deed of Trust Verified (DOT)

In all instances wherein the original deed of trust had to be examined to
an issue with
another document
or appointment) that was being audited, the box corresponding
with this
was checked. In many instances, the respective files were subjected to
what is known as an Extraction of File. This is where the file is pulled from the audit and
independently
by multiple auditors for confirmation of specific issues relative to the
results obtained as part of this audit Approximately ten (1
percent of the
examined
involved pulling a deed of tmst to examine specific lenders NOT NAMED in the MERS-related
asstgnmeJtns, mostly signed by Stephen C. Porter of Barrett Daffin and
Taherzadeh of
Brice Vander Linden, among many.
Not Filed (NF)

In the event that a suspect document could not be located when extracted, this designation was
appropriately checked. Further review would then be necessary for example, to determine
whether a notice of foreclosure sale was actually recorded in the real property records to comport
to § 192.007 of the Texas Government Code as discussed herein. This designation would also
apply to missing appointments and assignments that could not be verified as part of the chain of
title under this same statute. Missing documents will be discussed within the parameters of the
extracted
contained within this audit.
Cut-Off Date itlissed on REMJC (CMR)

would conduct further
EDGAR U<tL<tU<l'"'-"
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I

the time of conveyance, the document is supposed to be recorded in the real property records.
Whenever the date of the assignment indicated in the public record exceeded the date allowed for
conveyance
the note and deed into the trust vehicle, the corresponding box therein was
will be discussed in more detail in this report.
checked. This
During the target audit period, of all of the attempted assignments to special purpose or
investment vehicles, after researching the files reported within the U. S. Securities and
Exchange Commission's (SEC) peripheral website (www.secinfo.com), there were one
hundred sixty (160) instances where the assignment date as reported in the audited
conveyance did not appear to meet the criteria for properly conveying the deed of trust and
note into these vehicles. Because many of them involved MERS-related assignments, it is
highly suspect that the borrowers' promissory notes (along with their respective deeds of
trust) failed to make the trust pools. It is unknown WHO owns these borrowers' notes at
present because many of them appear to be obfuscated within the MERS electronic
database, not available to the affected borrowers herein.
RE~IIC

Unidentified (RUD)

As explained in the previous scenario, searches were conducted using all relevant values to
determine the existence of said trust vehicles as Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits.
When these vehicles could not be located after several value inputs, the corresponding box was
checked to indicate that the REMIC could not be identified using normal search means. This
could also mean that the trust vehicle that the property was allegedly conveyed into was not a
trust required to report to the SEC and thus would constitute what is known as a potential 144-A
Trust. There are various reasons why a trust would not report to the SEC, one of which is due to
having less than 300 certificate holders involved as reported in the trust documents originally
filed with the SEC. Another reason would be that the trust is an "acquisition trust" that is
privately held by the Lender and makes up the bulk of the potential 144-A trust entities.
During the target audit period, of all of the attempted assignments to special purpose or
investment vehicles, after researching the files reported within the U. S. Securities and
Exchange Commission's (SEC) peripheral website (www.secinfo.com), there were twenty
(20) instances where the trust entity could not be located; thus, it is unknown who actually
holds the promissory notes and accompanying paperwork for the affected property owners
in Williamson County, Texas.
Because these results involved MERS-related assignments, it is highly suspect that the
borrowers' promissory notes (along with their respective deeds of trust) failed to make the
trust pools. It is unknown \VHO owns these borrowers' notes at present because many of
them appear to be obfuscated within the MERS electronic database, not available to the
affected borrowers herein.
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Suspect Robosigning (SRS)

Much media attention has been given to
as such, we address it here as well. As will be
in this report, anytime that the auditor confronted a
further explained through different
of
situation where document manufacturing appears to have occurred, it is implied that the
the document may not have signed the documents affecting Williamson County,
property
owners without personal knowledge of their contents, in "robotic fashion" and then through
various agents and third-party document manufacturers, caused these documents to be recorded
in the official property records of Williamson County, Texas. As such, the corresponding box
was checked if that
itself within any audited document
Again, robosigning became a commonplace issue as the result of securitization via use of the
MERS system wherein allegations have surfaced that many of the borrowers' notes were lost or
shredded after being electronically recorded by the third-party document manufacturers archive
centers. The recent 49-State AG settlement, in which Texas was a party, negotiated settlement
money in part for the issues created by robosigning activities. Robosigning has also become the
of many mortgage loan servicers because of alleged "lost" or shredded notes.
''method of
To date, it does NOT appear that robosigning has stopped (or will at any point in time in the
future) and the scenario manifested itself during the target audit period. The extraction files and
certain documents discussed as the cause and effect of the scenarios evaluated within this audit
will be presented in the Case Studies section; and will be discussed in synopsis form in the
section involving those holding public office that represent Williamson County, Texas.
During the target audit period, there were fourteen hundred ninety-nine (1,499) instances
where this scenario may have occurred. Of that total, 1239 instances were noted involving
1\/IERS-related or self-assigned assignments; 224 instances were noted involving
appointments of substitute trustee (both by MERS certifying "officers" and subsequent
self-assignees); and 36 instances involving the issuance of a Trustee's Deed, post foreclosure
sale.

One of the
discussed herein reflects on the
issue, where it appears that
suspected employees of Lender Default Solutions in Dakota County, Minnesota (on behalf of
Bank,
robosigned documents
a
note affidavit and subsequent
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Invalid Warranty Deed (INV)
One of the primary elements considered in a chain of title is actual proof that the property owner
indeed owns the subject property in question, as Grantee. Also of primary consideration is that
party acting as the Grantor has the lawful authority to convey the subject property
question.
When it became suspect that a warranty deed being issued may not be genuine for any number of
reasons, especially because it was issued as a result of a lender that may have not had a
interest
the subject property, and utilized apparent document manufacturing to
achieve that
the box was checked as such to indicate suspect issues.
During the target audit period (even though the audit itself concentrated mainly on MERSrelated assignments), there were four (4) specific issues involving the issuance of General
Warranty Deeds, all post-foreclosure. While these are negligible in number, their relative
probative value would not be irrelevant if the reader was one of the four property owners
being issued that deed.

Audit Totals of General Significance
The significant audit totals are generally reflected in their entirety in TABLE "C" (below) of the
1,567 documents audited:

TABLE"C"
MERS "officer-assigned" assignments

1,237

MERS "officer-appointed" trustees

24

Apparent self-assigned assignments

167

Apparent self-appointed trustees

113

Suspect Rohosigning in all categories

1,499

Suspect Notary Issues in all categories

1,421

TOTAL NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

1,576
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THE REQUIRED COMPONENTS OF A LEGALLY VALID FORECLOSURE

1)

nrE•v""'""

a recorded
Deed of Trust

owner to the current owner must be recorded in the Deed records. Without
nrrlnP·rnr to secure to lender on their Note and

2) The Homeowner agrees to a Note and a Deed of Trust with the Lender. The Deed of Trust
secures the Note and
the
and the terms
which the ,,...,MH••r;
nrr>nP·rtv in the event
which may include no1J-oav1ne11t
139 Tex.
162 S.W.2d 671
to the enforcement the foreclosure terms stated in
contract, which a homeowner must breach
must be vested with both a valid Deed of Trust and the
the Deed of Trust. The
mn<>rlvn1"' Note that Deed of Trust secures in order to foreclose on the
Scott v.
127 Tex. 31; 90 S.W.2d 816
3) If someone other than an
"Lender" party to the Deed of Trust wishes to HJl""'.v"'~'
the Note and the Deed of Trust must be
to the

to

will create confusion as which
"clouded" title. A clouded title can arise in several ., ....uu''"""' but the most common are:
a. As:stg:nment of the Deed of Trust to a
other than the
to foreclose.
b. As:stgnmem of the Note or Deed of Trust after the initiation of foreclosure prc>ceedtng.s.
c. '"''""··num of the Deed of Trust from the Note by
or transfer to seoara1te
d. Invalid ass:Igttm•ent due to failure to cn•nnm
e. Invalid ass:igrtm•ent because of failure
to follow an order from a
lilnlcrnntr" court.
f. Failure to record the transfer
to initiation of foreclosure or<lceedJngs.
g. Failure to
aptlOH1trrtents of substitute trustees.
the
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must obtain

court order. Tex.

conspicuous, printed in boldface or underlined type, and substantially similar to the following:
''Assert and
as a member of the armed forces of the United States. If you
on active
duty, including active military duty as a
are or your spouse is
member of the Texas National Guard or the National Guard of another state or as a member
of a reserve
of the armed forces of the United
please send written notice of
the active duty military service to the sender of this notice
" Tex.
Code
Ann.
6) A Notice of Foreclosure Sale must be posted at the courthouse, filed and served at least 21 days
prior to the foreclosure sale. This notice must be (l) posted at the courthouse (2) filed with the
and
served
certified mail to each person on the deed of trust Tex. Prop. Code

7) If the
wishes to use a Trustee other than a Trustee named in the Deed of Trust, a
notice of Substitute Trustee must be filed 21 days prior to the foreclosure sale. Afichael v.
108 Tex.
193 S.W. 1070 (1917).
8) The property is sold at a public foreclosure auction. This must be conducted between lO a.m. and
4 p.m. of the first
of the month at the courthouse of the county in which the property is
located. Tex. Prop. Code Ann.§ 51.002(a). Generally, sales are held at either lO a.m. or 1 p.m.,
but the sale must
no later than three hours after that time stated in the Notice of Foreclosure
Sale. Tex. Prop. Code Ann.

The Use of the Foregoing Section as the Basis for Determination ofAudit Guidelines

In determining certain potential
within this assessment, the general review of what
constitntes a valid foreclosure was taken under advisement and used as the basis for
determination of certain items within the audit parameters, such as the failure of the trustee to
notices
the Couuty Clerk as required uuder statnte. In almost every case file that was
extracted
further review (past the initial audit), few if any recorded "notices" per se could be
located in the real property records of the Williamson County Clerk. The auditors would then
"""~''"'"'" those wishing to follow up on the results
report
out the respective Substitnte
Trustee's Deeds and hold
accountable for not following
statntes. Due to the
paperwork
was reviewed
the audit team during
into the file and look to see whether a Notice
Property Code as part
a foreclosure
remains however, that in the
Sale
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APPARENT ISSUES AFFECTING CHAINS OF TITLE; ISSUES INVOLVING
EXTRACTED FILES
EXTRACTION FILE: Slander of Title Issues

Securitization Issues

261

On one hand, this model relies on the integrity ofMERS' member-subscribers to update accurate
the Borrower's note. On the other hand however, the
information as to the actual movement
MERS website contains a disclaimer which states that the contents of
website cannot be
gu:arant<:ed as accurate.
We therefore have to conclude that any information obtained by a cursory review of the MERS
would thns either: ( 1) contain a margin of error based on the physical possibility that any
member-subscriber would potentially fail to cause an entry to be placed into the MERS
or (2) contain information
may have been obfuscated by MERS and its memberis
subscribers to
the Borrower into believing that whatever is listed on the MERS
indeed factual, when
contemplation of
alleged Servicer or alleged Investor states
specifically what the parties claiming an interest in any
subject property want the reader of
the website to accept as truth (whether it is in fact, or not).
It is further concluded that since the MERS database was designed for the purposes of tracking
securitized notes as they moved from investment vehicle to investment vehicle on Wall Street,
that when a MERS Identification Number appears on any Deed of Trust or referenced on any
unrecorded promissory note, that the intent of the participating parties (albeit almost always
unknow11 to the Borrower) was to utilize the MERS system to track securitized notes, implying
the use of the securitization process. It is highly unlikely that any Borrower at the closing table
knew that by signing their deed of trust involving MERS as nominee and beneficiary, that their
promissory note was going to be bifurcated (split) from their deed of trust (according to
published reports by MERS CEO R. K. Arnold)* and turned into a derivative on Wall Street.
At issue currently is whether the Borrower can argue the terms and conditions of the trust's
(PSA) in court (as a third-party beneficiary) in light of two New
pooling and servicing
York federal court rulings that state that the certificates being held as derivatives are evidences
of debt, not equity investment. Further, the negotiability of the note is also up for argument, as
the lenders claim it enforceable under
3, while the borrowers' attorneys claim the note
instrument is now non-negotiable because
character and status have been changed in comport
with UCC Articles 8 and 9.
the notes that were alleged to
the trust
that
some instances within this
the trust entity was
could be ascertained.
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have
securitized were never properly
sranmlng in foreclosure
In
to
not listed in the
what the •n'l""t-f\r"

Our
of any assignment purporting to convey into a trust was thus subjected to further
scrutiny based upon a review of the pooling and servicing agreements ("PSAs") of the trusts as
shown on the 424(b)(5) prospectus statements. Accordingly, a cut-off date as to when the notes
were supposed to be conveyed into the trust pool in order to be included in the trust res appear to
have been violated in contravention ofNew York Trust Law.
In fact, further research showed that every single conveyance into one of these alleged
trusts appear to have been an invalid conveyance, yet the court systems relied on these
assignments as valid and thus may have unfairly subjected the property owner to an
improper foreclosure.
the information reviewed both in the
litigation, there is no solid proof contained
"":"""'""""" document itself as compared with the prospectus information (of the alleged trust
listings in the files of the Securities and Exchange Commission) that would lead the audit team to
believe that the trust conveyances were legitimate; thus, any uncontested non-judicial foreclosure
have been improper, bringing forth issues of unlawful conversion and unjust
action may in
enrichment to the benefit of unproven interests in the subject property.
For example, in one given document, an alleged assignment of a property belonging to John and
Donna
of Williamson County showed a trust cut-off date of June 1, 2005, which would
promulgate that any loans being conveyed into the Credit Suisse First Boston HEAT 2005-4 (the
rest of the trust name was omitted from the document) should have been conveyed (through
recordation of the assignment by the lender to the trust depositor and then from the trust
depositor into the trust vehicle itself) by June 1, 2005. The closing date of the trust, when all
of the trust pool should have been concluded, was July l, 2005.
Even though this assignment did not fall within the parameters of the target audit period, the
auditors chose to use it to exemplify the type of suspect behaviors asserted herein. The alleged
assignment, purportedly signed by Dallas foreclosure attorney Selim Taherzadeh as "attorney-ina "certain Limited Power of Attorney" ... dated August 29, 2008" (which the auditors
fact"
could not
the land records) showed the alleged assignment (Williamson County real
property records Instrument #2010016168) being actually assigned (and backdated) on March
10, 201 acknowledged on March 15, 2010 by a notary public suspected of working in the law
firm
Linden & Wernick, P.C.,
that MERS as nominee for CIT
Inc. (a Delaware Corporation),
successors and
ROUGHLY FIVE (5) YEARS AFTER THE LISTED CUT -OFF DATE OF THE TRUST!
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Many of these so-called "trusts" suffered what are known as "credit events", where a certain
number of loans
any given "tranche" (an individually rated group of residential loans,
promoted to be Triple-A rated, when in fact, they were all subprime, high-risk loans; or in the
alternative, many were already paid in full through sale or
or default insurance payout).
Upon the Borrowers' default, re-insurers like AIG, AMBAC, MBIA and others, paid default
insurance claims on these mortgages. Many of these re-insurers are now suing
trusts and their
respective "lenders" and "trustees" for fraudulent misrepresentation as to the information listed
on the prospectuses, which promoted the loans as low-risk, when in fact, the lenders knew the
loans were structured to fail and thus were insured knowing of the potential insurance payouts.
A number challenges under
Government Code § 51.903 have also of late been injected
into the dockets of Williamson County District Courts as administrative proceedings to challenge
deeds of trust and their relative assignments, in addition to the increased filings of quasi in rem
quiet title actions. The auditors believe that these suspect filings will not stop or be seriously
curtailed unless the parties conducting such activities are threatened with prosecution or actually
charged and duly convicted.
Conveyances from Now-Defunct Lenders

Additionally, there were also issues where MERS "Certifying Officers" appear to have attempted
conveyance of a deed of trust (and note) from already-defunct lenders (like Countrywide Home
Loans, Inc.) to Bank of America, N.A., some two years AFTER Bank of America, N.A.
subsumed Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. (2011). In any instance wherein an allegedly defunct
entity attempted to convey (through the use of a MERS assignor) property to another existing
entity, the question then arises as to HOW such an occurrence is possible without fully
substantiating the events leading up to the assignment.
There is also a newly-discussed issue wherein defunct lenders in Chapter 11 bankruptcy are
repudiating the MERSCORP signing agreements and divesting themselves from involvement
with MERS, only to have MERS certifying officers then execute agreements (in contravention of
the repudiation), generally as the result of self-assigning the deed of trust and note. Harder to
understand is the
wherein MERS certifying officers can convey or assign property away
in
U. S. bankruptcy Chapter 11
from a defunct
an
protection) to an
entity without
from the bankruptcy trustee or the court
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Use of Questionable Addresses by MERS Signers as Found in MERS-Related Assignme11ts

was use of an address
Ocala, Florida address (3300 S.W. 341h
that in
was never registered to MERS to
with. The lessee
Ele,ctrc~mc Data Systems ("EDS"), the entity that purportedly set up the MERS
electronic
That space is currently occupied by Hewlett-Packard, based on contact with
the
agent for that space.
following email, sent by the building's leasing agent to
Steve Morberg (of
State), who supplied this correspondence for use herein:

From: Randy Buss [mailto:randy@naiheritage.com]
Sent: Sunday, August
2011 9:53 AM
To: Steve Morberg
Subject: RE: Suite 101

3300 SW 34th Ave, Unit 101, Ocala is currently leased to Hewlett Packard and was
formerly EDS before they bought them. I'd guess they've been there for 5-10 years.
The unit is available next year but can be negotiated as sooner. I do not know of
any lender that occupied this space but I'm only the leasing agent marketing vacant
and upcoming vacant space. You'll need to address correspondence to the owner
of the property which can be found in the public records. I hope this helps. I've
received similar phone calls from others.
Randy Buss
NAI Heritage Business Director
P.O. Box 2495, Ocala, FL 34478
2605 SW 33rd Street, Bldg 200, Ocala, FL 34471
Ph: (352) 482-0777 x214, Fax: (352) 237-7329
www.naiheritage.com
An alliance partner of
Management Corp.
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See the following example of Instrument #2011065381 that falls within the purview of our target
audit; filed for record on September 28, 2011:
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The cut-off date for this trust
entity (to accept the loan into
the trust pool) is September 1,
2005. The closing date of the
trust was September 28, 2005.
~Atiws:

9mW.ltnvlllcPT
t.'tdM P.n.. TX 136~

Countrywide subsumed by
Bank of America, N.A. at
time of conveyance.

HU\lt!l

For\'l*lt«efi'~,!ktlllf«-siptdhcllm'cOfaPfedQI'fMI

leth Avmc~SIIKtlOJ Ocala. fl. U4if ~~ p!11t, .,..,._,.., lr.IAllf'wAI!III
OF HEW YORKIIJ£1..1..0!\1 ncA Ttl£ BANK OJI' lliW YOlUC AI

RECONTRUST is a whollyowned subsidiary of Bank
of America, N.A. (then
Countrywide)

~- Witlwuono-~.TXI!I!:M~S,bx>klt/ll,potgeWAM!f~~JOOmt1414
rN
Mt£1'tlZOF, «M~~b.u catJstdtflb.Ani~<)(()eM mTMtfl) llo~114

Scribbling of a signature is
a marker of high-speed
robosigning!

The date does not comport
with MERS policies for change
of address use.
Who is MERS the nominee for
if Countrywide is defunct?
What "value" did it receive?

No gender or plurality
delineation

Certified under Penalty of Perjury?
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The next question we pose, due to the extreme number documents
per hour
350),
is: How much personal knowledge does Jane Martorano (the "Assistant Secretary" forMERS)
have about the contents of the information she is attesting to (that Barbara Nord in South
Carolina drafted)? Could you read
single document and look up the relative information to
verify that the information is accurate if you were
one document every
seconds?
Other Notary Issues
ln the following example, the notary
Selim
appears not to have acknowledged
the document
her full, commissioned name (as may
required under the Texas
Government Code at § 406 et seq):
SlATS OFIIX4§
Cotn..'TY OF PALLAa

The particular assignment in question was allegedly acknowledged on the 17th of March, 2011;
however, the Date of Transfer allegedly occurred on the
of March. How are we to know
,u15,,.u,,,.... actually
and if the
herein had knowledge of
he was
attesting to, as it appears his law firm also manufactures documents to suit a given purpose? Of
course, we also do not know why the document was backdated to reflect an assignment (transfer)
uuk:nown to
Borrower unless
effectuates discovery within the filing of a lawsuit
Certain Issues with Tracking Assignments
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Additionally, all ten documents shown had Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. as the assignor, with Selim
Taherzadeh claiming to have "attorney-in-fact" privileges as dictated by a Limited Power of
Attorney acknowledged on June 18, 2009 (not found to be located in the real propetty records of
Williamson County at any time during the audit). Other similarities with this grouping showed
that the
was The Secretary
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in care of the
law
of Michaelson, Conner and Boul in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Similar types of
documents were shown
listed "investors" as Freddie Mac or Fannie Mae, without the
appearance of an appropriate
to the GSE's reflecting their interest in the property.
The problem with these recordations is that the Williamson County real propetty records system
generally records documents by related instrument numbers. Since the documents only contain a
description, the potential exists that these Warranty Deeds could only be found by
instrument number
not by legal description as they pair with the original Deed of Trust
which was foreclosed upon. This scenario would ultimately impede tracking the chain of title.

Selim Taherzadeh Issues
Selim Taherzadeh's signature, which appears as some authority vested by limited power of
attorney for what appears to be foreclosure mill Brice Vander Linden & Wernick, P.C. claims he
has a limited power of attorney vested to him on behalf of the following entities:
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., June 18, 2009 P.O.A. to sign for original Lender DHI Mortgage
Company with MERS listed as nominee (appointment of substitute trustee).
This particular appointment was preceded by an assignment that appears to be done on behalf of
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. (recorded on August 5, 2011) by agents of Lender Processing Default
Solutions of Dakota County, Minnesota. The assignment appears to have conveyed the subject
propetty to Wells Fargo Bank, by and through its own association with LPS. The signor is
MERS as nominee for DHI Mortgage Company, an Austin, Texas-based company
created to benefit D. R. Horton, Inc. and its real estate development projects. There does not
appear to be any Texas-based assignment involved with this
All assignments relative
to this conveyance appear to have been done by LPD employees with the assistance of Wells
Bank, N.A.
There is reason to believe
is
and
notary fraud
as it is unknown as to whether Taherzadeh actually (1) signed the documents, due to the
and (2) had personal knowledge
what he was attesting
based on the
ctfff"''"'" for Brice)
have to
in one hour.
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In this

case, involving a Williamson county property belonging to Pedro Rodriguez
Gabriella Rodriguez (involving the filing of Notices of Acceleration and Tmstee's
Sale),
was not one but FIVE notices filed with the Williamson County Clerk dated March
9, 2012; April 6
May 9,
June 6,
and July 10, 2012 ... five times
note
to have been accelerated and
dates were set and re-set. Different
substitute trustees appear to have signed the
on behalf the Brice foreclosure mill.
Related source
were examined through www.wilco.org. There are also
as to whether
giving Taherzadeh and Brice Vander
attorney existed before May of
att•Orrlev-m-ta•ct status from Wells Fargo
N.A.
2 for reference).
With
manner in which the notary's apparent handwriting
affixed the date of the signor
(or in the absence of the "execution date" being listed), it is possible that Taherzadeh may have
notary surrogate
the document, but the notary did not witness it; or the alternative,
signed Taherzadeh's signature at his direction. In the previous scenario,
Taherzadeh
signed them, but the second pagesigned the Special Warranty Deeds, he may have in
attached corporate acknowledgments may have been pre-signed, which would mean that no one
would
knowledge of their genuineness. Someone else may have surrogate signed
Taherzadeh's name; thus, the attorney would lack knowledge of the document's actual contents.
Backdating Assignments

There were dozens of issues with Selim Taherzadeh (as well as Stephen C. Porter) acting as an
attorney-in-fact for MERS in assigning various deeds of trust (and attempted assignments of
notes) to special purpose vehicles as well as Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. Over half of the
assignments were backdated more than a week; some assignments were backdated to
convey some sort of purported authority by more than 4-112 years!
There were also as many signature variations of Taherzadeh's signature in these assignments.
we revisited the idea of self-assignment of the deed of trust through the use of MERS;
suspect surrogate and robosigning and possible suspect forgery of Taherzadeh's signature, or in
the alternative, notarization of documents containing Taherzadeh's signature without the notary
wttneE;smtg the
The following signature of Taherzadeh (below) was reprinted from
correspondence sent to one homeowner by certified mail:
yours,

SelimT~eh
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This particular signature is
he specifically identifies himself as a "Managing Attorney" for
this alleged foreclosure mill and no other entity. Notice the formal signature, even though his
middle initial ("H.") does not appear within
typewritten closing. The most common issues
this audit were for suspect robosigning and suspect surrogate "'""'uu;:,.
discovered as part
Additionally, the
in this instance) wear multiple hats,
forMERS as
as
as for other entities by limited power of attorney, even though few of
""''""''~"' of attorney could
located. In one instance, Taherzadeh himself even certified his
own
and his own authority on a document Technically, the authority is supposed to be
granted by the lender
holder of the note). Such does not appear to be the case here; instead
solely on arrogance of the foreclosure mill.
As was demonstrated by county registers of deeds, county clerks and connty recorders in
previous types of investigative audits and examinations done by third patty contractors, multiple
of "robosignatures" (such as with robosignor Linda Green) were gleaned from the
records and posted on a single page to reflect the alleged surrogate-signing issues, as shown in
report:
Pl"C D~;,~. }itii<!<'.JI Assocititb1

C?.:it:a

lis. AU(lmq·l-t-fatt pJOO:,f'lt to tf't!4:ttrtail'll.iftlit€d
Pow.:t rtf Attc.mty a<l.ro·.d~,p! oo Apcl• i, 2.6111

MOI.TGAGB ELiiCTI'WNIC REGlS'TRATION 8VS'I1!MS,
INC,. SOUiLY AS NOMINOO FOR FREMONI'
INVSSTMI!Nr It LoAN. ITS SOCCESSORS AND

MO&TGAOB BU!CTRONIC U01s:TRA710N SYStEMS,
SOLELY
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MO.ItTOAOE ELECTRONIC REGlSTftATION SYSTEMS,
INC., SOLELY AS NOMTHEE FOR KAU.l'MAN AND
BROAD hfORTGAGI! COMPANY, AN UJ#INOIS
CORI'ORA
, rrs SUCCESSORS Al>-1)) ASSIGNS

MORTGAGE ELEC'rRONlC tOJOISlltATION SVSl~MS,
SOLI;:LY AS NOMINEE !''OK l'IUMJ .F.NDJNG, A
ITS SUCCESSORS AND

MOKTOAOB ELOCJ'I.OMfC REOISTIL\TJON SYSTEMS,
ll>.'C,. SOLELY AS NOMJN£E FOR PlliMEIJiNOOIG. A
PLAI~lTAL COMPANY, ITS SUCCESSORS AND
ASSIGNS
'8y;

~Tliherl:ldlb

zvdtll

[ts:

rli:

AMcmey.fA.met pllm!allt to ~~ ~
~aekllo'Nkdpon~lP, 201.11

M)'·ill•fm pUI~W tO Char Ctt'Wm litpiQd
l'oy,w llf .1\UDIT.t)' ac~lnlw:G o.llotlf' 11, 2009
A

Lir!li!ed Power of

t.iORTGAO.B ELEC'IltONJC REOISTIATJOW SYSI'EMS,
ll>."C., SOLELY AS }o;OMlNJiB fOR CTX MORTGAGE
COMP
, iTS StJC:'t,"ESSOU AND ASSIGNS

v., tmt,

)OlD,

f:Jiko. v.-~Jar~no & wauk.*, rt::.

T~

ld S:l'l:m~fiO !fat «N!:o ~Po~ uf
Jdrm~Qi1MID6.2008

Apparent Egregious Behaviors ofDocument Manufacturing by Foreclosure 11J,Iills
In one of the documents reviewed (Instrument #2012008827), it appears that the Grantor and
Original Trustee are one in the same person (Rena M. Warden). Ms. Warden is actually the
Borrower here. The
Deed of Trust (Instrument #2004025286) lists the original Trustee
as John M.
full knowledge
the
Bank, N.A.,
in
wherein Taherzadeh
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There are also various signors coming into presence here wherein the signor and the notary are in
California or Arizona; the document appears to have been manufactured by CoreLogic
Document Solutions in Chapin, South Carolina; and the document was requested by Bank of
N.A.,
Bank America, N.A. was the named beneficiary of that assigmnent.
There were also documents reviewed as part of this audit that were notarized in another state
other than California, but in the notarial jurat (an apparent error as the result of document
it stated "under penalty of petjury under the laws of the State of California".
The most apparent
backdating efforts exposed in this audit are credited to Stephen C.
Porter and Barrett Daffin Frappier Turner and Engel, LLP:

Notice the backdated date?
Why wasn't this assignment
done earlier? Did it pose a
conflict in the chain of title?

Notice the date of the execution of the foregoing assignment (Williamson County Official
Property Records Instrnment #2011000216) is December 16, 2010; notice how the "to be
effective" is NOT the same language as "was effective on". "To be effective" denotes futnre
tense.

One would also have to ask how Mr. Porter had personal knowledge of the facts contained
in the document he allegedly signed over 4-1/2 years prior (by virtue of the backdating of
tbe document).
being in conflict with
two-year document challenge
cmnrrtonpta.ce, without any explanation in the document
One can observe the date (July

ncu·<>rnPtPrc
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Before me. the udders~
on ti1 day ~ly a~ STEPHBN C PORTI!R. ASSiSTANT
SECRbiAltY .r 'MORTGAGE
R.EOISTltATION S'fS'ie'MS, lf!IC. AS NOMINEE PaR LENU£R
ANO U:!NDEU ~SOR6 AJ',*ll ASSLONS, a ~. bm,.B fct me to b41 the
whose name ts
sullKribl:d to the
fmtt~.~mertf tnd (If; bt:Mif of said e<:~lpl)tatmn adal!O"wkd&~ll to me
aec:ured !he
same:
OOils\den~tfon ll!en!l!i expressed.

OI!ORGIAANN BfWllE:Y

IIRIIIBDIIIIIIU~ IIIIIIIIIJU!II11111110111illlllll1
ASSG20100180113405

:=:u::

Mr~ ~. £!2.fQ.~I3

In other documents as part of this batch, the notary is also signing her name as "Georgia A.
Bradley" (not her commissioned name). The rubber-stamped date is another "marker" of
robosigning and robo-notarization (all part of the scheme utilized in third-party document
manufacturing). There is no gender delineation either (another "marker" of robosigning). From
fabricated hundreds of
this
Porter and his
appear to
during the
audit period in Williamson County alone (and also as reviewed
but not audited in years prior to the target audit period).
As to MBI.Mortgage, Inc. and Northland Funding Group

offices in Dallas, Austin, Conroe and San Antonio. The
SOS
#13213100) aud has since
1994
was Lawrence A. Winslow, 152 Stones

MBI
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Northland Funding Group, LLC, appears to have been a Texas limited partnership, which was
filed on October 18, 1999 (Texas SOS Filing #706776922); its entity status shows "Inactive"
according to a
of the online database of the Texas Secretary of State's (SOS) website. It
showed a
address of 6850 Austin Centre Blvd., Suite 220, Austin, Texas 78731.
Its registered
at that time was NFG Management Company, LLC, listing the same address
as above. Another name (Larry D. Weisinger) was also listed as a registered agent at that same
address.
There are several

with this

(1) The address
for MBI
Inc., dba Northland Funding Group in South
Carolina (upon further searches) produced an address for Wells Fargo Home Mortgage;

(2) Further,
same address also produced search results for the following entities: (a.)
a branch location for Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC) or
Freddie Mac; (b.) a branch location for HSBC Bank; and (c.) a branch location for
Liquidation Properties, Inc.; among other firms located in the same complex;
(3) MBI Mortgage, Inc. and Northland Funding Group do not appear to be active in the
State of Texas. Both are listed as being "Inactive" or "Forfeited";
(4) It is not uncommon to see MERS agents (CertifYing Officers) convey property away
from original lenders that have filed Chapter 11 or have gone out of existence;
(5) A check of the records in the online database of the South Carolina Secretary of
State's website shows that MBI Mortgage, Inc. was incorporated in Texas; that it
registered with the Secretary of State of South Carolina on November 29, 2006; that its
status as a corporation good standing was forfeited; that its registered agent resigned;
that
entity was dissolved on March 8, 2010 (See Table "C" below);
(6) Thus, it appears that Stephen Porter is taking the liberty to backdate the assignment
when MBI Mortgage, Inc. was in business; however, the executed date of the
gnrnetlt was
outside
dissolution date
entity.
How

can this

How can the
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1grumeJ1t be valid?

TABLE "D"
MBI MORTGAGE, INC.
our

Pi\f.

DOMESTIC I FOREIGN:
STATUS:
STATE OF INCORPORATION
I ORGANIZATION:
REGISTERED AGENT INFORI\ciATION
REGISTERED AGENT NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:
ZIP:
SECOND ADDRESS:

Foreign
Forfeiture
TEXAS
Profit
AGENT RESIGNED

~~··~~~~~~~·~·~·····~~··~~··~····~·

FILE DATE:
EFFECTIVE DATE:
DISSOLVED DATE:

11/29/2006
11129/2006
03/08/2010

Corporation History Records
CODE

FILE DATE COMMENT

Document

Forfeiture 03/08/2010

SCBOS Filing: ADMINISTRATIVE DISSOLUTION #2

No Agent 01/22/2008

RESIGNATION OF AGT/ADD

Authority 11/29/2006

AUTH.

**This table was copied from the Texas Secretary of State's website under Business Entity searches.

EXTRACTION FILE: Apparent Aberration of the Rowe's Chain of Title
rr.:..\c!VVVV-rkV.J.
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executed by Paul M.
the

However, with the help of Barrett Daffin attorney Stephen C. Porter, who held himself out as
Vice President of Loan Documentation for Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., appointed his trusted staff
of substitute trustees on October
2010 and caused that document to be filed for record as
Instrument #2010082831 in the Williamson County real property records on December 7, 2010.
Unfortunately, the assignment that was audited as part of this target audit was dated December
16,
and filed for record on January 3, 2011 as Instrument
1000216. The two-year time
frame for challenge to this recordation appears to have expired. There is also the appearance of
an
scenario, wherein Porter appointed successor trustees on behalf of Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A. BEFORE the
was duly recorded.
To further complicate matters, an "Affidavit of Lost Assignment with Indenmity" was filed for
record on March 7, 2011 as Instrument
1014990. This document also appears to have been
of Wells Fargo Bauk, N.A., who claim that they are "authorized by the
manufactured by
note holder to make this affidavit". Further, the affidavit admits that the "assignment to Wells
Fargo Bank, N.A. was never recorded and inadvertently not completed and is now
unobtainable."
The following document, ftled for record as Instrument #2011014991 in the Williamson County
real property records, in sequence with the Affidavit, appears to be a "Release of Lien". In this
Release of Lien, which was also filed on March 7, 2011, the notary for the Affidavit, Terence
Lynn Jutila, is now
as Vice President of Loan Documentation, releasing the lien on the
property, which was notarized by one Mai Dona Yang. The signatures ofTerence Lynn Jutila on
both of the foregoing documents appear to be forged through surrogate signing. The signatures
are markedly different Lender Processing Services' Lender Default Solutions may be behind this
document manufacturing, working as subcontractors for Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
How is
given the scenario of the two preceding documents, that Stephen C. Porter could
declare himself to be Vice President of Loan Documentation for Wells Fargo Bank on December
16, 2010 and then execute an assignment that was "unobtainable"? This is likely the truest
appearance of an aberration in the chain of title found within the real property records during this
target audit period. Further, notary Georgia Ann Bradley appears not to have acknowledged one
of these documents
her fully-commissioned name.
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Nothing in the foregoing recorded Instrument indicates that Mr. Porter can designate himself a
"Vice President of Loan Documentation". It is also apparent that Mr. Porter is NOT an
employee of Wells Fargo Home Mortgage; Lender Processing Services or any of its subsidiaries;
but has been granted ONLY a limited power of attorney for Wells Fargo Home Mortgage.
The evidence found
the real property records searches has caused the auditor reviewing
this
to believe that there may be serious defects not only in the chain of title to the
Rowe's property at 1002 Wood Mesa Drive, Round Rock, Texas 78664; but also as to the
identity of the true holder of the note; and whether Wells Fargo Bauk, N.A. has unjustly enriched
when it released the lien on the Rowe's property. Where is the proof Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A. had a lien interest in this property?
And as for MERS, a search of its database produced the expected results that the mortgage
servicer was Wells
Home Mortgage, a Division
Wells Fargo Bauk, N.A. (what the
servicer wanted to display as the results of this search).
Another interesting aspect of this scenario, besides listing the Rowe's mortgage loan as
"Inactive", is a red-face type notation not previously seen in MERS search results:
loan is

for informational purposes
Inc. is not the
for this loan.

So ifMERS is not the "mortgagee", then why is MERS listed as the "beneficiary" on the original
deed of trust executed by the Rowe's on July 27, 2006?
A UDJTOR 'S NOTE: The term "mortgagee" is commonly used in Jt.,fERS mortgages in states
where a "Mortgage'' is issued The term "beneficimy" is commonly used by MERS in deed of
trust states where a
Trust" is issued with MERS claiming
such to create the
"static"
previously spoken of herein. The auditor uses these terms interchangeably
since MERS would commonly identifY itself in these instances to further its business model.
of title is in
possession of the auditor for further review or use as evidence
entire
of audit.
10 of the Deed of Trust that Paul Rowe signed on July
2006
Paragraph 20 on
(Paul Rowe signed all do<:un1ents on behalf of his
Sharon, claiming to have a power-ofwas none found in
property records to indicate such authority)
could sell
note, or a partial
in the
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Since Wells Fargo indemnifies itself, what recourse would the Rowe's have? How can a lender
claiming to indemnify itself by virtue a purported lost assignment affidavit, then tum around to
release the lien (without any warranty) and expect the Rowe's to have clear title as a result of this
scenario?
Stephen Gross Issues
Three different corporate assignments, recorded as Instrument Numbers #2010035294;
Williamson County land records, seem to
#2010045841; #2010045849; and #2010045850, in
contain the
of one Stephen Gross who appears to be an employee of ReconTrust
N.A
Company, N.A., which is the wholly-owned subsidiary and trustee for Bank of
(located
Richardson,
where Mr. Gross is believed to be employed). Some of these
documents were carefully reviewed for signature dissimilarities at tbe request of the Williamson
County, Clerk, even though they may not have been dated within the target audit period. Texas
notary laws provide that any party attesting to a document which a notary is to acknowledge
shall identify the
party. In the documents reviewed herein there was no identification
noted.
lf the audit team were not aware of potential statutory noncompliance, sueh assertions would not
have been made. Knowing this suspicious behavior exists leads us to believe that there may not
have been a notary log book kept as part of the usual practice of notarial recordations as required
under Texas Government Code at § 406.014. If the notary had to prove identification of the
parties to which she acknowledged, would she actually have the properly-maintained log book to
show any inquiring party as required under the foregoing Chapter? Below is a sample of the
failure to identify problem, along with the noted "markers" (rubber stamped-type, fill-in-theblank, robosigned, mass produced assignments called into question all over the country):
By:

MAY l Q 2018

Staphlm GIUII

Prince• Evtftlit

~~~~~;;

The rapid-fire pace of document manufacturing is illustrated by sloppy rubber stamping.
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notary's "stamped name" is inserted at least
above the line? Notice the blanks
"or proved to me on
oath
, that Stephen Gross is actnally signing for MERS and
attempting to
the notes
which MERS does not have an interest (by their own
admission in
Thus, we question whether MERS could convey the note in this
document
Here MERS was not
as
on behalf of any lender; thus, we are left to search
listed original
of record based on the Instrument number of the listed reference document.
ne1;au:st:: of the
involving the
and assignments of mortgage loans outside of the
Williamson County real
records, the
lender may not be the current holder and
owner of the note. In
identified in this section of the report, it appears that no oath
was administered, nor was
notation made as to how the alleged
was
identified. Now, we tnm to different signatnre variations of Stephen Gross, as compared to the
u"IJ"l.tuua: on which notary is
the documents, we list the results below:

Uy: MORTOAGB ELECIRONlC .REOISTIATION

Uy. MO!t.l'OAOE Ef.ECTRONIC IlEGISJKAUON

Texas notary Lauren D. Hollemon allegedly attested to
'u"•n•u"'"<"'n' process recordtea.

foregoing st)!:na1tunes with no apparent

GB ELBCT!tONIC ru!GJSTRATiON

me.
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And again, Texas notary Lauren D. Hollemon allegedly attested to the foregoing signature with
no apparent identification delineation recorded. Notice the drastic signature variations of
Stephen Gross (when Lauren D. Hollemon was acknowledging) all dated June 15, 2010?
The following Princess Everage acknowledgement was done May 10, 2010:

Gy: MOltTGAOE BLECTUONlC REGISTRATION
SVSTEMS,INC.

BY:

~::::=-==Aielsfant Seaalllljl

Another "marker", or indicator of questionable behavior, is the manner in which the notary signs
the document.
Illegible (or "scribbled" signatures) brings to mind the information obtained in the DOCX
investigations in Alpharetta, Ge-argia, during which signors admitted to signing over 350
documents an hour, many of whom were NOT in the presence of the notary who allegedly
affixed their signature and seal to such assignments:
The samples below are reflective of these "markers", or sloppy signatures:
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Because
of the foregoing signatures and notarial acknowledgments in this section occurred in
Texas and all the assignments were assigned to BAC Home Loans Servicing, LP (now subsumed
N.A.), it implies that BAC's own "trustee" performed what we term a
into Bauk
sellt-asstgrun~enr of the MERS deed
Linda Green signature variations (featured on CBS's 60 Minutes April
featured Florida fraud
Lynn Szymoniak) manifest
did the
documents in this
we term
uvvuliivu'" are suspect for document mass production,
, another facet
the 60 Minutes news piece, which
affixing their
name instead of the intended

room", where $10/hour employees of
That program
DOCX would almost robotically affix
to documents (many of which were
alleged to have already been notarized in a different part of the building). Thus, the surrogate
attestant, creates a question as to what personal or
signature, one without the presence of
actual knowledge the alleged signor had for which document they were attesting to and whether
such acknowledgment was legal.
iUore Alleged ReconTrust Robosignors
By:

MORTGAOI! BL&:11t0NIC !tEGIS.rRA·noN
!iYST£MS, INC.

Is Julie C Webb an
MERS, or
an "Authorized
Note the
signature vanat10ns. Does MERS have a title "Authorized
that it applies to employees
ReconTrust Company, N.A.?
Note

variations as

too appears to

an employee of ReconTrust:

• Mortpac fi:l~;emmlc Reglstratiou
Ine,. 8olelr
11$ Nominee fer
Ctm.tplluy, LLC. its

---~-t-.Lul

VIet Prelfdtnt
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As to Surrogate Signing Issues

is a scenario created when person(s) whose name(s) appear on a given
document is not the actual signor of the document Again, this scenario was disclosed on the 60
n"''"""" news piece in which a former male DOCX employee admitted on camera, "Yes, I'm
,
Chris Pendley claimed he was paid $10 an hour to
documents at the rate of 350 documents
per
Green's name as a Vice President or Assistant Secretary of Mortgage
Electronic
Systems, Inc. (MERS) or some other financial institution. He even
demonstrated for the news camera his method
robosigning; signing a piece of paper without
reading it, flipping it over to sign the next one, and then the next one, in a robotic fashion.
Surrogate
work much the same way as robosignors operate. There is mass
of
documents with no possible attempt to read the documents being signed, let alone possess any
personal knowledge of each document's contents. Thus, most of these so-called robosignors
admit deposition that they have no personal knowledge of what they were attesting. Until the
case is fully litigated, these issues would never be exposed.
Electronic Signature Issues

Certain States, including Texas, have passed statutes that allow for electronic signatures, or "esign". *
The problem with e-signatures is that there is no specific verification of record (as in a notary log
book) ifthere
a document that purports to have been created using a signature machine and
that document is used to reconvey a property or any other use involving real property actions.
In the particular case reviewed below, as extracted from the audit files, there are significantly
of BOTH the signor AND the notary, who purportedly appear to be involved
different
with Verdugo Trustee Services Corporation of Maryland. This entity lost its good standing with
the State of Maryland, twice, in 2002 and 2006, for failing to file the proper reports, although it
was reinstated in good sta:natng.
County
property records Instrument
As pictured
purports to be a "Transfer of
from MERS (as
for RBC
of Houston,
the
lender in Deed of Trust Instrument
melenctmg, a
as Transferee (the
allegedly in

.. .,.,uu.3VU

rir"'""'""'''"
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of

The person in whose favor a bill of exchange, promissory note, or check
is made or drawn; the person to whom or to whose order a hill, note,
or check is made payable; the person to whom an instrument is
payable upon issuance. The entity to whom a cash payment is made
or who will receive the state amount of money on a check.
One to whom money is paid or is to be paid.

so I

and

"For value received Holder of Note and
(MERS) transfers them to Transferee, warrants that
the Lien is valid against the property in the priority as insured." The statements contained in this
to a plethora of questions:
document
of value without violating its

•

How is it possible
MERS
bankruptcy-remote status?

•

How can an electronic database registry can "hold" anything without it being considered
an asset?

•

How is it possible that MERS has the ability, through Verdugo Trustee Services
Corporation, whose address is in Gaithersburg, Maryland, to list its address as the same
as
Inc.?

•

How can MERS as an electronic database "warrant" the validity of anything?

•

How can MERS be a lawful payee without violating its bankruptcy-remote status?

of
signor and the notary. Without reviewing the original deed of trust, the
Next is the
original lender is difficult to ascertain because ~1ERS's agents (in this instance Verdugo) never
of Lien". Without MERS involvement "as nominee for the lender and
stated it in this
lender's successors and
, this document appears to demonstrate that MERS (by and
through its certifying officer, Dennis Myers, as Vice President of MERS) is more than just an
electronic database.
The Notary, Sherry L. Sheffler, has a notary seal showing her to be located in Frederick County,
Maryland. When a search of the Maryland Secretary of State's notary database was conducted
however, the following information resulted:
Sherry L. Sheffle

189 0 Id Route 16 Waynesboro PA, 1726

present a question whether
The variations are so
on as well.
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TI1e foregoing signature is shown (above) as represented on the audited Instrument, signed on
January 20, 2011. The notary's signature and seal appears below:

Next are documents that were obtained as part of research in the Broward County, Florida land
records to show these same alleged signors' signature variations. Here is Clerk's File Number
108951292:

~ QE~ fiHIISl'Mn)Hlt'Ya.E\IIS, INC.

i¥

<:.,-..J .. - ..1...,._

~l.!r . . . -~
t~~~~

fta.f.·~~·,.a~ Wtlf r:w~ ~L ~rnM,• ~;dboi;...,.Sipf~Qtll;"' t1 ~--d.v.D

CI'Jl~tl)~l!Ul~ ~ f!iii\"U~r;{~;~Dm"GAq~In~lROtc(nttnwnrAflOH&n;:lli•.~v.,r;!'!M'~t~~ d.t:l1f .ld._
•

~~ LJI{I!.~
etrlCHTL&ttiFFI.ER ~~ltf:'frl~~'I:Y· MD
~liM«~
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Note the different notarial seals for Sherry L Sheffler. The notarial commission expires on the
same date, meaning that there is more than one notary seal in existence for Sherry L Sheffler
(alleged robo-notary public) .
Next is Clerk's File Number 10895 1318* (filed shortly after the previous document was filed):

*Thi s document appears to contain items potentially created using Adobe Photoshop.
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When comparing the back-end attestation and notarial jurat, they are noticeably identical; all the
way down to the placement of the signatures and the seal. Also notice a line appearing above the
seal appears to be identical. These signatures look nothing like the signatures filed in the
Williamson County official real property records Instrument previously discussed. Thus, there is
apparent robosigning, robo-notary signing and significant, third-party document manufacturing
going on at Verdugo Trustee Services Corporation in Matyland.
More eSignature Issues: Loancare, a Division of FNF Servicing, Inc.
The auditors further examined and cataloged a batch of documents all apparently computer
generated in 2011 and recorded in the real property records of Williamson County. All of these
documents, from indications on the filings, appear to have been generated by the "Release
Department" of Loancare Servicing (http://lpancareseryicing.com); also using the name of an
alleged third-party document software platform called, "ServiceLink" (as shown on the heading
of the company's website), a division of Fidelity National Financial Servicing, Inc.
Fidelity National Financial is a publicly-traded company (FNF) that noticeably seems to appear
at the center of document manufacturing when it comes to assisting lenders who seek to save
time and money by allowing them (the manufacturers) computer access to information to be used
to generate the information printed on the filings. Every time one observes an "underscore"
beneath a specific piece of data, it is implied that this standardized form is manually keyed in,
printed and then eSignatures of BOTH the attestant and the notary and the notarial seal are
applied. On its face, the document would appear legitimate, unless one knew and understood
how the documents were allegedly manufactured.
As Bryan Bly (infamous alleged robosignor for Nationwide Title Clearing, Inc. in Palm Harbor,
Florida) admitted in a deposition under oath, his eSignature was placed on documents without
his knowledge. In Florida, the notaries are also required under Chapter 117 of the Florida statutes
to keep log books of their transactions (similar to Texas). If the documents are eSigned, how
then can the notary acknowledge the presence of the signor?
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In the instances examined here, the attestants to the facts on the Deeds of Release are all signing
as alleged Vice Presidents of "Mortgage Electronic Registration Services, Inc. as Nominee for
Freedom Mortgage Corporation" (of New Jersey):

~narh•rJ.

r~4.-aL
PH\'UJS BMSBLE
N"'-r P~bftc for aafdw!B an

f:lq)lre&: 121J1i2012

e

"MERS" is Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc.; that is
not what this purports to represent;
found in Instrument #2011004035;
filed here January 18, 2011.

In the next example, found in Instrument #2011012547, we see the "Lender" listed as "Mortgage
Electronic Registration Services, Inc. [this is NOT what is contained on the Deed of Trust as the
listing for the agent-nominee] ("MERS") as Nominee for Freedom Mortgage Corporation":
Ull'ldw: MQ8TGAQE fi.ECT8QNIC REQtSTRA.T!ON SEJMCEitHQ."f"MERJO NJ, NQJ.ttt;EE FOR fBEEDQM
MOHiGAOEOORPOHAHON
~

'IJI~:lv?.if-

This document was filed for record
February 24, 2011. Still the same
mistake in MERS 's corporate name!

11

liilb Of VA, Coumr of Chl!liilapaaka gg:
ThiJ lnn'wi'TMII'It WR RllluloMtldt-.J bofCfUms PK'rLUS S~ &MWJ pubttc Ia and flrC~Qb OOtmt'y, In

t1ntmui.Ya.ort021lnRDU br8EOIMAVfim? szt~r_.~~Mtot~~~~e.r:;u;.cmOtliQS!GIIIBAUOH
~(WIC£8 INC, l:UCKf£! M NOMINEE FOR fl'fiEROM ll10R!GAQI; CQBPORATimt..
~e!PHilfhand,

t~>~--PFM.US IRA.aSlE
H~PublofrK~~tmci~J

If Phyllis Brabble really
"witnessed her hand",
then why the eSignature?
Notice the eSeal is larger?

ex<lm:mes, it appears the
eSignature) is
the original Deed of Trust
Brabble's
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Six minutes later, two documents (Instruments #2011012549 and #2011012550), were filed
for record containing the same MERS corporate name error; all generated and
electronically recorded from Loancare's Virginia Beach, Virginia offices!
What happens when you compare what is previously eSigned to what is manufactured at a rapidfire pace by human hand? From the examples listed below, more issues presented themselves:

STATE Of 't 'li"'t.b
COU NJ YQ.F ~a~ Cit;

On F·~~ry U '.h. 2t11 t, bobe nw. PHY'lUS ~E. 11 N't!l;;uJ Pvbt't: irlalil:f fot C~pca:to Ctl j' i ll l.M ~w!e d
V'..:ttr.la. ~.a~y ~!Bt<:C ~lf.IJ\ WJ'~n~. V!Ce·Ptf'U>''I':Ienl, P"-l'&lli'IS'tfJ-'111~ 10 tn:e (orr»ro....O to me 0'\ 1t10
b•·• of w!fsf~ eW1otnoe} to!» ttliJ per~) 'IAloso ~.(l(i} iiiJru !UIO~ £<>1ht ~ ~ll'lfilt Jtll;l
;j ~•"t.dg~ to oe 11'1.i.l lwlstwA'l9'/ P«U•.ed thv wr.a"" ~ls.'lwn'i~Rt814':.ori1ed ~. ana cr.at trt
rl:Sit'~D'ih~:r s:g '\.aWru m l.h!J inslnlrr-clll ~· pM~C~n:(s~. or tho !.!" ~¥ upon bt!ha.1 af ,.ff th I.IWJ ~t•J adt1! ,
U"I'CW~ lhn i l'lWUI'r<Rfl!.

Note the appearance of Regina White's alleged "real signature" and Phyllis Brabble's alleged
"real signature" appear to be different.
Also note the enlargement of the notarial seal, when apparent human signatures are applied.
This was filed as Instrument #2011014435 on March 3, 2011. Notice that it's March (a month
after the previous recordations) and the MERS corporate name error is still there? This corporate
name was NOT found on the original deed of trust as the proper "nominee" for the Lender and
the Lender's successors and assigns.
One would wonder who actually signed Regina White's name. What about the notary? Did she
sign her own name? Or did someone sign her name as well? This is what the auditors identifY as
alleged surrogate signing.
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Three minutes later, Instrument #2011014436 (03/03/2011 at 2:25p.m.) was electronically filed:

On Fcbruart 24lh. 20t '· b'!tliJ.'e *'~• F'f{YI.tJS 6 1~fl F~ a f..kl.."!ty Pubfc In and for O..e!lql~&\4! C~ ln lho ~t!le of
Vin.ft~ia. lll).·~•~r ~~e,llCIR~GtAA WtmE. v~nid"'l'li.~Jil)'k.nar~tn to.-M(«~tDmaonl"o
b~~ of ~':lifJ~o .:y 6</.cfe~) tg t. N PflliM{1) •t.osa rlaiTII:l(s) 1~ ro 'li'~ l.o IJwno~"li\'n ill~!rv~T-Cnt F<l
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~erltr.e't ttllli:J~\1~ an the ins'n!mHt !.h11 por!!OI'f.s},
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li:a Y..s!rumor.t.

c,

-."rch

Notice Regina White's signature appears markedly different that the signature on the previous
example? Does Regina White even exist? Was Regina White hired to work at Loancare
because her name is so short and easy to robosign? (This manufacturing issue was brought up in
the Scott Pelley interview with infamous alleged robosignor Linda Green.) The MERS name
error is still present. Also notice that there appears to be no gender delineation (markings of
he/she/they); identification information ("personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis
of satisfactory evidence"); or plurality ("person(s)").
The preceding two documents were entitled "Release of Lien" as opposed to the documents
where alleged Loancare employees Sarah Hyatt and Crystal Davis's names were mentioned in
the "Prepared By:" section of the documents.
Following these recordations, Loancare (acting in the same capacity as an alleged document
manufacturer), caused to be electronically recorded the following Instruments (containing the
same MERS corporate name error):
#2011016244; March 11, 2011; Deed of Release; prepared by Crystal Davis; eSigned
#2011016245; March 11, 2011 ; Deed of Release; prepared by Sarah Hyatt; eSigned
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Notice the presence of a new alleged eSignor, Kim Bigham? (Instrument #2011016245)
Oatad~

03L,07q01 1

~MORt'~ a&CT'RPf#'£0 REGISTAAtiOHSI;HVICE:$ iNC.l"t.tt:.RS•i.AS HOJAJNEI! Ftmf:Rf!f!DOM
MORTOAQE CQRPQRATJON

ol~~
Now examine what happens when the "right hand doesn't know what the left hand is doing":

Filed as Instrument #2011067106;
October 5, 2011; Release of Lien

ITAT:&Qf~rilt

COJ.I!ff'YOF ~-~cay
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ft~~ittW\J-n«,t

WITNESS ~~tttM Ofkf•mt.

Note Regina White's signature looks like Kim Bigham's alleged "real signature".
Note Phyllis Brabble's signature is more slanted without the "tail" on the "P" in Phyllis.
The misplacement of Regina White's signature with Kim Bigham's signature did not just happen
on one document. The auditors further examined Instrument #2011068480 (October 12, 2011 );
Instrument #2011069133 (October 14, 2011); and Instrument #201 1071596 (October 24, 2011).
All contain the same name mistake (Kim Bigham signing where Regina White's name should
have been); AND the same MERS corporate name mistake ("Services", not "Systems"). The
difference in name error means the alleged appearance of two distinctly different corporations.
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Finally,
auditors examined Instrument #2011082495; filed for record electronically on
December 7, 2011 at 8:40 a.m. Also notice the changes over the course of the year (2011) of
these filings ... how the notarial jurat states: "State of Virginia County of Chesapeake City"
and morphs into ''State of Virginia - County of Virginia Beach City"?
Also notice how the MERS corporate name error has proliferated throughout the entire pattern of
recordations filed by Loancare for virtually the entire year? Notice also the address listed on
of the recordations presented here as: 3637 Sentara Way, Ste. 303, Virginia Beach, VA
Here's what a
search of the purported MERS address revealed:

1.
Our interactive map lets you view, print, or send to your phone directions to and from
3637 Sentara Way Ste 303, Virginia Beach, VA 23452, and view the ...

2.

VALOAN CARE SERVICING CTR INC. Address: 3637 Sentara Way # 303 Virginia
Beach VA 23452; Phone: (757) 893-1300; Visit: loancareservicing.com ...

3.
Fnf Servicing. Own This Business? Edit Company Info. Loancare A Oiv Fnf
Servicing. 3637 Sentara Way# 303. Virginia Beach, VA 23452-4262 map ...

4.
Loan Care Servicing Ctr Inc. (757) 892-1700. 3637 Sentara Way Ste 303, Virginia
Beach, VA I Directions. 23452 36.834046 -76.095311 View Website ...

5.
Reviews and ratings of Loan Care Servicing Center at 3637 Sentara Way Ste 303
Virginia Beach, VA, 23452. Get phone numbers, maps, directions and ...

6.
Texas Operations. 3800 Buffalo Speedway. Suite 450. Houston, TX 77098. (713)
295-5050 ... (303) 253-3100 ... 3637 Sentara Way. Virginia Beach, VA 23452 ...

actual authorization to
each other's name in spaces provided
of actual personal
name underneath propounds the legal
the information
attested to, especially light the blatant
i\Ar.r+n·arrt> Electronic Registration
Inc.
auditors would
to rr>n,rr>"Pnt'
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Issues Involving Conveyances out of a Debtor's Estate
We further examined Williamson County Instrument #2011029100, where MERS and its
certifying officer, Suchan Murray, purportedly conveyed a deed of trust and note from Aegis
Wholesale Corporation (the entire Aegis lending group filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection in Delaware in 2007; it is still under that "protection") to One West Bank, FSB and its
successors and/or assigns, on April 15, 2011. The document was allegedly signed and notarized
in Travis County, Texas; and acknowledged by Texas notary public Sharon Renee McClendon,
whose commission expires on February 17, 2013. After recording, this document was returned
to the alleged foreclosure mill law firm of Hughes, Watters & Askanase, L.L.P. in Houston,
Texas. The purported address of the assignee, One West, is in Pasadena, California.
However, based on previous depositions available to the audit team* , One West Bank has a
signing center in Williamson County, Texas, where it is believed that Suchan Murray is
employed, along with the infamous (alleged) deposed robosignor Erica A. Johnson-Seck, who
has been deposed at least twice of which the audit team is aware. The notarial jurat and execution
of this document contains document manufacturing "markers", namely, fill-in-the-blank, rubberstamped information, as shown here (in this alleged self-assignment of the deed and note):

1liE STAiB OF .__---=-TtlQ.f.-=· __ §
§

COUNTY OP

'fm'"•

i

This iosttumtnl was acknowledged bl;toro mo on ~day of
APR II 2011
SW.Mflftq .
, ~n beball qf MORTOAOB ELiC'llU)NJC
RB018IRATION SYS'T'EM.,, INC., ACTIN'G SOLI!.LY AS NOMINBB .FOR AEGIS
WHOIJ3SALB COK}JORATION. known to ma ta be tbe PQtJOil "itose name is subscribed w cbe
1hrcsoktg im1rument !1M a.atoo'Wf«<ged to me. dw ht exetuled same= for tho pw-poseJ ud
by

(;Onsideration thmln t:;qK~

The auditor reviewing this document questions whether MERS or any of its officers had prior
permission from the bankruptcy trustee in Delaware to convey this property out of Aegis'
holdings. Further, it appears that unless One West Bank has an office in Travis County, Texas,
the notarial jurat (containing the language, State of Texas, County of Travis) would be improper.
*Deposition of Erica A. Johnson-Seck; IndyMac Federal Bank v. Machado et a/, Case No. 50 2008 CA 037322, 15th
Judicial Circuit, Palm Beach County, Florida; taken on July 9, 2009.
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There is no way Suchan Murray could work in the Williamson County offices of One West
Bank, FSB and have a notary attest to her signature as being signed in Travis County at the time
(7700 West Parmer
Bldg. D, Austin, Texas 78729 is
this document was
Williamson County, Texas; as stated in Erica A. Johnson-Seck's deposition at Page 4; Lines
16).
that deposition, Johnson-Seck admitted that Lender Processing Services ("LPS",
which operates like FNF), is "on site" (taken from same deposition at Page 17, Line 3). The
deposition seems to indicate that LPS employees are contracted by the lender to assist them with
assignments and other transactions their facilities in Williamson County, Texas.
Stephen C. Porter Issues

According to the research conducted through various sources in conjunction with this audit, there
appear to be
with not only the representations
by Stephen C. Porter, but also as to
the
his attestations, which provide us with concerns as to robosigning,
surrogate
(by
notary public is acknowledging the document), self-assignments
using various "hats" of authority; and suspect fraud on the part of the notaries participating in the
manufacturing of these documents.
As part of the audit research, the physical residential location of Mr. Porter was determined to be
in Collin County, Texas. Research was conducted in that county's real property records ancillary
to this audit to locate original, valid signatures of Mr. Porter, obtained from various deeds of
trust filed for record in that county (see Appendix 1 for the original signature examples); as well
as powers of attorney in which Mr. Porter is granted some sort of signing authority as "attorneyin-fact"
Appendix 2 for examples).
Stephen C. Porter is a known attorney employed by purported foreclosure mill law firm Barrett
Daffin Frappier Turner & Engel LLP (hereinafter "Barrett" or "Barrett Daffin") in Addison,
Texas (Dallas area).
Stephen C. Porter is licensed by the State Bar of Texas as a practicing attorney.

Why then would we see items
individual?
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the following, knowing the purported identity of this

Further, the notary acknowledging this General Warranty Deed, on which Stephen C. Porter is
alleged to have affixed his signature, verifies that this individual is who he purports to be in the
document (a Vice President of Loan Documentation for Wells Fargo Bank, N.A).
Mr. Porter may receive some compensation for services rendered from Wells Fargo Bank, N.A,
but it is
he is NOT being paid as an employee or as a VP of Loan Documentation.
There is nothing to indicate that Mr. Porter is signing this document with any kind of
employment authority (Vice President of Loan Documentation), when his attorney-in-fact status
IS
that the auditors could locate (see Appendix
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Name: Georgia Ann Bradley - ID: 126812715

15000 Surveyor Blvd
Addison, Tx 75001
Feb 20,2013
Dallas
Frost Insurance Agency Inc
Surety Company:

Old Republic Surety Company

History

As

Effective

Expire Date

Commissioned Notary Public

Georgia Ann Bradley

02/20/2009

02/20/2013

While it appears that the notary's commission is valid, there are significant issues with this
document
(l) There is an apparent lack of gender delineation as to the sex of the signor (who is
obviously male), yet there are no circles or hash marks to reflect such;
(2) Due to the surrogate signing issues that may arise during a signature comparison and
handwriting analysis of Mr. Porter's actual signature, it is impossible to determine
whether Mr. Porter actually signed the document; or in the alternative, whether Mr.
Porter signed the document he fore Ms. Bradley (and issues that may arise as to whether
Ms.
a log book as required under Texas Government Code at§ 406.014).
Ms. Bradley appears quite frequently in the number of the audited documents;
(3) There is an apparent attempt to manufacture the document on the part of the purported
"'"'V"'""" .. mill law firm. Rubber stamping of dates and parties is considered a "marker"
an indicator)
robotic-type document manufacturing, where large volumes of
firms at breakneck speed, generally due to the
entities; and

Porter's purported claim
he is a
N .A.
Mr. Porter were
as to "'"'"'tt,,r
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Thus, there are apparent issues with the validity of the General Warranty Deed reviewed herein
due to the potential lack of personal knowledge, improper employment attestation and suspect
issues for robosigning, surrogate signing and notary fraud.
Stephen C. Porter ''Wears 1lfore Than One Hat"
Besides purportedly being a "Vice President of Loan Documentation" for Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A., Porter also signs with limited power of attorney for what appears to be dozens of lenders
and MERS. The audit team searched the Williamson County land records numerous times in an
attempt to locate these recorded limited powers of attorney for Porter with limited, if any,
success. There were dozens of documents reviewed as part of the target audit that would list
Porter as a Vice President of Loan Documentation in an apparent attempt to appoint substitute
trustees to foreclose on Williamson County homeowners.
There were hundreds of documents reviewed as part of the target audit that would show Porter as
an Assistant Secretary for MERS. In each of these documents, reference would be made to the
original deed of trust that each of Porter's documents would purport to affect. When it came to
Porter's signature for each of these documents, they would show Porter signing for:
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC. AS NOMINEE
FOR LENDER AND LENDER'S SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS.

At issue here however, is the fact that the name of the "Lender" of record is not shown
anywhere in the recorded Instrument; one has to go back to the original deed of trust to
find out who the original "Lender" was. With MERS involved, it is not known who is the
existing "Lender" or "assign" at the time Porter claimed to have transferred the property
by assignment, because no intervening assignments were ever recorded; thus, it appears
MERS and its agents are attempting to use the electronic database as a "catch-all".
Even if one were to look at the original Deed of Tmst, the original Lender may not have been the
actual Lender conveying the purported Note and Deed of Trust to Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
(which many of these documents purported to do, even though MERS claims it does not have an
interest in the Notes that Porter attempted to convey). One would have to assume that the MERS
""'or"''Tl appears to have obfuscated the real party in interest through its (MERS) involvement.
The
remains however, anyone with an interest in any given piece of property would have to
thoroughly investigate who may have had an interest in that property and still may not identifY
the true noteholder. How then would a property owner know who is being paid in full when their
of trust and note are allegedly satisfied
the MERS
and
of trust
and
This
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Porter has also signed as
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. (Instrument
#2013009064), conveying the alleged deed of trust and note to Bank of America, N.A., nearly
two (2)
AFTER Bank of America, N.A. had purchased Countrywide through a stock
.........H'"' entities to
entities (without previous assigmnent) are
document manufacturing. What would be the
authority for
::nz;uu,,15 under a Limited
of an Attorney for a corporation that is defunct and was no
in a position of
standing to grant such authority?
In this particular instrument, the Auditors wish to point out that Barrett Daffin bas taken
credit for preparing this document.

In Instrument
16020, Barrett Daffin (with Porter
claims the
document in an assignment from JPMorgan Chase
power of attorney to execute
to the
of the Department of Housing and Urban Development Further,
of the Barrett
foreclosure mill
Brandon Wolf) also appear to have signed MERS"""'1!511'-'"' assignments without indicating under which authority they were
them (e.g. Vice
President or Assistant
In this instance, notice who is supposed to be "personally
appearing" before Texas notary Kelley Ann Lorenzen (not Brandon Wolf [no official title listed]
wbo allegedly signed the document):
O'Z'IIC ROOJBTMiJON SVS!m48, INC.
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This type of document manufacturing appears common at Barrett Daffin; there is no firm
~'"".."''" at how many
of property registered in the Williamson County real property
records, likely to be in violation
Penal Code § 37.01(2) (filing fraudulent documents
a
agency to deprive a homeowner of their property) that have never been
prosecuted. Few if any district attorneys nationwide have ever reportedly looked into such
It appears there are multiple firms that are
in this
of behavior, most of
them known foreclosure mills.
State of Florida effectively shut down the foreclosure
"""'"t1""'" of David J. Stern and Marshall C. Watson
these same alleged behaviors; while the
State of New York went
and caused the Stephen J. Baum Law Firm in
New York
to padlock
doors. In one year, Baurn and
filed over 16,250 foreclosure actions
in the
New York
boroughs alone, many of which lacked proper documentation.
A Boone County, Missouri grand jury recently indicted DOCX (a now-defunct document
manufacturing arm Lender
Services, Inc.), who settled the matter by paying a
fine. DOCX's President Lorraine Brown has entered a guilty plea for directing the alleged
vv'-'"'"V''" and is
sentencing,
up to two years in the Missouri State Penitentiary.
Michigan Attorney General Bill Schutte has announced he is
an indictment against
Brown on charges that could earn her another potential twenty-year prison term. Illinois Attorney
General Lisa Madigan has filed suit against Nationwide Title Clearing of Palm Harbor, Florida
for what she
is illicit document manufacturing practices involving robosigning and other
At this juncture, there is no evidence of any prosecutorial actions against any of these
foreclosure mills or suspect document manufacturing plants by any authority in Williamson
County, Texas.
As to Self-Assigned Assignments

The audit also focused on certain issues involving what is termed as "self-assigned assignments",
a party
own accord or through MERS as an alleged
the deed of ttust and note to itself. As was previously stated, the problem with
notes is that it has no interest in the note and courts have rnled that MERS
cannot
an interest in. MERS deeds of trust
MERS the right to
status as "nominee".*
that indicated that
proper parties who would
to save time
as
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Here is one example of an
that fell within the purview of the
audit, taken from
10084776; recorded on December
the Williamson County real property records as Instrument
15, 2010. In
MERS as nominee for DHI Mortgage Company Ltd. (a company set
up to fund D. R. Horton-built homes in Williamson County's "Settlers Crossing", revealed the
following
this two-page recordation (examples
out for ,.,.t,p,-,.,n .. ,.

ASSIGNMENT OF DEED OF TRUST
TH8 STAT I OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF WI 111 ll&'lson
KNOW ALL M!N IJY TR&SE PRES£N1'S:
Thai Morlgap B~kl P.tgi!(mlil.'lll
lne. ("M£RS") 8$ nom in~ for ON J MORTGAGE COMPMY
its Rl~&rs and til!ips,
ht«Jin by and dnou&fl a dtlly tlllhor~ <Jillec:r, tht OWlet' ~ holder of oot
cercaiJJ promissory note for lhuut~u;fU4S.411. oa
exceus.t by Kelly Kensler &

Matthew Friede

• Its su~:;CtJmn and usf&~ts. and ecured by e ~ of Trull of e_, date dterewiti to
Trnsctc, wblth
wasfi!edforreoordM J/14/2006
llllderPileNo. 2006119976
for Md mtooiidera:ioo N' til<> sum of Ten
Dollars.
and odm &ood. Yl2ucblf i1l8d sufticialt ~dettfliou ptict. tie r~Ipt of wllklb b her~ ec:btowledpd, does

R.andall C Present

MIN: 100020410001065825 MBRS Phone: l·SU419·6;71

38686

495~1435881-796

rau 6IIRI

o1 Otad

G·lfi(fXI ;;fUit

,;;Tttl

000493374

or 1ru•
2111

WPitMM.S#'.!i)&t.k<HIC~lJJI,IIIt

trarnfer md

set ov~ and d~llYer ooto
\Yith the !lens
anti to said lLmd,

UOLD !IJtto said
title and es,tato in

odletwise.
Exea~red tbiuhe
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lst

of

Oeee~ber,

2010

AUDITOR'S NOTE: Tina M. Mallory (who is believed to be an employee of DHI Mortgage
Company Ltd.) appears to be signing as "Assistant Secretary forMERS", NOT as nominee for
DHJ Mortgage Company Ltd. (legal description and superfluous information omitted).
The document was acknowledged by
notary public Scott Hicks,
commission
""T'"!lr<>t1 to be valid at the time of acknowledgment. Here's what Scott Hicks' address of record
the
of State's
under the
Search section:
Name: Scott Hicks- ID: 124666441
12357 Riata Trace Pkwy Ste C 225
Austin, Tx 78727
Sep 02,2015
Travis
National Notary Association
Merchants Bonding Co Mutual

Surety Company:
History

As

Effective

Expire Date

Recommissioned

Scott Hicks

09/02/2011

09/02/2015

Recommissioned

Scott Hicks

09/02/2007

09/02/2011

Commissioned Notary Public

Scott Hicks

09/02/2003

09/02/2007

Scott Hicks notarial commissions. Hicks also appears to be connected
work
with the
Notice the following address as taken from
it was duly recorded in the Williamson County

rPnrP<:t•nr<:

Return To:

OHI Morto~ue Ca~pany
fost Clos1ng Department
12357 Alata Trace Ptwy,
tte 50
n,

ASSIGNMENT OF DEED OF TRUST
681

Searches
Tina M. Mallory revealed
same address as shown above. Thus, the appearance
of assigning the mortgage to one's own company by simply "putting on the MERS hat",
""'w.. ••uu"" that Kings County New York
(Hon.) Arthur Schack, who has called out
rot>ostgnors repeatedly in many cases, has termed a "milliner's delight". *
~fERS-assigned deeds of trust
up the larger part
self-assignment
common
throughout
United States, not just to Williamson County. The question as to why a
1gnment was necessary may
a result
a MERS MIN ID
of the MIN listed in the
have
to facilitate the removal of the MERS deed of trust back to DHI Mortgage
LOlrilPlmV Ltd. (standing on
owu, rather than being involved in the MERS system).

If
is the case, then the MERS MIN ID Search database would show an
MERS
loan; thus defeating
attempts by the Borrower to do any further ""'"'"'"'.. ""
database; the real party in interest of their loan further obfuscated because the loan was officially
removed from
MERS system. In summation, the lack of understanding of how the MERS
u"'u'"'"" model operates would lead the
person reviewing this document to be totally
confused as to why this assignment was necessary. Another issue
becomes relevant . . . if
MERS can only convey the interest it has been granted (the Deed of Trust herein ... and NOT
the Note), then how can MERS convey the note as well? (Even if Tina M. Mallory could have
acted as an employee of DHI but in this case, did not?)
If MERS is only allowed to convey the interest it has been granted, was the note conveyed back
to DHI Mortgage Company, Ltd. as purported in the assignment? If the note was originally
pledged into the MERS system, was the note actually securitized? If the note was securitized,
are there unknown intervening
that may (or may not) have unrecorded interests in the
real property records of Williamson County, in violation of Texas Government Code§ 192.007?
These issues have been at the forefront of the MERS controversy when it comes to the perfection
(or
lack thereof) of the property owners' chain of title. There were also
outside the
Texas borders effecting Williamson County properties, where
appeared prevalent:
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as5agtnnem was acknowledged by a notary of CitiMortgage, Inc. in St. Charles County,
employee
(where CitiMortgage, Inc. is located) by what appears to be a
to
his own company, without recourse, the
(Derek Coleman),
the "MERS
deed
and note of a Cedar Park property owner.
is

Notice

MERS stamp, when the
MERS entity was dissolved in
a 1
was later "'"'T"""''""'rt for issuance by MERS).
is
in 2011
MERS as a
for First
Financial
went belly-up

1998, on a 2011 document

Further,
Corporation,

Other Extraction File Issues

Certain cases were isolated based on the particular assigmnent or conveyance and
from
the target audit
scrutiny. These documents are all recorded in the official property
Williamson County, Texas and are within the target audit dates. The auditors
records
attempted to
specific instruments by number, especially when necessary to
identify a questionable
Even though a small number of files were extracted, the results
obtained appear to represent the cross-section of issues discovered that should be considered
highly significant.
Wooten Home Purchase from HUD in 2012

Despite previous issues with the former owners of the subject property herein (not reviewed
here), it appears that Anne lie Rae Wooten and Dannie Lee Wooten purchased a property located
at 130 Killian Loop, Hutto, Texas 78634. There appear to be recorded discrepancies with the
purchase of their home (an apparent foreclosure) that may present issues of probative value.
of the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
at 10:04 a.m.,
rf'l''l'\rf1Pf1 Instrument
(Special Warranty Deed with Vendor's
but a stipulation stated
document was
by an agent of HUD on May 21, 20
2012, two days later.
therein that the deed was not in effect until May
at
a.m., it appears
Instruments #20 12039240

of the property caused to
(Deed of
and

date on the
was
(MIN # l 001302-5400212600-

10

I

TI1e creation date on the deed trust in the MERS database, using the MIN provided, was May
2012. SFMC, LP was listed as the ''Servicer" and NOT the Lender); however, the Security
days earlier. How is it that the Borrowers
Instrument itself (the Deed of Trust) was created
had the right to
the Property PRIOR to them being issued the Warranty Deed?
To further illustrate the issue in the preceding paragraph is the paragraph on Page 2 of the Deed
of Trust
which the auditors
to as the
mechanism", derived from the
feudal term
, meaning to
real property in freehold. This paragraph states that
~n',...."'""'r is
seized of the estate thereby conveyed" (with the right to mortgage it). How
would that be possible if
date of the deed of trust was May 17, 20 and on THAT
DATE,
Borrowers were assumed to have been lawfully seized, when the property's warranty
deed was stipulated to become effective on May 24, 2012?
Further, it appears that the prior mvners of this property also had MERS-related issues prior to
the foreclosure and resulting sale on their property; thus, there may be unknown mesne assignees
that
unrecorded interests that could subject any new homebuyers to double liability.
Part of the problem here is that when an investor (either foreign or domestic, from within the
State of
or without) attempts to purchase a piece of property that has been foreclosed
(1) whether the previous mortgage loan owneriholder was actually paid in full;
and (2)
the assigrm1ents and appointments leading up to the foreclosure were actually
valid, not just on their face, but
fact genuine. This would virtually force any subsequent
investor to spend money in legal
trying to sort out the mess created in the chain of title. As
to whether the investor would even have legal standing to pursue a claim is another matter
entirely.*

The Rodriguez Foreclosure Scenario: October, 2010
On
16,
Samuel
Jr. and
Eleanor Rodriguez entered into a deed of
trust which granted an interest to now-defunct Long Beach Mortgage Company (as of 2008,
Long
portfolio reportedly consisted
mostly subprime mortgages), a subsidiary of
Washington Mutual Bank, F.A. (also now defunct).

i\,1 £'1,rtcr<>aP
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of trust was recorded as Instrument #2006041342. It appears that the
Bank, N.A.
loan,
on
13, 2010, JPMorgan
Deutsche Bank National
as Trustee for Long
Loan Trust 2006-5), by and
lsmeta UuJmallllC

The appointment was recorded as Instrument #2010064700. This appointment appears to contain
eight (8) rubber-stamped
one of which is the State the notary is acting on behalf of
(Florida), which is
to be an
pen.
The probative concern here is HOW
anyone as a substitute trustee when the
au•c;;;;~;;u a:sSll;mnetu to Deutsche Bank (by
NOT as attorney-in-fact but as successor
h•ncri',.n Mutual Bank) was not recorded until
2010 as Instrument
cu·w>c.e>•ec the
should have been recorded
so Chase would have
was sold on October 5, 2010, BEFORE
authority to file the appointment The
Chase's assignment to Deutsche Bank was recorded! A
the
website (at
NO NOTICES OF SALE filed, even up until the date of the sale as
law.*
Further,
Substitute
Deed
the property to Deutsche Bank as high bidder on
as Instrument
October 18, 2010 and BOTH DOCUMENTS were recorded in
#2010076849 (assigmnent) and #2010076850 (Trustee's Deed). How is it possible that Deutsche
Bank (in conjunction with
was entitled to sell a property it appears NOT to have owned,
when it appears that nothing was filed for record until
or had the right to appoint a trustee to
AFTER THE FACT!
the trust as Trustee, the SEC's files show
Although Deutsche Bank appears to be
that the cut-off date
the trust (into which the note could have been conveyed into the trust
pool** via the Trust Depositor, Long Beach Securities Corporation) was June 1, 2006. This
assignment directly into the trust violated the terms of the Pooling and Servicing Agreement
("PSA"), which specifically mandated that the required assignment order is: (1) to the Trust
Depositor; and
(2)
the trust pool itself by the Trust Depositor. The alleged assignment
to the trust was actually recorded on November 12, 2010, over FOUR years AFTER the trust
pool's eut-off date; thus non-compliant with the PSA's terms.

trust's
Washington Mutual Bank
Deposit Insurance Corporation), Lawrence
under oath a
ucuun,F,<VH Mutual's loans
mandates that all recordations
filed in the real nronerltv
MUST
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the

While this

are certainly enough issues to
'""'''l"."'""'u into whether this foreclosure and
were conducted legally
claiming to have an interest may not
had such interest at the time of said sale.

Suspect Texas Governme1tt Code§ 192.007lssues with the Owens' Property

and reconveyances following the
If what the Texas"+"'''"'+.'" say
upheld,
to
paperwork in the chain
loan are to
pay-off of a
805 Escondido Drive, Leander, Texas 78641. In 2002, Darrell Owens and his
of title
Ltd., a Texas corporation
a deed of trust in favor of SD
(recorded as Instrument #2002018104).
2005, the Owens' appear to have refinanced their mortgage loan with New Horizon
Inc.
corporation); their
of trust recorded as Instrument
#2005041056;
New Horizon (on that same date, by Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.'s Vice
President of Loan Documentation acting as attorney-in-fact for New Horizon Mortgage, Inc.)
their mortgage by Wells
recorded as Instrument #2005045799.
appears to
We could assume that following the loan payoff to SD Mortgage Services, Ltd. by either New
that a deed of reconveyance would customarily be recorded, showing
Horizon or Wells
the encumbrance by the proper parties. Despite the fact that Wells Fargo recorded
subsequent Notices of Acceleration and Notice of Trustee's Sale (February, March and
April, 2012) for
Owens' property, as of the date of this audit report, no deed of reconveyance
has been filed by the original mortgagee (SD Mortgage Services, Ltd.). Since the first mortgage
was a MERS-originated
we would customarily assume that MERS agents would
"manufacture" such a reconveyance to comply with Texas Government Code§ 192.007, since it
a previously-recorded deed of trust document. Could this then be construed to mean that
an outstanding
on
property?
Apparent Lender Default Solutions Document Manufacturing Issues

44'-'~'"""''

Default Solutions employee in Dakota
Minnesota)
Deed of Trust (on June 30, 2011) on behalf MERS
n"'l"."'""' Financial Corporation. Ramesch Vardan, represented
HHJL,.,,J, '"h'"'Uf', forMERS only and not MERS as nominee
In
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"The Right Hand Doesn't Know What the Left Hand is Doing''
The scenario involving BOTH Barrett Daffin and Brice Vander Linden
at
St. Mary's Drive, Hutto, Texas 78634
did Brandon Graham and Brandi Rivera (husband and wife) know
they
a deed
PrimeLending, a PlainsCapital Company out of Dallas, Texas, that they would have
trust
alleged substitute trustees, BOTH
the pleasure
dealing
not one but TWO sets
involving ~1ERS-related
The
still remains as to MERS' ability as nominee to
convey something it did not
namely,
promissory note.
on February
2006. They were
deed of trust the couple signed was
unaware that this document was a MERS-originated Deed of Trust, recorded as
Instrument #200601
on March 1, 2006. Although MERS was involved, the couple probably
had no idea their note was likely sold multiple
through the
process. From
original Lender intended to sell
examination of the Deed Trust, there is nothing to indicate
note {or a partial interest
the Borrowers had no reason to suspect otherwise.
The listed MIN number on the couple's deed of trust was #1000536-2010101492-5. A search of
this MIN revealed
of December 19,201

MIN: 1000536-2010101492-5

Note Date: 02/27/2006

MIN Status: Inactive
Phone: (651) 605-3711

Minneapolis, MN
Note the foregoing sentence in red-faced type that says MERS
not the mortgagee for this
loan". At the time the loan was
MERS claimed to have been the beneficiary, which
mnrrunut>P in a deed of trust Why the contradiction on
to
information contained
So if
,,,,..,,,.,.. who is the real
in interest as the ow11er the
was
default on
loan
13, 2008, purporting to
(not

and
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The document was returned to Barrett Daffin after it was recorded. The document was executed
on July 31, 2008 (with an effective, backdated assignment date to July 16, 2008) by David
Seybold, as follows:

MOilTOAOE !!.ECJ'RONIC REGISTRATION S\'STEMS.INC. AS NOMlNJ3£ fOR
tENDER AND LENDERS sUCCHSSOkS AND ASSiGNS

IJV:

llS:

-----'·M;frt..-;
. ~~~----._;.----:ir+
·.

ASSISTANTSBCRBTARY

----------~~~~~~~-----------

David Seybold is employed by Barrett Daffin. He allegedly has a signing agreement with MERS
to act as its "cettifying officer", yet the original table-funded lender is not named on the
assignment caption (as noted above), but is substituted with the phrase "as nominee for lender
and lenders successors and assigns".
If PrimeLending is only the broker, and the loan was sold multiple times, requiring multiple
recorded assignments to comport with Texas Government Code § 192.008, then who is Seybold
attempting to convey the note on behalf of?
Then, on July 28, 2008, as indicated on Instrument #2008062804 (filed AFTER the assignment),
Seybold claimed to have executed an Appointment of Substitute Trustee as follows:

lsn 'tit amazing that David Seybold is now a Vice President for Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. (not the
servicer, Wells Fargo Home Mortgage), at the very same time he works at Sarrett-Daffin? There
does not appear to be no recorded Power of Attorney (that could be located in any real property
record, through due diligence) that vests the foregoing title
authority in Seybold, making him
an o.ffzcer of Wells Fargo Bank, N. A .. let alone a Vice President of Loan Documentation.
75

I Page

AUDITOR'S NOTE: The information contained in the Appointment of Substitute Trustee
states that the document was executed on July 28, 2008 but was not notarized by Texas
notary Suzanne Staley until August 5, 2008! BOTH documents were filed for record on
August 13, 2008. Did Suzanne Staley witness Mr. Seybold's signature? Did Suzanne Staley
sign Mr. Seybold's signature without his authorization? Did Suzanne Staley keep a log
book showing either transaction?
Fast-forward to 2011. It appears the couple paid the
the alleged deficiency and thus
cured the det1mlt prior to any
where a second assigrunent is recorded on July 26,
2011 as Instrument
1048655. In this assigrunent,
Brmvn claims to be an Assistant
Secretary for MERS as nominee for PrimeLending, executed with an
date of July 20,
2011. Since the real party in interest is still unknown, we assume that MERS' "static" condition
as
involved multiple hidden (and unrecorded) assigrunents between the time the
original loan was made up until the present time when
assignment was executed.
It appears the
may have been manufactured by Brown, as an employee of Lender
Default Solutions in Dakota County, Minnesota, as evidenced by Page 2 of the document, which
contains two rubber-stamped items and an undelineated notarial execution. Two-page documents
seem to be commonly used by document manufacturing plants, wherein the possibility exists that
the notary did not physically witness the signature of the attestant nor recorded the act of
acknowledgment. As previously discussed, this type of behavior was exposed in the 60 Minutes
news segment on April 3, 2011 wherein reporter Scott Pelley interviewed attorney and fraud
investigator Lynn Szyrnoniak about certain aspects of fraudulent document manufacturing that
was occurring at DOCX, a now-defunct subsidiary of Lender Processing Services, Inc. ("LPS")
(Lender Default Solutions in Minneapolis, Minnesota is a subsidiary of LPS).
The problem appears however, that the Appointment of Substitute Trustee was filed on July
2011, BEFORE the latest assigrunent, effectively backdated to July 20, 2011, so the recordations
the 1:\vo
would purport to
some sort of legal permission to
appoint a substitute trustee. The appointment was allegedly signed by Selim Taherzadeh, who is
employed by Brice Vander Linden. The signature on this document does not appear to closely
of Taherzadeh that are presented in this audit report. Further, the
match other noted
~ ...w,_, __ power of
he asserts was granted to him on June 18, 2009 could not be located.
the appointment was recorded BEFORE the
was recorded. This
appear to "put the cart
the
for permission to do an act BEFORE authority
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To compound the
with this couple's
title, two separate notices of acceleration of
the loan were recorded, wherein Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. claimed to be the
but by
and
redundant
had already been placed
official
..,"."""1 "' and three subsequent Trustee's Deeds (or Special Warranty Deeds were filed),
the property from the Substitute Trustee (Juanita Strickland, who works under
contract as a trustee for
foreclosure
to Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. (who was listed as
bidder);
from Wells
to the
of
and Urban Development ("HUD");
purported bona fide
Ruben
who may have
HUD to
ae1recrs in the chain of title at
time he bought the property. Because many title companies
and
upon
legitimacy the MERS
model, any defects created by
to properly record
would
hidden by the MERS
from
chain
of title to the property.
The validity
was never challenged. The question also remains: Is MERS and its
entitled to
property
once MERS already assigned
property? Did
MERS convey only the deed of trust and split the deed of trust
the note?* Did Wells Fargo
this loan
an unknown securitized trust vehicle? As to Taherzadeh's power
only Power of Attorney of record was found was in Dallas
attorney (after diligent search),
County, Texas (refer to Appendix
When There's No Assignment of Record, Who Has the Right to Appoint Whom?
The Case of the Gomez Property at 502 Yosemite Trail, Taylor, Texas 76574

Millions of homeowners appear to be facing the same scenario as Nicole and Jeffrey Gomez
(wife and husband), who executed a deed of trust (Instrument #2004095010) through an entity
operating under an "assumed name certificate" ("Doing Business As"; "dba") known as
Wholesale Lender, now defunct. This MERS-originated deed of trust shows a MIN of
#1000157-0004462
It is highly unlikely that the Gomez's knew about MERS when they
closing on or about November 26, 2004.
'"'-'l'u::.~;;u

on, with no apparent indication of authority to do so.
of them from Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.
to have been handled
Recon Trust
which

were
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(1) Instrument #2006034474; May 1, 2006; by an Assistant Vice President of Bank of
New York as Trustee, for the benefit of the Certificateholders
CWABS, Inc., AssetBacked
Series 2004-15 (an
indicator of the secnritization or transfer
into a
Instrument #2007015079; February
2007; by a First Vice President of the same
entity (both of
appointments appear to have been executed
Collin County,
by a third-party document manufacturer, possibly ReconTrnst Company, N.A.);
(3) Instrument
(this time executed

2008; by an Assistant Secretary of the same entity
July
Dallas County, potentially under the direction of ReconTrnst); and

1045057; July 11, 2011; this time by an Assistant Vice President of
(4) Instrument
the same entity, but now claiming status as "attorney-in-fact, BAC Home Loans
Servicing, LP (which by this time had already been subsumed into Bank of America,
FKA
Home Loans Servicing, LP, by BAC GP, LLC, its General
Partner.
Where were all of the assignments leading up to these appointments? Not found in the
Williamson County real property records! In the last appointment, it appears ReconTrnst is
directing the production of this document.
Up until the point the first Appointment occurred, CTC Real Estate Services (another division of
Countrywide) was the original trustee of the deed of trust. The persons executing these
documents are suspected robosignors who may or may not have signed these documents before a
of acknowledgment. There was no Notice of Acceleration and Sale filed
notary public at the
in the real property records when the Appointment occurred.
1067358), alleged MERS robosignor Sandra L.
Finally, on October 6, 2011 (Instrument
Hickey attempts to convey to the trust vehicle, referenced previously in Paragraph ( 1), above,
now worded as "Bank of New York Mellon FKA The Bank of New York as Trustee for the
2004-1 , the deed
certificateholders
CWABS, Inc., Asset-Backed Certificates,
to convey, on behalf
. MERS may not have had
not mentioned
on this
of the deed of trust
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At the
was filed,
were four (4)
holders mentioned of record.
of the trust's PSA shows the cut-off date for accepting the borrower's note into
Further,
at Page
the trust pool was December 1, 2004; as noted

In
the courts in America, Bank of America is vehemently fighting efforts
to
when
trust pool actually received the borrowers' notes; and trying to block the
introduction
the pooling and
agreement. The
problem here is that
as~agtlment followed FOUR appointments into the Williamson County land records
there
ant)earecl to be no valid
recorded which would vest any kind of authority to appoint

On June 8, 2012,
was filed for record as Instrument
2044027. The
to have been manufactured by employees of ReconTrust Company, N.A 's
document
Ventura County, California. It names the trust entity referenced in Instrument
as the real party in interest The purported
address used in this
ern'""''"~' appears to
the same address as Metro Detective Agency
Danville, Illinois and
not the true address of the assignee.
Again, the original trustee from the deed of trust is named (devoid of all mention of previouslyappointed substitute trustees). MERS again attempts to convey the deed and the note from the
original lender (as was previously done in 2011) to the trust vehicle itself, by-passing the Trust
Depositor; thus non-compliant with the terms of the PSA and potentially only conveying the
note. Following this
of apparent redundancy, two more
deed of trust and not
Appointments of Substitute Trustee were filed, further creating suspect chain of title issues to the
property.
12024547; April 4, 2012; and again Instrument #2012043646; June 7, 2012; by
who purports to be a Vice President, as attorney-in-fact for the trust entity (as
when in reality, Ms. Cowan is likely an
Instrument #201
N.A., along with
public Michele Christine
documents.
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In BOTH
there is no
Notice of Acceleration and Sale, as is mandated by law.
The property appears to have been sold (July 3, 2012; Instrument #2012068155) to the trust
as high bidder (there is no indication HOW the trust purchased the property for
'"""'nu an outstanding balance). Agaiu, the origiual mortgagee on the Substitute
Trustee's Deed is MERS.
MERS MIN search
MIN: 10001

Note Date: 1

MIN Status: Inactive
Phone: (800) 669-6607

AUDITOR'S NOTE: There are numerous investor lawsuits against Countrywide Home
Loans, Inc. and Bank of New York Mellon, as well as Bank of America, N.A. regarding
misrepresentation and fraud on the part of the lenders as to the information relied upon in
the prospectus for numerous trust vehicles offered to investors on Wall Street.
In sum, there are now suspect
with the
chain of title prior to the foreclosure sale
of
property to a new subsequent owner, if in fact the trust had the right to sell and
subsequently purchase the property in the first place.
Extraction files reviewed in this audit appear to indicate MERS' infiltration into the land records
of Williamson County as early as 2001.
The Case of the Unidentified Merger: The Cantrell Files

What happens when one
entity is subsumed by another banking entity and there are no
supporting assignments filed? Such is the case of the property that used to belong to Martin and
Sharon Cantrell of Granger,
On July 18, 2007, the Cantrells
husband and
appear to have executed a note and deed of
trust (Instrument 2007061076) in
ofNational City Mortgage, a Division of National
Bank. Even though the
of trust was a non-MERS-originated contract, Paragraph
note
deed trust gave
the Lender (National
Mortgage) to sell the
nn1'C11'1P parties
notice to the Borrower). No
or
that PNC
N.A. JUU'"'"''""'"'

so I

It appears that the foreclosure mill law
of Brice Vander L
was overseeing the drafting
and execution of this document. They are not named in any recorded Power of Attorney by PNC
Bank, N.A. either (locatable in any area database). Further, no Notice of Acceleration and Sale
was filed (as required by Texas statutes).

Subsequently, a Trustee's Deed (Instrument #2012001656) was issued, the Grantee being PNC
Bank, National Association. It appears that Brice Vander Linden directed the
and
of the Substitute Trustee (Juanita Strickland) and all recorded documents were returned
to them. Further,
Wilkinson completed the attached affidavit of Mortgage Servicer,
when it is unknown what relationship
(or she) had with PNC Bank, N.A. (as named on other
Brice Vander Linden documents).
It further appears that on February 13, 2012, a document purporting to contain the "authentic
signature" of Selim Taherzadeh, referring to the same attorney-in-fact as referenced on the
Appointment of Substitute Trustee, conveyed the property from PNC Bank, N.A. to Fannie Mae
(Federal National Mortgage Association; Instrument #2012010747). The document was
notarized by Micaela Wilkinson. It is uncertain if Micaela Wilkinson is the same person as
Mickey Wilkinson are one in the same person. "Mickey" Wilkinson is named as a Power of
Attorney on one of the Powers ofAttorney found in Appendix B herein.
In this case study, there is no apparent assignment from National City Bank to PNC Bank, or any
reference in any of the documents subsequent to the Deed of Trust, that refers to the foreclosing
entity as "PNC Bank, National Association FKA National City Mortgage, a Division of National
City Bank" (noting three [3] separate corporate entities operating here). Without judicial
intervention challenging the rights and interests of the parties, this foreclosure and sale was
allowed to proceed and any equity previously had or owned by the Cantrells (if any existed) is
gone. It is probable that someone that may have presented themselves via improper claims, selfappointed themselves as trustee, executed the sale without recorded notice and potentially acted
vires (a Latin terrn, meaning "without authority").
same scenario also appears to have occurred in another chain of title involving another
conveyance to Fannie Mae by PNC Bank, N.A., without what appears to be a proper assignment
Selim Taherzadeh, along with Texas
(Instrument
It
the signature
Diana Hanna
on an entirely
of paper.
us with
suspect
under what appears
control.
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Self-Assignments Are Not Uncommon Occurrences

selt-asst:gruneJtlt appears to have occurred within Instrument
wherein
Company's Candace Gallardo purports to be a MERS "Assistant Secretary"
u.v'"""""''" in Burlington County, New
before one of what appears to be one of
(Beth
as notary. This MERS-related
appears to
old
Florida address previously tied to
Isn't it convenient
to "put on the MERS hat"*; using a
Florida to avoid
suspicion; and having the document
in which PHH (the
of a
of
Lien (Instrument
involving
same piece
property and same owner, further
aetnonstran~s that PHH's principal
of
is located in Burlington County, New
"'"uou'u

1\/lr,,rt..,.o"cr"'

Post-Dating Assig11ment Issues

While the auditors did not see a lot of these types of
manifest themselves, the evidence of
document manufacturing by the foreclosure mill is certainly deceptive. In the instance of a deed
of trust (and alleged promissory note) executed by Jesus F. Oviedo and his wife, Miriam Jaimes
of Home
Unlimited, Inc. dlb/a La Familia Mortgage, a Texas corporation
in
(organized with the obvious intent to accommodate a specialized demographic cross-section of
the
population), as Instrument #2005015552, with MERS as claimed beneficiary (MIN
10#1000475-0000006630-0; in what appears to be an FHA-based, MERS-originated deed of
tmst), there is no "Paragraph 20" in the deed of trust that would give the Lender power of sale.
However, irregularities with
and appointments do seem to occur. In order for a
lender to appoint a substitute trustee, the lender needs to first hold the deed of trust and note.
Without holding BOTH the deed and note, foreclosure would appear to be improper.
MERS as nominee for Wells Fargo
N.A. caused to be filed an
Substitute Trustee (Instrument #2010087432) against the subject property
Selim Taherzadeh on December 19, 2010; BEFORE Wells
purportedly executed
actually received
(Instrument
1019863; April 7, 2011, postThe
been executed by
dated),
in of
Taherzadeh as an
Home
lnc.,
2008 (although no such power of
In this

the
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MOW, THfRfif'Oft£ 1ht u~mpcd ~ t.e~a,y, frt lct~c ~!be abot"e-td'eccnoed t.:kttl of TMol.:
r. RctdvW lh• Orl&inal Tr~ ltld all SJJ~ctsro~ Sumtif1Jtr Trut.llti hi!Hlfore appo!'acer.J ~
2, A..,.m!r.l ~ contrltu::t' Juulta Sb'fc*kn4 atlaDf• M . Cara fcaltmstom, Kesmll Yow. ~;il ~ w Stlirl
T~ fll'•'l\0~ ,. S~tit~ tru~••u poi.W'alq tt. JlO'll!1'rl ud llllll!tdc~ ta theOricirW T~.

F.uc#d lh'1Jf{tfayof

-~ b£.r 21./.ll

4A·fm (l!!Jratilillt ro thd I:'C'l'tlio Uti!~ PO!Mf of
ld~e~n At~t~M2t,.2001

l'ot va!lle ~ivod. Beoclkla.y of the tJced oftmst tiiBifen lh<• to Assignee m4 Wl.lTIIIt5 dm ~ lie~~ i$
valid ~w dtt~ prop«ty.

Whm dleC!MitUt ~~ 5illi\llar I'IOO!B aod ~ illdude tl'le pi>Jflll.
MOllTOA<lR HLECTRONIC ZU.tOISTMTION SYSTSMS,
INC., SOLBLY AS NOMlHI!JS FOil HOMB fJNANCJNO
UNlfMITBD. INC.. DIBIA LA fAMILIA MOllTClAOU.ll'S
&UCCI!SSOK.S ND ASSIGNS

Note the sworl of the "S" is markedly different. Also note the "supposed T' in Taherzadeh looks
more like the letter "P" and that the second signature's sworls of the capital letters are more
pronounced than the first set (where the sworl on the "S" is devoid). The notaries for each of
these two signatures are also different Both notaries may be in the employ of Brice Vander
Linden.
The first purported signature (self-appointment) of Taherzadeh was notarized by Texas notary
Jennifer Carroll on December 19, 2010. The second purported Taherzadeh signature was
notarized by Texas notary Sarah Leanne Appleberry.
•rrr•cr"'~"

There is

nrCil'P<<"
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signing between
without
use
and/or actually

two documents,
signatures of
a

Again, the appointment is supposed to FOLLOW the assignment. In this instance, it appears
then is the permission to act? Also notice the sentence above the second
that it does not.

"For value received, Beneficiary of the Deed of Trust transfers
tbat
lien is valid against the property."

to assignee and warrants

Several questions
(1) What

tbe Deed of Trust)

The deed of
What did MERS
term used is "'them". What are
trust? The note (which there is an issue with MERS's ability to transfer)? Both of

it is merely a "tracking database" for
How can MERS warrant the lien is valid
lntt7Prt on Wall Street?
mortgage loans that have allegedly been
(4) Why was the assignment post-dated ahead of the Appointment of Substitute Trustee?

Even more disconcerting is that the first recorded Notice of Acceleration and Notice of Trustee's
Sale was filed on December 14, 2010 (Instrument #2010084436), FIVE DAYS BEFORE the
Appointment of Substitute Trustee was even executed; nearly TWO WEEKS PRIOR to the
Appointment's recordation in the Williamson County, Texas real property records. What
authority did Brice Vander Linden have to notice the property owners prior to their involvement
as substitute trustee?
The
remains that there appears to be glaring errors in procedure regarding the foreclosure
proceedings
this property if the previous discussion of proper foreclosure procedures in
State
are to be believed.
with
signature variation of Selim "'"•'L""'"'"'u appears (below;
""''"u'H'-'',u on the SAME PAGE; Instrument
Wilkinson
recorded nn.0nrY>m1r
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notary Michaela
1042042) on a

there are multiple parties executing multiple signatures which seem to vary
is acknowledging the documents. These are common conditions
robosigning and
Upon further
of
documents
presented during the
audit period, one particular document that was
(Instrument
1
a Special Warranty Deed appears to have been drafted by Brice Vander Linden
Taherzadeh (notice this alleged
variation):

tN4 twum UmJtid'
Aftrlil~"-' tdltG})1td(ii<f Cfl ~

IJ,lOOf

same recorded Instrument contains a
wherein it
that Taherzadeh
is
own authority (vested in him by Brice, with no supporting documentation or
written statement from any lender or Brice board member) to support Taherzadeh's "authority":
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Incomplete Limited Power of Attorney
In the following example, we present the final issue of the appearance of a flawed recordation,
filed for record on October 18, 2010 (Instrument #2010070422), within the target audit period:

LIMITED POWER OF A'ITOHNEY

Wells Fargo B11t1k, N.A., Succe""'T by Merger to Wells Fargo Dank Minnesota, N.A., F/KJA Norwe$\
B~nk Minnesota, N.A., (the "Company") henaby irrevocably constitutes and appoinb l'IAC BoDe Loans
Serviting, LP, rlklal Colfnlrywide Home Loan• Servitlfl¥ LP (hereinafter called "BAC Home Loaas
Servicing'') ~nd any otltec officer or agent thereof, with t\111 power of substillllion, as its tNe and lawrul
attorooy·in·faet wit!! power and amhorlty in the place and stead of the Company and In the lllUlle of the
comp;ony or in its own name from time to time 111 DAC Herne Loans Servicing's disctetlon, for the
purpose of servicl•g mol1gage loans, to lake any lllld all appropriate a<:tion and to "'":cute any and all
documenb and instruments which may be necessary ot de$1rable to oe<:ompli•h the purf>O$U of &urvicing
mortgage loans, and wilbout limiting the getl\\rality oft he foregoing. tbe Compomy hereby gi""' BAC
Hom• t()tns Servicing the power and ri£)11. on behalf of the Company, without assent by the Company,
to tlu the following. to the <~tent consistent wiih the terms and c011ditions of the Pooling and Servicing
Agree~l\ts attached heretn os &.hibit A (llle "Aareements"):
(li All docunwnts with respect to n:sldential mortg11gc loaru< serviced for Company by said
allomey-in-fact which arc customarily and reason•bly necessary and appccpriatu to the
satisfaction, caneellalion, or p•l1ial or full release of mortgages, deeds of trust or deeds to secor<~
debt upon payment and d~harge of all sums secured thereby; (IJ) lnstrumenl4 appointing one or
nrote substituie trustcos 10 a<l in place of the mntees named In Deeds ofl'IU5t~
(iii) AtrKiavilS of debt, notke of default. declaration of def3ul~ notic~ of foreclosure, and all
such contracts, auecmeru, deeds. and inst<\lrnents as are appropriate to effect any sale, tronsfer
or disposition of real properly acquired through foreelosure or otherwise. { iv) ellorti!CS and
·
assignments (v) All oth~ t ompar•ble instruments.
This Limircd Power of Atromey is effcctiv~ as of the date below and sh•ll rem• in in full force and effect
until revoked In wrklnll by 1l1e Wldcrsigned or terminatiM of the Agreement, whichever is ~arli cr.
D«ted: May 25 , 201 0

Wells l'tirgo Billlk, N.A.,
!l.! "fru st<:e under t.he Agreement

~
By: Kevon Trogdon
II>: Vice President

WIUIAMSON
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ACK.~OWLEDGEMENT

May 2010 befor_, m.,, a Notary Public In IUld for said Slate, pt:fSonally
krrown to me.ro be Vl.:o Pmid>lnt of \Veils
N.A.
who exeoored this Umi~¢4
on behalf of said hank,
!hi$ timited l'!!Wvof Attomll)l.
IN WITNESS WI rEROOF, I have bemlntu set my hlmd and affixed my offke sulllie da)' Md

year wduen above,

Attorney acknowledgment address on Old Annapolis Road in
1s
Wells
Master
unit
where
for trusts that Wells Fargo acts as Master Servicer
are kept (as shown in
Publication 938 at
In sum, there are 194 such entities listed as REMICs
following
seven (7) pages of this recorded Instrument
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One reason for failuring to attach the entire PSA (as discussed earlier in this report) is that
each PSA usuallv consists of 250- 375 pages. Thus, at an average of 325 pages per PSA, the
~ntire Exhibit A would be 63,050 pages! By not included this full attachment as stated,
Williamson County may have lost tens of thousands of dollars in revenue in just one
recordation; and the recorded filing could be challenged as incomplete.
under the implied assumption that a Power of Attorney is nej::es,saJ-y
fuct to execute documents (assignments and appointments) on
on
auditors examined the nature of seemingly missing information, in the stated
to print out the document in its entirety) as Instrument
1 of this Instrument (to avoid
#20 I 0070422.
is also another reason WHY the audit team feels that the actual PSA's were not attached in
full as
. It is because by doing so, each PSA itself would become public record and
could be offered as a potential exhibit at triaL
Further, each foreclosure defense attorney challenging the pooling and servicing agreement for
properties into the trust before the cut-off
errors in assignment based on the failure to transfer
date would now have ready access to the PSA by simply searching for the entire document in the
land records based on this Instrument Number. By reciting only the titles to each trust entity in
is diminished and thus its notoriety in the land records is further
the recordation, its filing
idea of the notoriety based on the cost of
purposefully diminished. Again, we proffer
recording such a document with over 63-thousand pages and the fact that the county real
property records electronic database itself could be compromised in accommodating such a large
file.
Additionally, the auditors took
of the dates of many of these REMIC entities. Most if not
from 2003 to 2007, which coincidentally was during the
all of the REMICs contain dates
of the housing boom when almost everyone could get a mortgage loan. The cut-off dates
of
REMICs occurred within about ninety (90) days of the acceptance of the
regarding
borrowers'
notes into the trusts; thus, there
an issue of
Power of
whether the notes actually made it into these trust pools according to the
rrtvrn»u here, which purports to convey authority to BAC Home Loans Servicing, LP,
Loans
LP
to
and notes to the
listed).
and
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Part the PSA conditions are that the assignment of the deed and note to the trust MUST BE
RECORDED IN THE LAND RECORDS OF THE COUNTY THE SUBJECT PROPERTY IS
LOCATED IN
There are
in courts all over the
the date the assignment was recorded, because the documents alleged
conveyance on the recorded
date (years later). The PSA dictates however that the note and
deed of trust are supposed to be conveyed to the Trust Depositor FIRST; and then the Trust
Depositor would convey the subject property into the Trust REMIC, which is then administered
by the Trustee. These purported claims appear to conflict with the mandates of the PSA, •uuruu,15
the
non-compliant
its terms.
The audit team could find no evidence of this proper procedure being followed in any of the
examined Williamson County land
Further, as characterized by the signing behaviors
found within the
audit period), that
fourth sentence on Page 1 of the foregoing Limited
Power of Attorney, which reads, in part" ... and any other officer or agent thereof." ... has been
loosely construed to
MERS some sort of authority as nominee for the original lender
(whether the original lender was coooected in any way to BAC Home Loans Servicing LP or
not) to transfer loans (in which it didn't have an interest, as agent) directly into the Trust
vehicles, bypassing the Trust Depositor. Thus, the foreclosure mills have taken great liberties and
authority with their relationships with MERS to perform acts that may contravene the terms and
conditions of the pooling and servicing agreements to which this Limited Power of Attorney
refers. MERS is NOT named as Trust Depositor for any trust entity that was researched as part of
this audit

AFFECTED WILLIAMSON COUNTY ELECTED OFFICIALS,
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS AND COUNTY JUDICIARY
""'"'"'"''rl its validity with the passage of§ 51.0001 of the Texas Property
Code*, which took
on January 1, 2004, which defines a ''national book entry
, as
being allowed to record documents in Texas county property records:

§ 51.0001. DEFINITIONS.
In
a beneficial
ctrlltnPnt

that acts as a nominee for the grantee,
ctnn'""""nt and
successors

Added by Acts 2003, 78th Leg., ch. 554,

the
891

1, eff. Jan. I, 2004.

The potential for amendment of the foregoing statute seems to be the center of discussion among
County Clerks at present
was
to allow MERS and
member-subscribers to create
conditions in the land records, by substituting MERS as an acting agent-beneficiary
(claiming to hold
title) as a nominee for the lender and the lender's successors and a"~'''"''•"
the successors
MERS), as
previously.
This

This static condition not only "n'3 "t••r~
County, it
affected
voters
constituents) to
this static condition, the MERS-originated Deeds of Trust, MERS' business model
that MERS would remain as the beneficiary listed on each Security Instrument for each
of
affected, while
loans would be (intended to be as proffered
by MERS) split off and sold (and potentially re-sold and repeatedly transferred) throughout the
of
Residential Mortgage Backed Securities ("RMBS's")
MERS electronic
without notice to
The intended purpose was to save MERS' members hundreds of thousands of dollars a year in
recording
apparent side-effect of this statutory move was to (as MERS admits in its
public relations pieces) deprive the County Clerks of recording fees (after the first MERSongm:ated Deeds of Trust were recorded); then MERS would play "catch-all" when it came to
"ownership" interests, even though MERS admits it never lent any Borrower any money at alL**
It is also apparent that due to MERS' static conditions being created, other intended recipients of
money derived from county property recordation fees paid have suffered as well. At the same
the courts have been plagued with
challenges and arguments to MERS's business
model, which clearly appears to have circumvented the perfection of the lien interests by the real
concerned and
benefitted MERS member-subscribers in the reduction of recording
loans in the
had to pay to the counties while enjoying rapid-fire electronic transfers
MERS electronic datab:ase
In all

following
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was

Texas State Representatives
Hon. Charles Schwertner, Texas House of Representatives, District 20
appears to be only four (4) documents in Rep. Schwertner's
Warranty Deed (with Third Party Vendor's
favor of
· Instrument
1; filed April
2007),
Schwertner, along with his
Inc. as the listed "lender" and
spouse Belinda, executed of a deed of trust in favor of
MERS as Beneficiary,
title, with claimed power of sale, despite the
that Calvin
with those same powers as granted to him
statute.
Jr. is listed as the original
'"UJ''"" the issuance of a

page of the deed of trust is #1000396100012283981, which when a
was conducted on said MIN, the search results revealed the following:
MIN: 1000396-1001

Note Date: 04/26/2007

MIN Status:
Phone: (800) 669-6607

Simi Valley, CA
The Schwertners would not know the identity of their actual alleged securitized investor without
running further searches through the MERS MIN ID Search site, in addition to other sources
available to determine who the true party in interest is for their loan. The status of the MIN is
shown to be "Inactive"
unknown reasons, even though Bank of America, N.A. is named as
the Servicer of the loan.
is a Paragraph 20 on Page 8 of their deed of trust that indicates that their loan may be sold
without their consent and prior notification. After recording, the deed of trust document was
returned to SMI ELOAN, showing a Houston, Texas address (upon
reveals an address
for Stewart Lender Services).
It
that the
conveyed the subject property into THE SCHWERTNER
TRUST (an apparent conveyance for asset preservation), as part of a Reservation of
Estate
for Homestead
Instrument
18

911

the

After the filing of the
document, the Schwertners took out another note and deed of
trust with JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. in favor of a created trust entity, with the Schwertners as
co-trustees as a home equity line of credit (HELOC); Instrument #2008074922; filed for record
2008. The HELOC does not appear to conflict with the first mortgage therein;
on September
however, there is no indication (by
who the real party in
is and who in fact
payments after
Servicer is paid. There is no
the Schwertner's monthly
that the
mortgage was
however, the
remains that if the intent
was to
the original deed of trust note, the Schwertner's may never have been notified
of that intention, prior to or
closing.
Hon. Larry Gonzales, Texas House of Representatives, District 52
Representative Larry Gonzales and his
appear to have two (2) homes that may be affected
by MERS issues. The first home discussed herein was conveyed to another couple in 2004, but
worth investigating.
may
chain of title
The
Gonzales home in question is situated in the Creekmont West Subdivision. It appears to
have been deeded to Rep. Gonzales and his wife May 16, 1996 (via a General Warranty Deed
with Vendor's Lien Favor of a Third Party), conveyed to them as Grantees through the filing
of a formal document on May 20, 1996, bearing Instrument #9625782. To secure the Vendor's
Lien, the couple executed a note and deed of trust in what appears to be an FHA loan. It further
appears that Home Savings of America, FSB, which appears to have transferred the couple's
loan to Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. While this assignment (Instrument #9640 149) appears to
be legitimate, on May
1996 (a week after the apparent table-funded loan was closed).
the loan was May 15, 1996. The date of
corporation assignment
At issue is that the date
was May 15, 1996.
date of the Warranty Deed was May 16, 1996. That appears to indicate
that the home was unofficially (not filed for record) encumbered the day before the Gonzales's
actually owned it. The couple appears to have refinanced the previously-assigned FHA loan
directly through Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. on April
1999 (Instrument #9928496), filed
record four
later.

As demonstrated in the following flow chart, the couple's home was encumbered multiple
times, with as many as four
in place, while the now-defunct lender "got its act
as the couple sold their home to a new Grantee owner.
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EXHIBIT: Flow Chart of Chain of Title to the First Gonzales Property
WARRANTY DEED to Gonzales
~lay
1996;#9625782

Deed of Trnst to
Home Savings of America, FSB
~lay
1996;#9625783

Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.
May 24, 1996; #9640159

Deed of Trust to
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.
April 26, 1999; #9928496

Deed ofTrust to
MERS claims to hold legal title
MERS as nominee for
as nominee for Countrywide rr-----~••rt Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.
Fehruary26,2002;#2002012856
MIN #1000157-0000764716-3
WARRANTY DEED from
Gonzales to New Owner
December 2, 2004; #2004094094

FIRST LIEN (1996) finally
released
recordation;
November 30, 2004; #2004092148
SECOND LIEN (1999) finally
released by recordation;
Decemberl4,2004;#2004095895

""'"'""''""''"""' was

exe:cu1tea. It also would appear to indicate that at tbe time tbe new couple took possession of
tbe Gonzales's bome, there were two outstanding liens on tbe property tbat bad not been
officially released, wbicb continued to encumber tbe subject property.
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Further, the notarial execution is NOT delineated, meaning we don't know the gender of the
and in what capacity he/she or his/her acted. A number of Countrywide's notaries also
initial in their commissions, which in a populated state like
appear to be
California,
to track.
The
lien (with potential unknown multiple assignees) was allegedly released on paper on
December 6, 2004 (referenced in Instrument #2004095823) and appears to have been released
PRIOR TO the 1999 loan (in
Unfortunately, Pamela Duncan signs on behalf of MERS,
using the same address that CTC Real Estate Services in Lancaster, California is using.
scribbled
for both her and the notary; and again, the notary is only using a first
initial, another means to potentially obfuscate their identity. Again, the document is not genderor capacity- delineated
the notarial execution; the Countrywide "constant" for
document manufacturing appears to continue.
of lien (the 1999 loan) was filed for record BEFORE the MERS loan was
The second
released (Instrument #2004095895). Once again, it appears that CTC is directing the activities
issues are present here as welL It
and
it appears that all of the previously-discussed
further appears that there were no substitutions of trustee authorized to execute the documents,
atypical of most reconveyances.
The second home for Rep. Gonzales is situated in the Shadow Brook Subdivision in Williamson
County. It appears to have been purchased in 2004 while the Gonzales's owned the first
property. This purchase is evidenced by a Corporate Warranty Deed (Instrument #2004031146),
which was filed for record on April
2004. At issue is that the notarial jurat and execution
states "The State of Missouri" and ''County of St. Louis City" (there is no county named as such;
St. Louis County).
In this instance, this is a non-MERS-originated deed of trust that became a MERS deed of
trust without the knowledge of the Borrowers (the Gonzales's).

The Lender in
Deed
Trust (Instrument #2004031147) is Westwind Mortgage, LLC,
which appears to be headquarted Austin, Texas. Even though this is NOT a MERS-originated
of
is a Paragraph 20
the Borrowers gave Westwind the
of trust). Further,
a partial
in the
page 10 of 13 the
·~·~~IJ"'"''"v number
on ALL pages of the
Instrument itself, even
deed
trust
the
granted to
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One issue is
appointment of L. Anderson Creel (who is believed to be an officer of Encore
when
trustee is supposed to be a neutral party as the original trustee
Bank) to act as
Encore Bank power-of-attorney status to
for the deed of trust. The Borrowers also
matters on behalf
the
should they (the Gonzales's) fail to act wherein matters
5
related to the
wherein the Borrowers would need to act. Additionally,
of
of trust
lender to sell the deed and note or a partial interest thereof.
exf~eutea

on April
2004 (the same day as the
trust was executed (the
being Instrument #2004035633), that Wcstwind
(an
table-funded loan broker)
the
deed trust and the note to Wells Fargo
Bank, N.A. It further
from
assignment that was executed on Aprill9, 2004 (THREE
DAYS BEFORE the second deed
trust was executed by the Gonzales's),
Bank
crc><-rPn the second mortgage loan into
MERS system (Instrument #2004080082).
Subsequent searches
the MERS database indicate that CitiMortgage, Inc. is the Servicer for
the second
loan (MIN #1002696-1008020143-5); showing the Note Date of April
2004; Status: Active. The question remains however ... how could Encore Bank assign a deed
of trust and note into the MERS system BEFORE the Borrowers executed on the note and deed
of trust; unless they had planned to sell the Note into the MERS
all along?
The question
arises as to whether the Gonzales's were told that their second mortgage was
going to be turned into a MERS mortgage loan. Again, this property
potential securitization
of the note into one or more suspect trust vehicles which are presently unidentified.
By virtue of the fact that CitiMortgage, Inc. is listed as the Servicer, it is highly likely that
(because Citi is notorious for securitizing most of its residential mortgage loan paper) there may
be multiple unknown assignees already involved in the chain of title which have no
representative interests evidenced by
in the real property records. Conversely
Gonzales' will more than likely never see
however, with the note in the MERS system,
assignment unless they
on
second
note.
Hon. Tony Dale, Texas House of Representatives, District 136
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The Deed of Trust the Dales executed was also executed in favor of MERS as nominee for the
"Lender"
as beneficiary, showing a MIN
#100020400071967422 (part of this 18-digit
a search of the MIN it was discovered
number includes their loan number). Upon
and
Home
a Division of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. was the
in interest was not disclosed. Paragraph 20 of the Deed of Trust
the note or a partial interest thereo•t.
For all

WHO actually owns the Dale's note because of the
when the couple conveyed a General Warranty Deed
on May 30, 2007 (Instrument #20074370078), the title company
v<V<HU."" (Independence Title Company), may not have had all of the
correct payoff information because the potential of unknown
present in
database who may have an
in the mortgage note.
sec1ono property
the Dales
two (2) MERS deeds of trust involved in that
tract's chain of title, as evidenced by the Deeds of Trust executed in favor of two separate
Lenders
now-defunct Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.; the second being Provident
Home Loans). The
deed of trust secured by the deed of trust in favor of Countrywide was
used to purchase a home in Silverado West in Williamson County, as Grantee from KB Home
Lone Star Inc. as part of a Vendor's Lien.
The customary Countrywide MERS MIN #1000157-0007908005-3 appears on this document as
well as the Vendor's Lien (Instruments #2007062637 and #2007062638). It appears Alamo Title
handled the closing (Alamo Title is a subsidiary of Fidelity National Financial). It is not known
whether the Dales knew what MERS was at the time they executed this Deed of Trust It further
appears that on November 9, 2010, the couple executed another MERS-originated Deed of Trust
(MIN #100017932201000844) through Provident Home Loans (which appears to be a refinance
ofthe
loan).
of the MERS ID Search system revealed that the
MERS-originated
by CitiMortgage, Inc. of O'Fallon, Missouri. CitiBank/
residential mortgage portfolio; however,
most of
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Instrument #2011001537 (within the target audit period; filed on January 6, 2011 at 1
p.m.)
evidences that third-party document manufacturer Verdugo Trustee Service Corporation (on
Inc.) prepared the single-page document The "Lender" is listed as
behalf of
"Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.", which is patently false.
More than likely,
alleged robosignors who engineered this document relied on information
supplied to them through a third-party memorandum provided through an online software

Further, the
appear to be electronically generated, which most likely means that
neither the notary nor the alleged Vice President MERS were present when these documents
were signed, nor had personal knowledge of the contents thereof. Thus, there appear to be certain
questionable improprieties involving the reconveyance of the property, in addition to unknown
intervening
potentially still having a claim of lien against the property despite evidence
of a purported payoff. Due to the fact MERS really isn't the "lender", there appear to be issues
that may rise to legal challenges to the validity of this document.
Board of County Commissioners

Lisa Birkman, Precinct One Commissioner

Williamson County Commissioner Lisa Birkman and her husband, Richard, received a General
Warranty Deed from Clark Wilson Homes, Inc. (Instrument #9517829), dated April28, 1995, for
a home purchase in the Cat Hollow Subdivision in Round Rock, Texas.
To obtain the deed, Birkman and her husband appear to have executed a note and deed of trust
17830) dated that same day, in favor of Fairway Financial Company, Inc. (which
(Instrument
appears to be a table-funded mortgage broker). This particular deed of trust form does NOT
contain MERS provisions; however, Paragraph 19 does allow the Lender to sell the Note or a
partial interest thereof, which it appears that this Lender chose to do.
Immediately following in sequence with the previous two filed documents is a Transfer of Lien
(filed as Instrument #951
1), wherein Fairway Financial assigned the deed and note to
Standard
Bank, FSB on that same day. There do not appear any
with
to Standard Federal Bank.
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There does not appear to be any assignment activity involved in this second mortgage loan with
as far as releasing of any
ABN AMRO; however, there also does not appear to be any
involving this
the chain of title until AFTER the couple entered into what
::~nr\f'::~'r" to be a Home
Line of Credit refinance on January 11, 2008 (Instruments
and
the Affidavit accompanying the HELOC). In this particular
deed of trust form allowed the lender to sell
instance, MERS is utilized. Paragraph 19 in
note or a partial
into the MERS
It is likely that investor funds from a
Birkman's HELOC loan. This also means that in
would have to be taken to prosecute a foreclosure.
A MERS MIN ID
was conducted on this deed of trust MIN number, which produced the
following results (as intended to be shown):
MIN: 1000115-2004953442-5

Note Date: 01111/2008

MIN Status: Inactive
Phone: (800)

18

O'Fallon, MO
CitiMortgage, Inc. again securitizes much of its residential loan portfolio and it appears here that
it retained
rights. What is unknown however (to the Borrowers here) is how many
unknown intervening assignees there might be that have unrecorded interests outside of the chain
of title (within
MERS electronic database).
Following the payoff of the ABN AMRO loan, a Release of Lien was filed as Instrument
#2008021
on March
2008. This
document is suspect because of the apparent
identity of the third-party document manufacturer that appears to have drafted this Instrument.
The names on the document appear to be alleged employees of Verdugo Trustee Service
Corporation, not employees of CitiMortgage, Inc.
The document identifies CitiMortgage, Inc. as successor in interest by merger to ABN, which for
that
all
and purposes,
satisfy the requirements of the reconveyance; however,
the release has
document manufacturing
red
here, est>ectaH
crnn<hn··"" and
notary (Jane
name has
up on other -"'_,_,_,_
record all of the United States.
is that the potential
for unknown •nr'"'"'"'"'
po1:en1t1all)' unknown to the Borrowers.
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Upon review of the chain
title, it became
to do a MERS MIN lD Search, which
revealed a second MERS MIN number on this property, as the results show below:
MIN: 1007757-0201208021-6

Note Date:

Servicer:
Cleveland, OH

MIN Status: Active
Phone:(800)

1-6446

Birkmans appear to have executed another HELOC and
2088960
#2012088961; filed for record on October 25, 2012) in
Inc. (which appears to be a Texas-based mortgage loan broker
who does NOT appear as the lender of record). Further, the
MERS MIN as shown
appears on this HELOC' s first page and this
does
co11tam a Paragraph 19 (on Page 11 of the deed of trust) which allows the lender to sell the note
the Birkman's loan into a special
or a
thereof).
the intent was to
purpose vehicle. NYCB is
as
for unknown entities who (according to the
are entitled to a monthly distribution of
terms of most pooling and servicing
payments.
no assignments of record could be
There are already issues regarding chain of title,
located that indicate that
Birkman's note was transferred into a trust pool or, in the
the information has been
alternative, to NYCB Mortgage or any Trust Depositor. In
shielded from the Birkmans and, unless they defaulted on the note they would actually find out
who is legitimately claiming to be the real party in interest
Cynthia Long, Precinct Two Commissioner
Commissioner Long has at least 3 different properties affected by MERS deeds of trust.

In the first property, Commissioner Long and her husband Donn received a Special Warranty
Deed with Vendor's
Homes of
(an Arizona limited
L.P.) dated April 15, 201 L This
successor by merger to Meritage Homes of
rec:onted as Instrument
1024727.
Warranty Deeds are customarily
a corporation rather than a natural
To
Pnt'PrF•n into a MERS-originated Deed of
on
Union as the
Austin Telco Federal
uv•v•u•n-•n was returned to
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MERS claims to be the beneficiary
but the Long's probably weren't aware that their
mortgage loan was
to be securitized as part of a trust.

AUDITOR'S NOTE: Due to the fact that MERS does not have the regulatory oversight
that the credit reporting agencies do, any loan applicant's personal identifying information
is shared among MERS and its member-subscribers (as taken from the 1003 Loan
Application) without the knowledge of the Borrower.
Further, Paragraph
of their Deed of Trust document clearly spelled out that the Lender had the
right (without notice to the Borrowers) to sell the note (or a partial interest thereof),
that
in their property.
Longs could have multiple unknown investors claiming to
an
intent in
the MERS electronic database is to track sales and transfers of the
loan.
The information that is provided on the MERS website is the information the membersubscribers want the viewer to believe is correct while there is a statement on that website that
member-subscribers. If in fact the Long's note was
disclaims accuracy of the data input of
sold, they would have no idea who the real party in interest is.
Subsequently, further
the real property records appears to indicate no recorded
assignments to any other parties, which would indicate that the Longs have no idea as to who
really owns their mortgage note.
In the second property, a number of documents span the chain of title for a property owned by
the Longs in Cypress Bend, Section One, beginning from the 2ih of April, 1988 with the receipt
of a Warranty Deed with Vendor's
(Instrument #12627, recorded in VoL 1657, Pages 201202; and ending (four deeds of trust/HELOCs later) with their conveyance as Grantors via a
General Warranty Deed (Instrument #2007057311) on July 5, 2007.
The deed of trust was executed on March
1992 (recorded in VoL 2121 beginning at Page 604
and ending at
No. 9330) in favor of Accubank Mortgage Corporation, a
30, 1998, without notice to the Borrowers
this deed of trust
corporation. On
the
as recited in Paragraph 19 or 20), wherein the lender could
EL'-''-U•J•u•,,.. ~,, .. v>~LJ assigned the deed
trust to MERS.
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This is basically another instance of a non-f\·'iERS note and deed of trust being converted into a
MERS deed of trust, while tracking the sale of the note separately on the securitization markets.
as Grantees via a Warranty Deed with
The third property begins with a conveyance to the
Vendor's
(Instrument #2007058120); for a parcel located in Oak Ridge Section II
Subdivision) on July 6, 2007,
by a note and deed of trust (Instrument #2007058 1) in
Austin Telco Federal Credit Union. MERS is plainly stated in the deed of trust with a
MIN of #1000290081
1559. Upon a search
the MERS database, the following results
were obtained:
MIN: 1000290-081
Colonial
Fort Worth, TX
1

' " ' ' " ' " ' " ' '..

155-9

Note Date: 07/06/2007

F.A.

MIN Status: Inactive
Phone: (817) 390-2000

trust provides for the Lender's sale of the note or a partial
Paragraph 20 in the deed
fact there are no recorded
involved with this
interest
Not surprising is
deed and note. The next recordation in the chain
title is a Release of Lien (Instrument
#20100010900), in which MERS purports to be the following:

REU!AS& OF UEI\1
ICHQW AU. Mflf IV llE$E l'fiUINlllhat Mortpae BactrOtlio RGQisftdon trttfnlt. ~.~ 11 norWnee for
tlla lleft•IW•t owner, ~fl ld:hlsll P.O. lox 202t'J, Jlitlttl Mf 48i(U•202:8, I'IC1der of • oert-'n IJ10rtg~e,
'filion p_,.,,
~ lnform11M n billow, ~ hlfflbt ilcc~• ~ the heft9&ial
owmrrt hast~

111d

tl!l'bfaetit~n

of the ume. Rid in cen.~fderacklt IMfeof. does hereby'

eMOGI MIS rlfehiiSW a.t1cltaor~J'f!VI.....__

Who is the beneficial owner?

Date:

JULY G. 2007

Original Amof.fnt:

1;86,000.00

Maker:

CVNTHIA P. LONG AND HUSBAND, DONN M. LONG

Pa~:

AUSTIN TaCO FEDERAL CReDIT UNION
MORTGAG& ElECTRONIC REGIITRATION SYSTEMS, INC.

Federal Credit Union HELOC
Pnr'""'n'"'"r for "MERS
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Unfortunately, there is no assignment from Austin Telco to Colonial Savings, F.A., who appears
to have (on February
0)
"MERS hat-wearing
Marilyn Jennings (who more
than likely is an employee of Colonial
and her able-bodied Tarrant County notary
'"11·"'"· Lonstam:e Hartwell),
the Release of Lien (as the Servicer) that purported
that MERS was
holder of the note and lien, when
the front-end language used
u"'"'"'uu"" MERS as a nominee for
beneficial owner, WHO IS NOT NAMED. Because the
"beneficial
following entry of the
note into the MERS
at issue is the violation of
Government Code § 192.007,
which required that the
and all ancillary documents in the chain of title be filed.
MERS database
what its members want the
to know and nothing more.
The
tenure in the property may have ended when they conveyed to a new owner as
Grantors (Instrument
1022419), wherein the final HELOC was satisfied and reconveyed in
the chain of
by Austin Telco Federal Credit Union;
the previous issue with the
MERS-originated HELOC and the apparent lack of recorded assignments in
violation of
statutes may at some point become the focus of litigation.

Ron Morrison, Precinct Four Commissioner

Board Commissioner Morrison and his
Glenda, as Grantees, received a General Warranty
Deed with Vendor's Lien from Howard R. Widmer and Janet K. Widmer, as Grantors, dated
June 15, 1998 (Instrument #9840378). The Vendor's Lien was executed in favor of GMAC
Mortgage Corporation (Instrument #9840379) on that same date and both documents were
recorded on July 20, 1998 in the real property records of Williamson County.
Even though MERS was not involved
this particular transaction, further examination of the
Trust revealed that the Borrowers gave the Lender the right to "sell the note or a partial
thereof." (at p. 5
the Deed of Trust) It is unknown
GMAC exercised that
option. This document was recorded as Instrument #2011024727. After recording, the document
was
to GMAC at its Horsham, Pennsylvania location.
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On December 31, 2003 (Instrument #203127178), a new Deed of Trust (with a Renewal and
Extension Rider attached) was filed in the real property records, indicating that the new note the
Morrisons executed was a ~IERS-originated deed of trust. MERS is clearly stated on Page 1 of
the document.
title on the Deed of Trust, along with
A MIN of #1000375-0560129308-1 is shown above
the couple's loan number, which is incorporated into the MERS MIN, and shown to have been
torrnally executed December 15, 2003.
This loan also
a Paragraph 20 which allows GMAC to sell the note or a partial interest
thereof. A MERS MIN ID search revealed GMAC Mortgage, LLC is the Servicer and without
the Borrowers social security number (which is necessary to access the system to verify further
details of who the "investor" is) was not available at the time of the search; thus the actual real
party in interest is unknown at this time. Even though their note appears not to be in default
(because there is no recorded activity on the Morrison's county land record files past this deed of
trust), it is highly likely that the Note was potentially sold into securitization and that the money
that funded the renewal loan was funded by trust pool investors and not from GMAC. Due to the
participation in MERS, the Morrisons true note holder is unknown at this time.

District Court Justices

Hon. Billy Ray Stubblefield, 26th District Court
This property more than represents long-standing and historical pre-MERS tennre in property
ownership.
So
reader of this audit report does not misconstrue the intended recording procedures at the
time the initial Warranty Deed with Vendor's Lien was executed, it is important to recall that
the 1980's the deeds to tracts of land were kept in separate volumes from the liens
of trust.
created
AUDITOR'S NOTE: The Williamson County Clerk's recordkeeping system began to
change as of October 1, 1983; as this book recording changed to Instrument Numbers for
easier tracking. In much of the early history of the current owners of this parcel, the Book
and Page numbers appeared to continue well into 1998, when most of tbe older land
records had been supposedly catalogued. The newer system of Grantor-Grantee indexing
makes it much easier to investigate chains of title, whereas the older system made it much
more difficult because one had to know where every document pertaining to the chain was
kept, as some documents did not reference other documents, as they do in today's
recordation processes. Because the old filing system contained separate indexing features,
recordings would not sequentially match up, thus creating some
the numbers of
confusion.
1041

In this
of title, the first numerically indexed deed of trust appears as Instrument
was subsumed by Bank of America, N.A).
#199981675, in favor of NationsBank (which
According to the current County Clerk (Nancy E. Rister), Volume
Page 288 (May 31,
1995) was the last-known document recorded in the
of "Books" kept by Williamson
County,
In
particular property, if the current recording standards were to be applied, the Deed
Trust would appear to have been recorded well before the
Deed with Vendor's
(in
at
favor of Georgetown National Bank), as the Deed of Trust was found in Book
800. The Warranty Deed
Vendor's Lien conversely
the
and ending at
Stubblefield's property as found in Volume 959,
at Page 803
title to
805.
By the older standards, this set of recordations would follow in their respective places, as the
of both documents (December 30, 1983) would indicate that Judge Stubblefield and his
Neta (hereinafter "Stubblefield") were appropriately conveyed the subject property in the
River Bend Subdivision despite the current appearance of the placement of the documents into
the real property records.
It would also be appropriate to mention here that, at the time these documents were executed, the

notes
act of securitization of notes was not uncommon; however, most banks generally held
As MERS began to appear in the land records, not coincidentally, it
they were
appeared that credit and lending restrictions were loosened and virtually anyone could get a
mortgage loan. The problem was however, that subprime lending also became popular and folks
who didn't deserve to get credit, got credit anyway (and those loans soon were in default).
By 2002, when two Releases of Lien for the Stubblefield's were filed
their chain of title,
BOTH COVERING WHAT APPEARS TO BE THE SAME IDENTICAL LOAN from Bank of
N.A. (formerly NationsBank, N.A) on the same note, executed on September 10, 1998
and renewed on November 23, 1999 (apparently a HELOC); this appears to be the first known
issue with suspect document manufacturing in
Stubblefield's chain of title.
The first exposure to the MERS system appears to be from a HELOC and
18, 2002 (MIN
that contained
the Lender, Home
the right
thereof) to one or more
without prior notice
102367 and #20021 02368).
Subsequent to the funding of the MERS-originated loan, three more Releases of Lien were
filed (Instruments #2003005337, #2003026023 and #2003092544). These Releases appear to
be the first of the "robosigned" and potentially "surrogate signed" documents.
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The first release of lien (#2003005337) appears to have been executed by GMAC Mortgage
Corporation in Black Hawk County, Iowa by one Vickie Ingamelis, who claims to be a "Limited
Signing Officer", nota.tized by J. Simon (whose commission appears to be valid at the time of
acknowledgement), executed January 10, 2003:

GMAC

o

The second release of lien (#2003026023) also appears to have been manufactured by agents
operating under the direction of Bank of America, N.A. to release the renewal of the HELOC the
Stubblefield's borrowed from NationsBank on November 23, 1999.
The second release, instead of the document being drafted and finalized in Guilford County,
North Carolina (where the first HELOC release of lien discussed was generated) from); this one
was created in Jefferson County, Kentucky.
The third release of lien reverts back to Black Hawk County, Iowa again, where it appears the
same "Limited Signing Officer" (Vickie Ingamelis) allegedly attesting that a note was held by
Freddie Mac by GMAC Mortgage Corporation formerly known as GMAC Mortgage
Corporation of P A, successor by merger to GMAC Mortgage Corporation of Iowa, its Attorneyin-Fact, is signing the release oflien:
~"Nti'il llo:tll Ltu ltlOJ'Iai&Jt CoriOH.I.foD by
CMACIIortJ9CorporaU. UfdaCMAC

MtrflapCerponlo'l otrA. •~r br mttarr

10 GMAC )forfp&eCo:lpJmtlm 91 (DlUa Ul
A1~-bHid

106

I Page

The notary acknowledging this document was "R. Weber":
first initial, last name, harderdelineation within the notarial execution (same as the first
to-track individual; again, no
J. Simon).
acknowledged
look
name of an

Do the

This is an apparent
someone else
that probably has no personal, first-hand knowledge of
u ••...,. . . . . . ,..,

The auditors could not find the assignment that purports to claim that Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation ("Freddie Mac") owns the note that is being released. Does Freddie Mac
Government
believe that it does not need to comply with the
It further appears that the documents are manufactured when looking at the scribbled signatures.
How does one know that Vickie Ingamelis has the appropriate signing authority or that she was
even the
her signature to these documents? How do we know someone else did
not
her name without
even being there? Or were signed in some other part of the
building?
To compound the problem with the Stubblefield's apparent issues with chain of title, the MERS
mortgage appears to have been serviced by Flagstar Bank (out of Troy, Michigan). Flagstar is
infamous for securitizing mortgage loans. Flagstar has multiple corporations that separately
conduct
securitizations, making the tracking of them by private investigators more difficult.
Here is what the MERS MIN ID Search revealed:
MIN: 1000525-9990994908-9

Note Date: 12/18/2002

MIN Status: Active
Phone: (800) 945-7700

Further,

are 1Hh>.>u,,15
to be the last

as~ag11ee:s
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It further appears that the current, MERS-originated mortgage is still in place in the land records;
that the potential exists
the Stubblefield's note to
been securitized; and that there may be
multiple
that
no recorded interest on file in the real property records
(in violation of the
Govermnent Code), that may further corrupt the chain of title. The only
who
an interest is to default on the loan
(or
known way to
through
legal means,
homeowners are doing) and
as MERS and
mill
appear out of the woodwork.
Patriot-Style Activities Find Their Way Into The Public Record

What the
did find in the Stubblefield's chain of title however is what appears to be a
"patriot-style"*
(Instrument #20060 10911) filed by a Round Rock attorney
(Laurie J. Nowlin) on behalf of
Edward
III as Plaintifi, who
that several
currently-seated (and formerly-seated) justices in Williamson County owe him $50,000.00, yet to
paid;
he obtained on January 30, 2006, which the attorney appears to
be attempting to
through recordation.
there is no referenced case number
one
to go into the land records indexes to locate
No.
on the abstract of judgment
05-973-C395 to
able to ascertain its inception. Whether or not the attorney filing this
document was duped into believing (or had any prior knowledge of the Plaintiff and his alleged
that filing this Abstract of Judgment was legal, there remains a purported judgment
lien on record for all of the parties listed in this Instrument.
*To illustrate the types of behaviors that
engage in, many of these so-called
n"n"""w the
some of whom are in foreclosure
to
their
in the property to him
so he can have apparent
to
whomever he feels is
his due process or other
natural
was denied him. When his lawsuits go
he appears to obtain a default
JUUt!';ll''""' and then files documents like the
Lincoln filed a !20-page
quiet title action in California
Mr. Lincoln appears to have
homeowner's
CV-10-00615RGK (PJW)].

Not even the author of this report believed this
he has a copy of) to be even 50% valid on
its face
"stick to the
goes off on a
tirade
attempts to slander title to the
of multiple defendants "m,6 ~,,,.
nrnvm,,~ the viewer with his Social
Number, date of
the
for someone to steal his
county, so will the unreasonable and rash
to exert
officials
advice from attorneys versed in these matters. From
reviewed other county
the author of this report
drafted
apparent
documents which
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MERS and its Created Controversies Cannot be Ignored

the
created by the use of the MERS system by lenders will
to
plague America and cause undue
pressure on the legal systems in this county,
at least
attempt to sort out their corrupted chains of title
tbe next century and beyond, as
of tbe implantation of the MERS business model.
and the issues created as the
MERS
denied any
and continues to
model is lawful;
however, the
model
no regulatory
member-subscribers and their
,..,_'"",.,"' ct,octun1ent manufacturing plants appear to be not only taking advantage of recording
loopholes created by MERS' beneficiary
but also appear to be abusing it through use of
the
discussed in this report.
Hon. Burt Carnes, Presiding Judge, 368th District Court, Presiding Local Admin. Judge

Judge
and his
Susan (hereinafter "Carnes") acquired a tract of land via a Warranty
Deed with Vendor's Lien (Instrument #9661095), which was filed for record on November 19,
1996. To secure the Vendor's Lien, the Carnes's appear to have executed a note and deed of
trust (Instrument #9660 196).
A year later, it appears the couple started some construction on the property. Several executions
of deeds of ttust later, the notes ended up being refinanced through Sterling Capital Mortgage
Company (Instrument #9832624), that deed of ttust contains a Paragraph 19, which allowed the
Lender to sell the note or a partial interest in the note without prior notice to the Borrowers. The
couple
took out a smaller second mortgage with Guaranty Federal Bank. Through a series of
assignments,
notes all ended up being assigned to Norwest Mortgage, Inc. (now o\vned by
Wells Fargo Bank,
On May 18, 2001, the
took out a subsequent contract for improvements with a deed of
on
of sale, which appears to be in favor of Guaranty Bank. It was
favor of Sterling
couple appears to have executed a note and deed of ttust
Company (Instrument #2002064116) that was in fact, a ~1ERS-originated
102).
a MERS MIN ID Search,
MIN: 1

were produced:
Note Date:

MIN
1)
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This deed of trust contained a Paragraph 20, which allowed the Lender to sell the note or a
partial interest thereof without prior notice to the Carnes'. Shortly thereafter, Guaranty Bank
beneficial interests to Sterling Capital
Company.
it appears that Wells

Home Mortgage, Inc. formerly known as
by Beverly Bigelow,
President, caused to be recorded an
to Sterling Capital Mortgage (Instrument #2003002769), filed for

On July 9, 2008, DOCX*, the now-defunct, third-party document manufacturing subsidiary of
Inc. apparently at the direction of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., caused
record Instrument
which purports to
the MERS-originated
mortgage, which
been assigned and re-assigned,
potentially unknown intervening

This Release
came shortly after the Carnes took out another loan from Wells Fargo
Bank, N .A. and accordingly appear to have executed a note and deed of trust (Instrument
#2008057369), which appears to be in place today. Even though it appears that MERS is NOT
involved in this instance, the deed of trust contains a Paragraph 20, allowing the lender to sell the
note (or a partial interest thereof) without notice to the Borrowers (Carnes).
On
following page is a copy of the Release of Lien discussed herein, with call-out boxes
highlighting a couple of the "markers" discussed in this report.
It may
an army of title company folks to sort out what happened when on June 30, 2008, the
'-''"'""'" appear to have executed the deed of trust and note, which Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. has
attached a "Renewal and Extension Rider" (renewing the Sterling Capital Mortgage MERSoriginated mortgage loan). The Instrument Number is handwritten into the Rider for reference.
involvement of DOCX, who has been sued; and
its President prosecuted
Because of
criminally (and sentenced to prison), the question then
why did Wells Fargo needed to
trust
to Sterling Capital Mortgage, only to renew the note and
""'''[',''"''"' MERS
by Sterling Capital?
as to whether the relevant
"'~"'""""'" to float

If
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On September 30, 2009, the Carnes executed another deed of trust and note with Wells
Bank, N.A. (Instrument #2009077085), which
contains a Paragraph 20, allowing Wells to
sell the note (or a partial
thereof) without prior notice to
Borrowers. Before this
document could be recorded, Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., through its document processing
Wisconsin,
a
of lien on the previous deed of trust and
department in
note. Suspect
Mane allegedly signed
document, with R. A. Keval
.,,~.,..,.,..,.,,•.,..:."~,_, ... ,. . the document The notarial
was not gender-delineated and the
s1g•narure is scribbled. The recording was requested
Wells
Home
Release Department. The document appears to have been executed on October 8, 2009. It is
implied that the current note and mortgage are in
and that MERS is not involved at this
juncture of the chain of
The results reflect an apparent linear relationship; the more the property is mortgaged,
more
negatively-impacted
chain of title becomes. More of the negative impact comes from the
or
of
or by the purported faulty assignments and
lack of recorded
.. u."'"'·" of lien that ARE recorded. Certain cases have revealed that many of the notes were lost
or destroyed, thus making their tracking or procurement impossible without bringing some sort
of fraud on the court via use of a manufactured document.*
Hon. Ken Anderson, 277th District Court

There are two scenarios involving Judge Ken Anderson and his wife, Martha (hereinafter
"Anderson") with respect to two different pieces of property.
In the first property, the Andersons appear to have executed a note and deed of trust to secure a
Warranty Deed with Vendor's Lien on a property in the San Gabriel Heights Subdivision in
Williamson County, in favor of Equitable Savings Association, on February 9, 1984. The
Warranty Deed is found in Volume 975, beginning at Page 397 and ending at Page 398. The
document was executed by Phil Ingalls, as President of Phil Ingalls & Associates.
is a rubber stamp on the document near Ingalls' alleged
that reads, "NO SEAL";
Construed to
that the corporate
is missing from the original recordation. The Deed
Volume 975,
at
400 and
at Page 406.
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On December
1994,
Mortgage Capital Corporation assigned the mortgage to nowdefunct Metmor Financial, Inc. of Overland Park, Kansas. After
the document was
returned to Franklin Federal Bancorp in Austin,
There is an attached
A with a
,.,.t~"""'""" to
21 (as a lot owner within
subdivision) showing Creditbanc Savings
as the lienholder. There is no recorded assigmnent from Creditbanc to FFB
~!Jn,rta"a" Capital Corporation filed for record in Williamson County. This would
a
in
of title to the property. A subsequent Deed of Release was filed by
"'v+nc~'""' Company, successor by
to Metmor Financial, Inc. on August 26, 1996
(Instrument
the benefit of Creditbanc Savings Association
there is no
"""''"''"w~ ... filed to appear to
this release). For all intents and
it appears that the
is paid
there are apparent discrepancies with the deed of release that
do not make sense.
On June 24, 2002, the Andersons appear to have executed another note and deed of trust
(HELOC) in
of
Area Teachers Federal Credit Union (Instrument #2002054330).
resolving an apparent easement conflict with a neighbor, the Andersons appear to have
conveyed
to the property to a subsequent purchaser, who appeared to encumber the property
with a MERS-originated deed of trust and note in favor of now-defunct First Magnus Financial
Corporation. A release of lien for the Andersons was filed on behalf of A+ Federal Credit Union.
of lien DOES NOT INDICATE that there was an assigument filed or a "formerly
This
known
or "successor by merger to" filed to show the relationship or nexus between Austin
Area Teachers Federal Credit Union and A+ Federal Credit Union. This represents another issue
with the chain of title.
In the second property, the Andersons appear to have purchased a home in the Teravista
Subdivision in Williamson County from Meritage Homes of Texas, L.P., and appear to have
executed a note and deed of trust in favor of Prestige Lending Services, Ltd. to secure a
Warranty Deed with Vendor's Lien (Instrument #2006016366). The deed of trust (Instrument
16367) a MERS-originated deed of trust (MIN #100239023015090486). Contained
which allows the lender to sell the note without prior notice to the
therein is Paragraph

of the MERS MIN

509048-6

MIN:
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ID tor

Note Date:

preceding loan, the

MIN

results were

Inactive

On July
2010, the Andersons appear to have refinanced the first deed of trust, replacing it
with another fv1ERS-originated deed of trust, which was filed on August 30, 2010 (Instrument
10057594; MIN #100025500007999715, preceded by what appears to be an electronically
and notarized document (similar to the
in other judge's chains of title). The
notarial seal also appears electronically produced (Instrument #2010051443).
The
document appears to have been manufactured by ReconTrust Company, N.A.'s
Utah document operations plant in Cache County, Utah. As of the recorded date of the deed of
trust,
audit team believes that the chain of title to the Anderson's property was compromised.
When the auditors see "underlined" words, it is generally indicates that these items were part of a
template that is typed by parties unknown to the
who then would affix their signatures
to the document,
to the
contained therein. With electronic
however, the
parties (the
and the notary) aren't present and the facts at hand may not be known to them,
even though their signatures appear to indicate otherwise. The Deed of Release was generated on
August 3, 2010, almost a month BEFORE the new deed of trust was filed. A subsequent search
MERS MIN lD Search system for this loan produced the following results:
MIN: 1000255-0000799971-5

Note Date: 07/27/2010

Servicer:
''"""""' ' ""'""""'""""""""' """''
Simi Valley, CA

MIN Status: Active
Phone:(800)669-6607

There is a Paragraph 20 on the current deed of trust, meaning that Bank of America, N.A., the
new "lender" can sell the note {or a partial interest thereof) into the MERS system to be handled
on its electronic database, void of recorded assignments in the real property records of
Williamson County causing potential chain of title issues involving intervening unknown

Hon. Michael Jergins, 395th District Court
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This conversion to a MERS loan appears as the result of a renewal and extension rider to a deed
trust dating back to 2001 (wherein MERS was just starting to take a foothold in the land
records but had not
infiltrated
Jergins' chain of title). An ID Search
the MIN yielded
the
MIN: 1000126-0100402202-5

Note Date: 06/24/2009

MIN Status: Active
Phone:(800)

8

O'Fallon, MO
It is important to note that the lender of record in
deed of trust is Extraco Banks, N.A. dba
Mortgage, a
corporation based in Waco, Texas. It appears
Independence Title
handled
closing and processing the paperwork into the Williamson County land
it remains to date.
it is also important to note that even though
Inc. appears on the MERS database search results as a Servicer, the true real
parties in interest are unknown due to the likely securitized promissory note, which was probably
sold over and over in the MERS system without the Jergins' knowledge. After all, the Jergins'
did execute
deed of trust, giving MERS the apparent authority; however, the chain of custody
of the note and the relative assignments necessary to coincide with the chain of title appear to be
lacking
the execution of this document, over three years ago.
The audit team believes the Jergins' condition of title to be compromised after of July 2, 2009,
when the previously-discussed document was recorded.
County Court at Law Justices
Hon. Suzanne Brooks, County Court at Law One
property appears to have
conveyed to Judge Suzanne Brooks and her husband, Cecil
"Brooks") by Casa Sereno Homes, LLC on July 28, 2011; effective August 4, 2011
via a
Warranty Deed (with an incorporated Vendor's Lien; duly recorded as Instrument
1053198, on
11, 2011, involving a property
The Reserve at Berry Creek

MIN:

Note Date:
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MIN Status:

It is important to note that the lender of record is
Banks, N.A. dba Extraco Mortgage, a
Texas corporation based Waco,
It appears that Gracy Title, a Stewart Title Company,
was involved in the closing and processing of the paperwork into the Williamson County land
the nation's largest
records
this static file remains to date. Stewart Title, one
the MERS business model. Another issue at stake
title
elected to
plant data that title companies
Stewart Title rely on to establish chain of
title, are
because the title plants (electronic databases owned by
companies which
store the research data
the land records that are used to do "run-up" prior to closing to
11 "'1'"'nnn>P ownership interests) do not
information with MERS
vice versa. A "run-up"
is a term denoting a cursory search of the land records between the time tbe
is transacted
and the
it is recorded, to make sure
are no
with title.

it is also important to note that even though JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. appears on the
MERS database search
the true real parties interest are unknown due to
intent the participants to
the Brooks' promissory note and re-sell it over and over
in the MERS system without the Brooks' knowledge. After all, the Brooks did execute the deed
of trust,
MERS the apparent authority it has; however, the chain of custody of the note
and the relative assignments necessary to coincide with the chain of title appear to be lacking
since the execution of this document over three years ago. The audit team believes the Brooks'
condition of title was compromised as of August 11, 2011, when they executed the MERSoriginated deed of trust.
, acu.u ••

Hon. Doug Arnold, County Court at Law Three

There appear to be two (2) parcels of land involved in two (2) separate chains of title, the first
Jamie Lee's (hereinafter "Arnold") ownership
chain of title exiting Judge Arnold and his
the second subject
interests as Grantors,
the chain of title with MERS in its
property appearing to pick up where the first left off (as to ownership transfers) with MERS
opening up the chain title through an executed note and deed of trust at purchase to secure a
Special Warranty Deed (from a corporate transfer).
an incorporated
Warranty Deed
Inc. on June 11, 1998 (Instrument
Unit 3 subdivision
the Reata
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There are no recorded assignments or transfers after that point until the Arnolds appear to have
refinanced their mortgage loan with Bank of America, N.A and executed a deed of trust and
record on June 2003.
note as such as Instrument #2003050655, filed
There is an

with the notarial execution of the Bank of America, N.A deed of trust, to wit:

(1) The Texas notary declared that the Arnolds appeared before her on "5-14-03" (in her
own handwriting; while in the execution, declared, "Given under my hand and seal of
office this
of May 2001 "; and

(2) The Texas notary failed to gender-delineate in the plurality the number of signors to
the deed of trust document.
It also appears that David D. Arnold, as Grantor, was the only party initialing the document,
while his wife only signed the actual signature page (but did not initial anywhere on the DOT).
To further confuse the issues in
chain of title, once it appears that the Bank of America, N.A
loan paid
the note that was transferred to Nationsbanc Mortgage Corporation, a Release of
Lien was filed for record on August
2003 as Instrument #2003082498, showing Bank of
America, N.A. as "owner and holder of said note", when the only recorded assignment was from
Cypress Mortgage to NationsBanc Mortgage.
The Release suggests that an assignment should have been filed from NationsBanc Mortgage to
BA Mortgage, LLC FIRST, so that the Release would read, "Bank of America, N.A. successor
by merger to BA Mortgage, LLC as successor in interest by merger of NationsBanc Mortgage
Corporation". This would have been more accurately portrayed and proper conveyance. At this
point, there is nothing in the chain of title that appears to represent the assignments necessary to
tie the ownership interests in the chain together. Further, in the Release, the notarial execution is
not gender delineated and appears to be "manufactured" to satisfy the note for of Bank of
America, N .A.
It also appears that at some point during the Arnold's ownership, a payoff to Bank
America,
N.A was tendered,
a Deed of Release to be issued (Instrument #2010045585) and filed
for record on July 9, 2010. This deed of
appears to have been electronically manufactured
\"''"'"'"'""'""and all) on the same
it was electronically recorded. Even
notarial seal appears
to
the appearance that the entire document was part
a mass
production of documents effectuated by ReconTrust Company, N.A. in Utah. Ironically, even
been a MERS-originated deed of trust, the Release contains
appears NOT to
ID:"
"MERS
by a third-

went out and
cr5tnrr>c
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Of particular interest here is that the 2003 deed of trust the Arnolds signed contained a Paragraph
20, which allowed Bank of America, N.A. to sell
Note (or a partial interest thereof). It is
unknown
as to whether Bank
America sold the note or not, as any subsequent
ass1gnmems are not recorded.
current owner of this property may have more issues to deal
with (involving MERS) than any purported backlash
Arnold's ownership of the
property.
In the second property, the Arnolds obtained a Special Warranty Deed with Vendor's Lien
103 8421) that appears to coincide with the purported
of
first property
property in The Reserve at Berry Creek Section 1C in Williamson
Texas. The
deed of trust (Instrument
11038422) appears to indicate that Union State
Bank, the Lender of record, used the MERS system to fund the loan; thus, bypassing the
of
future assignments of record. Paragraph 20 of this deed of trust contains the provision
wherein the Arnolds agreed to allow Union State Bank (or
subsequent assigns) to sell andresell the note multiple
circumventing the tiling of any assignments in the land records in
of money-saving expediency and allowing probable repeated transfer of the Arnold's note.
Subsequently, a Correction Addendum and Correction Deed of Trust were filed to correct issues
with the responsible Borrower (Instrument #2011043463 and #2011043464, respectively). The
MERS MIN (#100025500011323662) Search ID yielded the following results:
MIN: 1000255-0001132366-2

Note Date: 06/09/2011

Servicer: =::c·.:::=.~c.:.=~':::.:=:::.:L:...:.:o.:.:.
Simi Valley, CA

MIN Status: Active
Phone: (800) 669-6607

even though Bank of America, N .A. appears to be the Servicer listed on the MERS
database, the MERS member-subscribers control the content of the database, which MERS
disclaims for accuracy. There is potential securitization of the Arnold's note and the possible
failure of potential intervening assignees to record their interests to preserve the chain of title to
the
property.

Hon. John 8. McMaster, County Court at Law Four
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On the face
this document (Instrument #2002086265) is a MIN (# 100062604150462341 ),
which,
entered into the MERS MIN ID
database, yielded the following results:
MIN: 1000626-0415046234-1
""',.'"""',.. GMAC
LLC
Waterloo, lA

Note Date: 10/16/2002

MIN Status: Inactive
Phone: (800)

, which is a
form number on
Family-Fannie
Mac UNIFORM INSTRUMENTS WITH MERS, is seen commonly among title
company document
familiar with the
system. This contract form also contains
"Paragraph 20", which
the
to
note (or a partial interest thereof) without
prior notice to the Borrower (in addition to changing servicers).
~'<rP•l1 11 ''"

Extension Rider" attached to the foregoing
Further, while it appears that there is a "Renewal
recordation,
under the
section on
2 of the Deed of Trust
not provide a
to
rider. After numerous refinances of this deed and note, a specific
Release of Lien was filed on January 21, 2005, which contains the name of a suspected
robosignor (and robo-notary) who work for GMAC's document processing section in Black
Hawk County, Iowa. As with any suspect behaviors in document manufacturing, surrogate
"''f'-,"U''& and forgery is also suspect, as evidenced by the signatures of one Janice Burt, who
for MERS, when in fact she works for GMAC (Instrument
purports to be an Assistant
#2005005504):
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The problem with document manufacturing is that there is room for surrogate
as no one
to verity that the person claiming to
out and compares signatures of the particular
the document actually
it Then there is the
of personal knowledge
and where
personal, first-hand information originated (not to mention the MERS
which was not present on
documents presented
*

Ju:iitices of the Peace

Hon. Dain Johnson, Justice of the Peace, Precinct One

This particular tract of land was the subject of condemnation proceedings (as part of what
appears to be an eminent domain action) two years AFTER the property was encumbered by a
~1ERS-originated deed
trust, executed by Judge Dain Jay Johnson (hereinafter "Johnson") on
July
2007. The note and deed appear to have been executed in tandem with the issuance of a
General Warranty Deed with Vendor's Lien (Instrument #2007064224), which was sequentially
deed of trust (Instrument #2007064225), executed in favor of Union State
recorded ahead of
Bank
Florence (obviously a member of MERS). The deed of trust contains a Paragraph 20,
which allows the Lender to sell the note (or a partial interest thereof) without prior notice to the
Borrower.
The deed of trust document contained references to MERS and further contained a MIN of
000157-0008350386-8. Upon a search of the MERS MIN ID Search
the following
results were obtained:
MIN: 1000157-0008350386-8
Servicer:
.
Simi Valley, CA

==ccc~ ~~.~==~,~~•Lc

...

~=

Note Date: 07/25/2007

MIN Status: Inactive
Phone:(800) 669-6607

The
of Lis Pendens (Instrument #2009088552) was released (Instrument #2010079295)
after the litigation concluded; and a subsequent Special Warranty Deed issued from Judge
to the
of Round Rock, Texas on March 10, 2010 (Instrument #2010014632); and
to a
the conveyance of the
property.
JVUCH" ..' "

However, in the Special Warranty Deed, Judge Johnson warranted to defend title to the
property. The previous MERS deed of trust lien had not yet been released by the time the
Special Warranty Deed was issued.

120
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As was evidenced in the Release
Lien (discussion following), released BEFORE an
assignment from Union State Bank to Bank of America, N.A. could be filed, there could be
from potential problems
the chain of
potential issues for the City of Ronnd Rock
title encumbered by Judge Johnson. Any title company insuring the transfer of the property from
of Round Rock, Texas could
liable for legal
to quiet the title to
Judge Johnson to the
the property in favor of the City Round Rock, not to mention the potential liability for Judge
Johnson, who warranted to defend title to the property he conveyed to the city. For the title
the statutory violations and blatant errors committed by MERS and
companies to largely
its agents could represent financial suicide. Why would Judge Johnson knowingly convey
property to a municipality if he knew of potential defects in title that could come back later to
haunt him?
Perhaps it is because the Release of Lien was filed AFTER he conveyed the Property to the City
of Round Rock; because MERS obfuscates the real parties in interest, no one knows who may
come back at any time in the future and assert a claim against this property. The deed of release,
likely after payment in full on the prior note in question {Instrument #2010015355), contains
certain
which will be discussed below:
O.CSmR•"'aa
For 'Vafll4t ~. 1M pm&Gnlvl\dtl'f!g,~Mtd ~erery·onmr e deecl oftn!M ~~lad~, DAIQ JAY JOHNSON •
Gnmt9rlf11.1Blor, dated g:rp~ ee~ t:l'l•ttt. Deed of Trust has beenlaly j)llld. u!ln~ « 01'181\"il• di~gli!d.
TM ueett of Trull was me«~ irlbl DeedoiTrud Rec:!Mds o#Wilif!J.§IL~. 1X en 0713Clfl007 , 11!1d is flldfl:~tild
u Vofui'!W , Page f'lle No. iaQ1084226 .• th9 vnlfiJAiigood re'AstK 1111d mc<nwya. w!Ut611lt:~fll ()( Mfllll'ltJ. tM
Ond ~;~f Trull eoo all mt~&lfgl'll. fi£(H!ftd h-.!iWaat wfllol) Wllncqlflllltf tty the Trustn ~me Deed onrU$t, !tl me
Pfopgrl)" !Ceef«< 1!11: ~.l'YEIT MAtl tWIN!JE. HQUP1!1RCICK. IX 7HM
IN WITNESS WliE.REOF, .t&!tli!Ui1..5JIIa~Cft~~d.2!JLII!iti!Il!.Jr&J)'I
exCRulle4 the foreQ(AA~ ini!IAdo"t.

J~Jait:m li&I'M!t

NtMry f'ullir!O fer Mld !Hit.«!
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If the intent of the lending parties behind the scenes was to securitize the Johnson promissory
note, then how do we know that the lien was actually fully released if the signors' signatures may
been placed on the document (more than likely without their knowledge or personal
of the facts contained therein) without them knowing the full details thereof before
attesting to the
the deed of trust and note
from Union State Bank to Bank of America, N.A.
"'nn"'""" of assignment?
is no evidence of any assignment in the land records of
Texas to that end; thus
open the possibility of a break in the chain of
title.
are additional concerns regarding potential violations of Texas Government Code §
192.007 and, due to
there exists the potential for unrecorded intervening,
unknown
to the chain of custody of the note (if a partial interest was conveyed but not
paid in
which could come back in later and claim an
in the property).
Thus,
Judge Johnson warranted to defend title to the property, if any issues should arise, he
could
burdensome litigation. With MERS involved in the equation, how could Judge
Johnson warrant to defend title
the defects potentially created by MERS (with already
one assignment purportedly not recorded in the chain of title in this equation)?
Hon. Steve Benton, Justice of the Peace, Precinct Three
In this instance, this subject property has the most MERS-originated deeds of trust against
it of any of the affected judiciary in Williamson County: SIX. Because of the extensive
report that would be necessary to satisfy a full chain of title assessment, the auditors chose
to present a brief summary of the timeline of the current ownership of this property by the
Bentons.

Judge Benton and his
Alanna (hereinafter "Benton"), purchased a property in the Stone
subdivision and received a General Warranty Deed with Third-Party Vendor's Lien
(Instrument #20 10029796).
To facilitate the purchase, the Bentons appear to
executed a note and deed of trust
10029797) in favor
NTFN, Inc. dba Nationwide Home Lending, initiating a
MIN
10020570611. Paragraph 20 of the deed trust
a partial
thereof) without prior notice to the
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Following the execution of the second deed of trust, it appears that alleged MERS agents/officers
issued a "Deed of Release" (Instrument
Oddly, it took the entities using the
MERS system OVER TWO YEARS to release the first lien (which would be construed to mean
that for a time, the subject property had TWO lien claimants against it at one time for an undue
extended period). The signatures
the
and notary, and notarial seal appear to be
electronically produced; thus, the inference that the two
did not physically witness or
have apparent knowledge
the facts contained on this Deed of Release to which they allegedly
attested to.
The auditors cannot assume (as it took two years to release this lien) that the note in fact has
been discharged, due to aspects involving third-party document manufacturing and
MERS' ability to release
when
agency status is limited and directly controlled by
contract. It appears ReconTrust Company, N.A. (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Bank of
America, N .A.) caused this document to be manufactured.
It further appears that a subsequent refinance of the Benton's property occurred on January 26,
2012 (Instrument #2012007782) when the couple executed another note and deed of trust in
favor of Security National (the same previous lender) for a slightly less sum than previously
borrowed. This deed of trust also contained a MERS MIN #100031700005439480 and also
contained a "Paragraph 20".
Shortly after executing this note, agents of Wells Fargo Home Mortgage executed a Deed of
Release (Instrument
1200 1954), using the same apparent electronic signatures and notary
seal from two different signors, this time in Wisconsin (instead of Utah).
Of particular concern here is that the deeds of trust signed by the Bentons appear to indicate that
the Lender (not the Servicers), were required to release the liens. Accessing the MERS system's
MIN Search ID database yielded the following results (placed in order from the Benton's current
mortgage loan backward):
MIN: 1000317-0000543948-0

Note Date: Oli26/2012

MIN Status: Active

Minneapolis, MN
AUDITOR'S NOTE: The foregoing appears to reflect the Benton's current note and deed
of trust information. If Wells Fargo Home Mortgage, a division of Wells Fargo Bauk, N.A.
is the Servicer, who then actually owns the Benton's mortgage note? As always, each
MERS MIN ID Search gives the property owner (or his duly authorized representative, see
the sentence below with the link attached) to further search to see who the "Investor" is on
their loan.
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Unfortunately, because the database is maintained by MERS member-subscribers (with no
regulatory oversight), the results seen here are what the MERS members want you to see.

The results are disclaimed by 1'J<IERS for accuracy on its website. If Security National
Mortgage Company was a table-funded lender, then WHO actually funded the Benton's
current mortgage loan? A link on the MERS Search system allows Borrowers to see who
the investor of their loan is; but again, the results obtained by Borrowers are the results the
MERS member-subscribers want them to see.
are

results

MERS MIN ID Search on the second MERS deed of trust:

MIN: 1000317-0000520313-4

Note Date: 08/26/2010

MIN Status: Inactive

AUDITOR'S NOTE: The foregoing appears to reflect the Benton's second deed of trust
and note information. It appears that Wells Fargo Home Mortgage, a division of Wells
Fargo Bank, N.A. was acting as "Servicer" and not the lender therein (assuming that
Security National as a table-funded lender immediately sold the Benton's note to an
intervening assignee whose assignment is NOT filed for record in Williamson County).
Paragraph 23 of the Benton's deed of trust stated that the Lender must release the lien.
What then is ReconTrust Company, N.A. (as wholly-owned subsidiary for Bank of
America, N.A., the Servicer) doing releasing the lien if it's not the Lender? If it is a "third
party", how did it get to be a third party? Who actually owned the Benton's note if Bank
of America was actually collecting payments for the real party in interest as a Servicer?
Why did it take the "lender" TWO YEARS to release the initial lien? It appears that
Nationwide Home Lending sold the note to an intervening assignee who seemingly failed to
record its interest in the Williamson County real property records pursuant to Texas
Government Code§ 192.007.
MIN:l

1002057061-1

Note

MIN Status: Inactive
Phone:(800) """'-""'

AUDITOR'S NOTE: The foregoing appears to reflect the Benton's initial deed of trust
and note information. It appears from the foregoing that Wells Fargo Home Mortgage, a
division of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. was acting as "Servicer" and not the lender therein.
Paragraph
ofthe Benton's deed oftrust stated that
Lender must release the lien.
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Why is ReconTrust Company, N.A. (as wholly-owned subsidiary for Bank of America,
N.A., the Servicer) releasing the lien if it's not the Lender? If it is a "third party", how did
it get to be a third party? Who actually owned the Benton's note if Bank of America was
actually collecting payments for the real party in interest as a Servicer?
If the note was securitized, then why didn't the real party in interest file an assignment in
the land records in Williamson County, Texas pursuant to Texas Government Code §
192.007? How does anyone know whether Bank of America kept the Benton's monthly
mortgage payment instead of paying the actual investor?
Additionally, it now appears that the prior owners (and possibly the owners prior to the
former owners) mortgaged this property in the MERS system before the Benton's acquired
it. lt thus appears that the title companies that processed this paperwork were at risk for
paying off the proper party in interest at closing.
There appear to be MORE chain of title issues dating all the way back to the year 2000
(since !\tiERS's current corporate entity became active January 1, 1999) that could
potentially affect the Benton's property.
Part of the inherent problem is the title companies' involved in the chain of title knew that
the MERS system was involved prior to the Benton's acquisition of the property and knew
of the potential issues created by MERS, but chose to ignore them; thus, appearing
circumvent the defects in title by negating coverage under Schedule B for issues not
recorded in the public records. Below are the known listings of MERS-originated
mortgages PRIOR to the Benton's ownership (some of these loans may have been
originated outside of MERS, and then conveyed (without the prior owner's knowledge) into
the MERS system:
MIN: 1000157-000211

Note Date: 03/31/2003

MIN Status: Inactive
Phone: (800) 669-6607

MIN: 10001

Note Date: 07/02/2001

MIN

Inactive
Phone:(800) 669-

CA

AUDITOR'S NOTE: Again, the "1000157" in the MERS MIN number prefn: indicates this
loan may have originated in connection with Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.
12s
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MIN: 1000124-0096882303-5
Servicer:
Monroe,

Note Date: 03/20/2000

MIN Statos: Inactive
Phone: (800) 848-9136

It
mind
about how many unknown intervening
may have an
interest the Benton's property and
have failed to record (to perfect) their lien interests, as
mandated by Texas statotes.
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APPENDIX 1: DEED OF TRUST SIGNATURES OF STEPHEN C. PORTER

The following deeds of trust (identified by Instrument Number as recorded in the land records of
Collin
Texas)
to demonstrate the "real" signatures of alleged robosignor/attomey'"'"''"''""' of Loan Documentation/Assistant Secretary of MERS' Stephen Porter:
INSTRUMENT #17346; BOOK 2093, PAGE 885; 1612 Azurite Trail, Plano, TX 75075:

INSTRUMENT #03321; BOOK 1229, PAGE 698; Park Forest North Quit Claim Deed
(1979)

INSTRUMENT #20020045029; BOOK 5136, PAGE 183; 1612 Azurite Trail, Plano, TX
75075:
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INSTRUMENT #20100922001011300; 09/22/2010; 707 Glen Rose Drive, Allen, TX 75013;
(2010):

INSTRUMENT #20080807000963910; 08/07/2008; 707 Glen Rose Drive, Allen, TX 75013;
(2008)
VOLUNTARY OESIGNATION OF HOMESTEAD

EACH UHOI!ASIGNED DESIGfoiAlOI! ACK~ HAVING Al!AO AU. Of'
HOII&stl!AO~ AND HAVING RECiilVHl A COPY Of' THIS VOWHTARY
HOMESll!AO IS DATEO .IULY 23. 20011'.

J
Evm though NONE of the foregoing deeds of trust contained MERS, the last Deed ofTtust (September 12, 1010) did contain
a Paragraph 20 involving sale ofthe note (or u partial interest thereof) without prior notice to the Borrower. Actual "official"
documents may be obtained by contacting County Clerk, Stacey Kemp.

APPENDIX 2: AVAILABLE LIMITED POWERS OF ATTORl'lEY

The following items represent what recorded power of
("POA") documents could be
locatca in conjunction with the
Many
the POAs were not filed
Williamson
but rather
Dallas and Collin
the
mills
llism~
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§I

OS265 00155
POWER OF A'ITORNEY
KNOW ALL MEN Di' 'l'HESE PRESENTS: That ABN AMRO MOctgt~go Oroup, Inc. (ABN AMR
And existing under the &aws of Ra1da
with its principal office lotll.led M 1JS'i C...-kk.t br
does llcceby makt, constiturA and appoint nny one of the follllwiog:
J.

Stephen C. Porter, F..sq., or David Seybold, Esq., attorneys Wilh the Inn• finn of Bnr
Frnppler, L.L.P. {"Bnr:rctt llurkc''), or Susan fr'ledrltb, ma employee ofBilnelt

t Burke w·n.,.lo.J'" •"'

I. To ~d. 10 assip.IO ncktlowlwgc. lO seal, to deliver and to revokec
(a)

an1 atnemcnl 10 $ell or anign n note, 1110rtgagc or
deed of l!ust or any interest thcroof; ar.d

(b)

any loan or 1110tigagc doc.wneots oc;cessary
purchase real estate nl n forcc!osm~ sa.!e,

or to at:cepl an asslgiUDI!nt of, a bid lo
any deed; n!ld

2.
and filed in
t shall be

hereof until $t1Ch time u it is rcvok.:xlln writing by
Office of the Oouniy Clerk of !he County in which the

effective as to any tb:ltd party rolying on ihis Power of
affeet the speeUie parties. whether an entity. per$0U, or
ir the powers of n.ny cnti\y, ptiSOI\,. or individull not named.
iing from transnetions initialed pfiot to the revocation.

~"'~"......,...ty

3.

1 Burke shill ind~fy 1\BN' AMRO from all clail:n$, demands, sulrs,
cosiS and expenses f« aey claims ogtii!St, or tosses or liability of ABN'
from, dcJ!IIllt in the plr£omnmec or. Ot !he negligent perl'ormamo of, or
of auomey-in-faet uoo« tlti!l ogrcemeot.

4.

'J who ret:civos n copy of this dlxumelll may act ur.dct it. Rc\'Oeation of this power
live ItS to a rd pMty urulllhil ch!rd party receives ~rual notice o( the te\'Oeallon. ABN AMRO
lhlrd party for all claims 1hat ame agaimt tile third party because of relianco on this power of

ABN AMR~ MJ~e Group,.Inc.

n · (}£~
Y· / Jimmie f:dwatC~S
Asst. Vtce Pres.

NQtaty Public, Swe of

MyC(ltntll.hs!on cxpirc.s:

05265 00756

OCT 0 1

~~
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I

60 13 00 11115' HOLD
POWER OF ATTORNEY

2905- 9137112

KNOW ALL M~N BY Tllt::SE FIU::sEI\Il'S: 'rhi!t Blink of Amerb, NA ("BOA"), a COfi:Kifl!t!lon Ofllllli%lild and
the la- of Delawl!l'e with il!l
oiT~CC located ot 41S ~int Padtway, Getzville,
4003
cons!ilute and IIPPOilll any ooc

m~lq!temller, 200S, to be andll!ri~ to

with joint and

power and authority to !!CI ror 11, in itt
or coovenicnt to be dUile u mil as

in ooii!'IOOtilnt wilil
with tbc ~ilinn of ral

nerfonned

L

(!!)

lom or mllflgliF documenlll

neeu.~ 10

real ~at a forecloaure sale,

(be m~tllll8~11ll!lll

all

acm, matters,

bllf for all imenlll and
and

pr~utioo

of fom:l~,

StP 29 2005
Brenda Tay4or

rx

: 2965- IHJ11t2

88

1321

t

05105 00013

I

POWER OF ATTORNEY

2892-

Kl'iOW ALL MEN BY THES£ PRISEN'l'S: That Counlf'Y\IIide Home Loans, lrul. ("CouDU'yWidc"), a corpm.tiOCI otpnl2d a
existing under !be laws of NewYork
wilh Its principal omce loeared at 4 00
t
don hereby mate; ~onstitulc and appolotany one oft1le following:

t. Stephen C. Porter, Esq., or David Seybotd, E!q., attorn~ with thtllaw ftnn of Ba.nctU
Frappkr, L.L.P. ("Barrett Burlce"); or Susan Fried.-lch, •• empto~ of Barre It Burk.e
as ttt¢moys·in·ftc~ to be a~~lhoril.ed to att, do and peTfotlll, individually, wilh joint and sev
anth
wilh fult JI<IW~ and authority to 1101 Cor it, in Its p!AQO and stead, Ill\)' and all lawful acts, ~ iltld.
~.proper, or convenfer.t to ba dOM # Mt as ~Ide might or cculd do (lt<l
alf i !It$ andlw<.,.);,~
!he Jnlllters listed below performed !t1 connection wilh the monagernant and proseeut' of f'oret!ostlfe, •bai~~:Y
ga~erallitiption rrmtters, and with the dbpo.!ition ofr(ltl emt& held byOwnllywide;
1. To e~te.c1Jt~. to IW&gn, to IC!mowledge, to seal, to deiiwr and to TC\/Oke
(a)

nny ~qJnent to sell or AS$f&n a no~», n1Drtv&C or de.:d o
d.eed of tn1$t or any intuest tbtteof; and

nny l011n or mortgage documenu necessary to pe
purchato teal ~late at a foreclosllto sale, or any
(o)
2.

Thl1 poWt!r of anomcy sltlll bo c.ff'ecti\le from
a Notice of Revoe8tlon dldy ex
.Property is located. Revoeation in the fotgo1:ng
The revocation of sueb pomr of ottomcy shall only affe
nn, tevoCllliDn, and wlr not amet or impa·
of """'''"''IV-"¥
!lfftct any !lability In 110)' way nmtltlng E
·til!(e
C~ by

3. Sy excrctse.of this poW«, altorntyspenalties « actiollS, and from an a t
for ·any cause .mlng out of,
misC~Joduct regat'd!ng any ob

e lball indemnify Countrywid.o from aU chtbns, dt11'1!11l.d$, suits,
liSe.! for any claims apltm. or losses or liability of COuntrywide
!he perlbtmano:e of, or the negllgem p«fotmllnec of, or wi.U.61l
this agreement

""''''""'""IU rcaives a copy of lhi$ document may act under it.. Revocation of this power of

V~Ymr1D1~ifd..-~iliti1 tbc third party receives actual notlco of the revocation. Cowttcywlde
L'llltM=Ilh~ltwlhaiHIJ1illeil2a•inst the third party b~$0 of reUaneo on thls power of attorney.

agrees to

lacy and other ,legal relponsibilities of an

5. The attorney·!
agent.

:..,...~s:g;;~--)

)SS

C~of

______~uu=------- >

On this ..,l1__:.._ day of hMrv
. 2002. beftlte me, a Nnwy Public of fll.e State of penonally appeared. known to
mo to be the person~ niiii'IO l:s wbseribed to this Pow~ of Attorney and to be a Vice President o.fCountzywlde Home Loan;, tno.,
!!Od ietnowledged lim he exffilt~d this Power on btblll£ of Countrywide HOCD.l: Loans, .Inc. for the P'U'POseS herein contained.

lN WITNESS WHER.EOF1 Thave SCI me hllnd and official seal.

l'!lli.U.#I!ll!ill.liftVIilll11!i

~4!11PJt:l.lS~t-

~~~t«lliQ

llwl\y~-~-,..ltlllltl'i'fll\il!'tllr--·-

c...~:..~~~=::.~--··-~

fEB 1 3 2602

Filed foT Record i~=
Collin county, Mcltnney TX
Hcno~able Hslen Sta?n&~
Collin County CleT~
0'1\ Feb 13 298!
At lh85a•

Doc/Nua : 208&- 0822il9
Reco?dini/TypetPA
11.88
Receipt :
5624
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05912 06662
J>O\VER OF ATTORNI!:Y

2005- 0859£6.7

KNOW ALL MEN BY TllESI: PRESENTS: Timt t':<ltl~vwilm
_ ,,.,__ and existing llllde! the laws of TCL"!!> \Yitll its
~ <:Oii$li1Utc lll!d appoiut any OIIC d Ihe follnwiin~t:

atl:nrn- with the: law finn of Barrdt &rke Wilsoo Castle Daffm &
~!Itt, emploftt'l nf Barn!tt &ria:;

toe/Hum

Brenda

; 2005- 995~61>1

08

NOTE: The following Limited Power of Attorney is for Stephen C. Porter and David
Seybold, as attorneys with a law firm that was re-structured and is no longer referenced as
the law firm shown below. Nowhere in this Power of Attorney does it give either attorney
employment status as Vice President of Loan Documentation for Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.:

1361

391 000661

APR 0 7 z.l03
Brenda Taylor

E~iffn'e'u~¥~ ~Mc~r~ney
Hononble Bn

County

Taylol'

rx

Collin
el'k
On Apl" 87 2883
At

'h58ast
: 2983- 8661812
Recol'dint/Type:PA
11.88
Receipt 1:
1JI14
l)!lc/Hlllll

NOTE: This document was only recorded in Collin County, Texas and was not found in the
land records of Williamson County, Texas.
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ELECTRONICALLY RECORDED 201200135179
05/10/2012 02:54:50 PM POA 1/2
UMITED !'OWER 01' ATTORNEY
K.'X>W ALL MEN BY JHHSB PllliSENTS: Tllat Wei!J flfP Bani: NA, ill!$ lll1llfle, COI:!StiU!ted 11114 ~ lllld b)' ~
~does make,~ lllld ~ l.awRJ~Ce J, ~.Jot Lou~~et, PHI C'tne~U, Craig Edelmaa, Haydta Uodga, AraudB
Wolfe, Erltll
Juke VH!Jneal, Md¥1!! ~ Nielwillu Md-re, Crlltbla
Adam W-11:,. Mkbd Bll:NJI,

C-llna,

Darill Jlo-Cllll, Haydm BOOptr, Sel1111 Ta.l!mladeb, Mllrk Edit, Mk:bd Gemtllla, Mltbd lA,
lim ai,Brite, VudB l1lldm .II<Wera!ct, P.C., 'JUI LBI Ffteway,
DliJIAs, TX 7524!
its ttuc lllld lawful
in &et tbr, ami in its lll!ll:le, pllwc md !lteM, ami tbr itl! use ad
tbr IM!rJ act

Samaly

IWidall

""""'""""'!"

STATEOP

Return to Brice/ Vander
Linden & Warnick, P.C.
9441 LBJ
Dallas, Texas

Attn: Mi

, Ste 250

Wilkinson

Filed and Recorded
Official Public Records
John F. Warren, County Clerk
Dallas County, TEXAS
05/10/2012 02:54:50 PM
$20.00
201200135179

NOTE: This power of attorney only covers specific loans involving certain federal entities
insuring loans and does not appear to cover regular Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. assignments.
Also notice the date of April 24, 2012? What about aU of the other powers of attorney
claimed by Taberzadeh giving him authority to assign deeds of trust and notes, as well as
appointing trustees (including himself)?
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I

05085 00985
POW~R QE ATTORNEY

(a}

(b}

any lwn or mortg• docu!lllmiS

~~ttest~fl'

p!!rehlll;e roales{llte al a forecl0$ur<:

(c)

JAN 1 5 2002

Odn &frlppler. LLP.
, Sulte 100

Adl:illon~ T

76001
Ann: Title Servleea

~,o.....Ltxe-L

l)oc/NUIII

I

2982- 1087633

Reeo?ding/Type:PA

RDCeipt 1:

1669

11.8S

NOTE: The foregoing files were pasted into format to save on space. Notice that the power
of attorney covers the listed attorneys as members of the law firm in existence at the time?
What about after the law firm ceased to exist and was restructured?
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OPINION OF COUNSEL

purpose
for centuries, has been to keep a transparent record of
ownership of land, so that
knows who to
and buyers and sellers of land are
of land is clear of encumbrances, and that
large sums of money
confident
paid for land are paid to the persons with the power to convey that land.
MERS system
all three run,.,..nct>c
WHAT IS MERS? 1

It is important, for this discussion, to know what MERS
MERS is more than just an
electronic database.
courts have looked into the question. The Washington Supreme
Court wrote last
Registration System Inc. (MERS) was established by
allied corporations maintain a
in the mortgage industry. MERS and
tor
ownership of mortgage-related debt This
private electronic
system allows its users to avoid the cost and inconvenience of the traditional public recording
system and has facilitated a robust secondary market in mortgage backed debt and securities. Its
customers include lenders, debt servicers, and financial instimtes that trade in mortgage debt and
mortgage backed securities, among others. MERS does not merely track ownership; in many
states, including our own, MERS is frequently listed as the "beneficiary" of the deeds of trust
that secure its customers' interests in the homes securing the debts. Traditionally, the
"beneficiary" a deed of trust is the lender who has loaned money to the homeowner (or other
real property owner)....
MERS is an ineligible "'beneficiary' within the terms of the Washington Deed of Trust Act," if it
never held the promissory note or other debt instrument secured the deed of trust.
Bain v. Metro.
(Wash. 20

Grp., Inc., 175 Wn.2d 83, 88, 110,

P.3d

2012 Wash. LEXIS 578

1

From it's own
• Electronic

for

and beneficial

in a nominee

tT'!11Y'IC ..,F>T'T13
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for the beneficial owner of
record nor
land records
fi on

Translation: MERS is a scheme to avoid paying county recordation fees and avoid the
transparency of public records of ownership. In theory, it speeds up loan transactions and
allows more parties to loan money to banks to make home loans. However, the
"beneficiary" designation of MERS is of no value, and does not protect the lender.
In 2010, the Appellate Court in the New York wrote:
This matter
the enforcement of the rules that govern real property and whether such
rules should be bent to accommodate a
that has taken on a
of its own. The issue
presented on
appeal is whether a
has standing to commence a foreclosure
action
when that party's
this case, Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems, Inc.
(herein- after MERS}-was listed in the underlying mortgage instruments as a nominee and
mortgagee for the purpose of recording, but was never the actual holder or assignee of the
underlying notes. We answer this question in the negative.
Bank
York v. Silverberg, 20 10-00131 (Index No. 17464-08), Supreme Court, Appellate
Division, Second Department, NY (2011):

Translation: A MERS transfer for recording purposes is insufficient to transfer the Note,
and does not grant the power to foreclose to the alleged MERS assignee.
The Kansas Supreme Court wrote in 2009:
The mortgage instrument states that MERS functions "solely as nominee" for the lender and
lender's successors and
The word "nominee" is defined nowhere in the mortgage
document, and the functional relationship between MERS and the lender is likewise not defined.
In the absence of a contractual definition, the parties leave the definition to judicial
interpretation.
What meaning is
court to attach to MERS's designation as nominee for Millennia? The
parties
to
defined the word in much the same way that the blind men of Indian
described an elephant-- their description depended on which part they were touching at
to the
court that MERS holds the mortgage "in
for
bank and
transfer
and

1441

Counsel for the auction property purchasers stated that a nominee is "one designated to act for
another as his representative in a rather limited sense." He later deemed a nominee to be "like a
power of attorney."
The legal status of a nmnirlee, then, depends on the context of the relationship of the nominee to
principaL
The relationship that MERS has to Sovereign is more akin to that of a straw man than to a party
"v'""'"""l"l". all the rights
A mortgagee and a lender have intertwined rights that
especially when such a purported separation relies on
separation of
contractual language. The law generally understands that a
is not distinct
from a lender: a mortgagee is "[o]ne to whom property is mortgaged: the mortgage creditor, or
lender." Black's Law Dictionary 1034 (8th ed. 2004). By statute, assigmnent of the mortgage
carries
it the assignment of the debt. K.S.A. 58-2323. Although MERS asserts that, under
some situations, the mortgage document purports to
it the same rights as the lender, the
document consistently refers only to rights of the lender, including rights to receive notice of
litigation, to collect payments, and to enforce the debt obligation. The document consistently
limits MERS to acting "solely" as the nominee of the lender.

Landmark

Bank v. Kesler, 289 Kan. 528, 536-540 (Kan. 2009) (emphasis added)

Translation: MERS' status as "nominee" gives it no rights.
The Missouri Court of Appeals wrote in 2009:
"When the holder of the promissory note assigns or transfers the note, the deed of trust is also
1 (1934). An assignment of the
transferred. George v. Surkamp, 336 Mo. 1, 76 S.W.2d 368,
deed of trust
from the note has no "force." Id. Effectively, the note and the deed of trust
are inseparable, and when the promissory note is transferred, it vests in the transferee "all the
interest,
powers and security conferred by the deed of trust upon the beneficiary therein
and the payee in the notes."
Louis A1utual Life Ins. Co. v. Walter, 329 Mo. 715, 46 S.W.2d
166, 170 (1931 ).
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MERS never held the promissory note, thus
ass:tgtunent of the deed of trust to Ocwen separate
from the note had no force.
76 S.W.2d at
1. St.
Mut.
Ins.
46
S.W.2d at 170.
As Ocwen holds neither the
nor the deed of trust, Ocwen
a legally
co~~m,~aole interest and
relief from the trial court. See Scott, 235 S.W.2d at
Ocwen
requested relief, and did not err
trial court was without jurisdiction to
Bellistri's favor.
App. 2009)

V.

Translation: MERS transfers are ineffective to transfer the Note.
The Nebraska Supreme Court wrote in 2005:
a national electronic registry
MERS is a private corporation that administers the MERS
and servicing rights in mortgage loans. Through the
that tracks the transfer of ownership
MERS
MERS becomes the mortgagee of record for participating members through
assignment of the members' interests to MERS. MERS is listed as the grantee in the official
records maintained at county register of deeds offices. The lenders retain the promissory notes,
as well as the
rights to the mortgages. The lenders can then sell these interests to
investors without having to record the transaction in the public record. MERS is compensated for
through fees charged to participating MERS members.

Reg. Sys., Inc. v. Nebraska Depart. of Banking, 270 Neb. 529, 530, 704 N.W.2d
784 (2005).

Translation: MERS is a mechanism for bypassing the official recording system.
In summary, we can say that Courts across the country have identified MERS as a mechanism
for
recording
which is
dubious
and dubious
which is opaque rather than transparent, and
may lead
aud borrowers alike to believe
who are not the actual
real property are owned by
owners.
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There is currently a conflict between what MERs does in secret through its electronic database
and the need
accurate accessible and current property records. MERs has made a deliberate
to make property records more opaque and less
which has muddled the
property records and made thousands of the records less reliable. This audit report highlights
most
that are presented when clear records of
are not
many of
maintained. There is currently pending a good deal of litigation regarding these practices for
purpose of
fraudulent foreclosures and protecting title to the

unsettled on the MERs
The Texas Supreme Court
jurisprudence is
these secret transfers and assignments between
has not ruled on
authority of MERs to
member banks.
question MERS' authority to transfer has not been squarely presented
and ruled upon in Texas in the same
that Washington, Kansas, Nebraska, New York
Massachusetts and
Likewise, the various Texas-based federal courts have not
consistently ruled on the authority of MERS. Foreclosure mills and TARP banks are spending
enormous amounts of money in order the bolster and strengthen the MERS system and to pass
laws to support MERs' authority to make these transfers as a book entry system.
These assignments still seem to run directly contrary to the Texas Recording Statute, Local
Government Code 192.007, which requires that assignments after the Deed of Trust be recorded
m
county property records.
There are some other Texas statutes applicable to the foreclosure problems. Texas Government
Code §51. 903, which was enacted in response to "patriot" filings in property records, may be
applicable to some filings. Additionally, Texas Civil Practices and Remedies Code Chapter
or present[ing]" false claims against an
which provides civil penalties for "mak[ing],
interest in real or personal property, may provide some civil relief. CPRC 12 parties with
standing include property owners, the Texas Attorney General, and the Williamson County
district and county attorneys. Beyond that, criminal sanctions may be available under Texas
Penal
37.01(2).
Sec. 192.007. RECORDS OF RELEASES AND OTHER ACTIONS. (a) To L"'."'""'"'' u<ulin"'""'
to an instrument that is filed,
or recorded in the
must
or record
relating to the
•nctvuT'"'"t was required to be filed,
or
Sec. 12.003. CAUSE OF ACTION.
action to
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an

In 2003, at the behest of foreclosure mille Barrett Daffin and various industry lobbyists, the
legislature enacted changes to the Texas Property Code, inserting §51.0001, with the intent of
"fixing" the Texas Property Code to allow MERS to susbstitute for the actual owners and holders
ofNotes and Deeds of Trust. However, the "fix' was inadequate.

Sec. 51.0001. DEFINITIONS. In this cba ter:

(I l ''Book entry system" means a national book entry sy tem for registering a beneficial intef
m a ecurity instrument that acts as a nominee for the antee benefici
wner. or holder o
·the sec · instrument and its sue
aud as
:;;;::.:<.;
si""""~""'
(4) "Mortgagee" means:
tee, beneficiary, owner, or holder of a security instrument;
(A) the
(B) a book enyy st · or
(C) if the security interest has been assigned of record, the last person to whom the security
interest has been assigned of record.

However, as explained in detail by federal Judge McBryde in McCarthy v. Bank of
America, 2011 US. Dist. LEXIS 147685 (N. D. Tex. 2011), that definition change is inadequate to
allow MERS assignees to foreclose, or, presumably, to transfer Notes and title.
inherent in the procedural steps outlined in the Texas Property Code is the assumption that
whatever entity qualifies as a 'mortgagee' either owns the note or is serving as an agent for the
owner or holder of the note; and, the statute assumes that when a foreclosure is conducted by
someone other than the owner or holder of the note, the person conducting the foreclosure will
be acting as agent or nominee for the owner or holder.
McCarthy, No. 4:11-CV-356-A, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 147685, at *10-11.
Former Texas Supreme Court Justice, now federal Judge Xavier Rodriguez has expressed
agreement with Judge McBryde's decision, in Millet v J.P. Morgan Chase 2012 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 40890, at 11-12 (W.D. Tex. March 26, 2012). 4 So, we can say with some certainty that
the MERS model was not entirely vindicated by the 2004 amendments, and that MERS authority
is dubious.
I have represented homeowners in hundreds of hearings and trials regarding homeowner
defense, foreclosure and eviction. In my experience, the rulings of the Courts in the issues of
title, possession and transfer have not been entirely consistent, and have changed over time.
(7) in the case of a fraudulent judgment lien, the person against whom the judgment is
rendered; and
(8) in the case of a fraudulent lien or claim against real or personal property or an interest in
real or personal property, the obligor or debtor, or a person who owns an interest in the real or
personal property.
4

Judge Sam Sparks of the Austin federal Court has declined to follow that precedent, though his
decisions in this area are currently on appeal . .
148
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Some courts are notably more homeowner-friendly, and others are notably more bank and
MERS-friendly.
case, is not
settled. Who the judge is matters.
The
as is
Fundamentally, we have here a failure by MERS and the banks to follow the law -failure
to properly assign Deeds of Trust,
to properly transfer Notes, failure to properly appoint
failure to properly provide notice to homeowners, and, finally, and perhaps most
importantly
accuracy and transparency of County Property Records and for the fiscal
health of the County Government- at the very least a failure to follow the Texas Recording
Statute, thereby denying Williamson County and other counties around the state of millions of
dollars revenue.
In
opinion of the undersigned, the errors and omissions identified by the Auditor are
real and serious.
Yours,

David Rogers
State Bar No. 24014089
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Appendix:
The Building Blocks of MERS
L INTRODUCTION TO MERS
What is MERS?

In 1991, an
Agency Technology Task Force (IAT) comprised of representatives from
Bankers
(MBA), Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and Ginnie Mae began
evaluating the potential for an industry-sponsored central repository to electronically
and
ownership
Two years later, in 1
a White Paper was published that
concluded that a book entry
had tremendous potential to reduce costs associated with
transferring
In July 1994, it was decided that the MERS project should be
funded and developed. The MBA played a key role in keeping MERS on track until MERS
incorporated in October of 1995. MERS became operational in April 1997. However, it was not
smooth sailing as forecasted, and much more work needed to be done to become the successful
company MERS is today. One critical change to the original MERS structure was becoming a
privately held stock corporation in 1998 as well as moving to a two-tiered corporate structure,
MERSCORP, Inc. and Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. MERS constantly strives
to serve our members and the industry better by creating new and innovative products. Two
additions to our product line are MERS® Commercial and the
e-Registry. Each went
in 2003 and 2004, respectively. MERS® Commercial is specifically designed to bring the
benefits of the MERS® System to the CMBS marketplace, by eliminating the repurchase risk
and costs associated with preparing, recording, and tracking assignments. MERS® e-Registry is
a
record that identifies the owner (Controller) and custodian (Location) for registered
Notes electronically, and provides greater liquidity,
eNotes. It allows lenders to
transferability, and security in the creation and transfer of Notes.

uv<J,ul""·

1so I

including Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, the
First

The
agencies have eliminated the requirement to have an assignment to a securitization
trustee prepared and recorded when MERS is the mortgagee of record. MERS registered loans
have
included in rated securities issued by Lehman Brothers, Bank of America, RFC,
""'""""""'"' Bank One and Wells
Governing Documents:
Member of MERS enters into a Membership Agreement with MERSCORP, Inc. This
greemem .. vLhH""' of a Membership Application
by the Member and incorporates the
the Rules Membership and the Procedures Manual. All documents can
theMERS web
Basic
• Recording versus Registration. The security instrument is RECORDED in the applicable
county land records. The
information is REGISTERED on the MERS® System. The
to MERS must be recorded in the land records in order to
deed of trust or
n"'"r".~t the mortgage lien. Registering the
loan information on the MERS® System is
separate and apart from the function that the county recorders perform.
• Transfers

Mortgage Interests versus Tracking the Changes in Mortgage Interests:

No
rights are transferred on the MERS® System. The MERS® System only tracks the
changes in servicing rights and beneficial ownership interests. Servicing rights are sold via a
purchase and sale agreement. This is a non-recordable contractual right Beneficial ownership
interests are sold
endorsement and delivery
the promissory note. This is also a nonrecordable event The MERS® System tracks both of these transfers.

take place. Therefore, because no recordable event is taking place, there is no need for any
are tracked on
1gnments to be recorded. It is not true that the non-recordable events
MERS are really electronic assigrtmt:ms
then a
is OP1~Pr<lfP•ti
to the non-MERS member. MERS cannot remain

-~·-·-~-

How Does
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Using
This is typically used
seasoned loan bulk transactions or is used when the originator is not a
the loan
MERS member, but is selling to a MERS member who requires the originator to
to to MERS.
assignment is recorded in the local county land records making MERS the
record.
MERS member registers the mortgage on the MERS® System. No
rights are sold from one MERS member to
further assignments are needed if the
another MERS
because the
lien remains with MERS.

In 1998, it was determined that recording an assignment to MERS is not the only way that
MERS can become the mortgagee. The concept of MERS as Original Mortgagee (MOM) was
developed. It involves naming Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. (MERS) on the
"'r"+'"'"''t> as the
in a nominee capacity for the
who is the promissory note
owner.
At the time the loan is closed, MERS is named as the mortgagee as nominee for the originating
lender,
successors and assigns. The originating lender is named as the payee on the
promissory note. The loan is registered on the MERS® System and the mortgage is recorded in
the local county land records. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac made changes to the Uniform
Security Instrument to accommodate MERS as Original Mortgagee (MOM). Fannie Mae,
Freddie Mac, the Department of Veteran's Affairs, Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Federal Home Loan Bank System, State of New York Mortgage Agency
(SONYMA) and California Housing Finance Agency have approved the use of MOM.
Three principal changes were made:
• To ensure that the note and mortgage are tied together, MERS is named in a nominee
the Lender, because the Lender is named on the note.
• It is made clear that the Borrower in
grants the mortgage to MERS.
•
was added to make clear that MERS as the mortgagee has the power to foreclose
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

v.

CASE No. 3:12- Cr-198-J-2S

LORRAINE BROWN
AMENDED AFFIDAVIT AND REQUEST FOR RESTITUTION

I, John L. O'Brien, being sworn, depose and say:

I. I am of legal age and a citizen of the United States.
2. Since 1977, I have been the duly elected Register of Deeds for the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts Southern Essex District Registry of Deeds, Salem, Massachusetts,
www .salemdeeds.com.
3. The Southern Essex District Registry of Deeds (hereinafter, Southern Essex Registry)
was established pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 36, Section l.
4. The Southern Essex Registry records documents concerning title to all real property
located in the Southern Essex District of Essex County, Massachusetts. This includes the
municipalities of Amesbury, Beverly {Beverly Farms, Prides Crossing), Boxford,
Danvers, Essex, Georgetown, Gloucester (Magnolia), Groveland, Hamilton, Haverhill
(Bradford), Ipswich, Lynn, Lynnfield, Manchester-By-The-Sea, Marblehead, Merrimac,
Middleton, Nahant, Newbury (Byfield), Newburyport (Plum Island), Peabody, Rockport,
Rowley, Salem, Salisbury, Saugus, Swampscott, Topsfield, Wenham, and West
Newbury.

5. Any Register of Deeds has a fiduciary duty to the residents of the jurisdiction that the
Registry serves, as well as to members of the public at large. All of these rely and should
be able to rely on the Register's efforts, supervision, and oversight in assuring,
maintaining, and promoting the integrity, transparency, accuracy, and consistency of a
Registry's land records.

out

1

8. On or about November 13, 2012, Defendant Brown pleaded guilty to one count of
Conspiracy to Commit Mail and Wire Fraud in violation of 18 U.S.C. §371 ("Plea
Agreement"). This count is Count One of the Information in the case captioned above
("Information").
9. Count One of the Information charges that Defendant Brown was the founder of a firm
named DocX LLC (hereinafter "DocX"). In or about mid-2008, DocX became a
subsidiary of LPS Document Solutions (hereinafter, "LPS'~). Defendant Brown became
President and Senior Managing Director of LPS. This Affidavit refers to the two firms as
"DocXILPS."
I0. Count One further charges that services provided by DocX /LPS for Residential
Mortgage Servicers included assistance in creating and executing mortgage-related
documents. DocXILPS then filed these documents throughout the United States with such
local Registries of Deeds as the Southern Essex Registry.
11. Count One in addition charges that, beginning in or about 2005, employees of DocX, at
the direction of Defendant Brown and others, began executing a scheme and artifice to
defraud by directing DocX/LPS employees to forge and falsify signatures on documents,
primarily related to residential mortgages, which Defendant Brown and others had been
hired to file with Registries of Deeds nationwide.
12. The mortgage-related documents on which DocXILPS employees forged or falsified such
signatures included purported Assignments ofMortgages, which purportedly transferred
the ownership interest in mortgage-backed notes; purported Lien Releases, which
purportedly evidenced payment in full of mortgage-backed notes; and Affidavits
concerning lost notes and lost assignments. Information, para. 4.
13. Massachusetts law classifies the crime of forgery as a felony. The felony of forgery
carries a maximum sentence of 10 years imprisonment Massachusetts General Laws,
Chapter 267, Section 1.
14. Massachusetts law also classifies the separate crime of uttering a forgery, e.g., by filing a
forgery with a Registry of Deeds, as a felony. The felony of uttering a forgery also carries
a maximum sentence of 10 years' imprisonment. Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter
267, Section 5.
is one of the Registries of Deeds with which DocX/LPS
mortgage-related documents. The Southern
so
mort2atlle-rebtted documents filed
it by DocXJLPS.

on 01105t2005. This is within the period from on or about 2005 to on or about October
2009 to which Defendant Brown pleaded guilty.
17. In Exhibit A, furthermore, "Linda Green" and "Jessica Leete" are both on McDonnell
Property Analytics' 06/12120121ist ofknown "Robo-sign" names verified by Certified
Fraud Examiner Marie McDonnell and appearing at:
http://www.salemdeeds.cqmlrobositelpdf/robosigners.pdf.
I 8. Ms. McDonnell is an expert Mortgage Fraud and Forensic Analyst with a quarter-century
of experience in transactional analysis, mortgage auditing, and mortgage fraud
examination. She is President of McDonnell Property Analytics. For Ms. McDonnell's
expert qualifications, see the Affidavit ofMarie McDonnell ('McDonnell Affidavit"), also
filed in the above-captioned case, Paras. l - 10.
19. Exhibit B to this Affidavit, for illustration, is a copy of an Assignment ofMortgage, dated
01/03/2008; purportedly signed by "Pat Kingston, Vice President," and by "Witness:
Korell Harp;" bearing the legend "When recorded return to: DOCX, LLC, 1211
ALDERMAN DR., SUITE 350, ALPHARETTA, GA 30005;'' and recorded by the
Southern Essex Registry on 01/1112008. This is within the period from on or about 2005
to on or about October 2009 to which Defendant Brown pleaded guilty.
20. In Exhibit B, furthermore, "Pat Kingston" and "Korell Harp" are both on McDonnell
Property Analytics' 06/12120121ist ofknown "Robo-sign" names verified by Certified
Fraud Examiner Marie McDonnell and appearing at:
http://www .salemdeeds.cqmlrobositelpd£'robo§igners.pdf.
2 t. Exhibit C to this Affidavit is a DVD containing digitized copies of all I 0,567 documents
identified so far as having been prepared by DocX/LPS and filed, either directly or via
U.S. Postal Service, a private or commercial interstate carrier, or electronically, with the
Southern Essex Registry. These documents recite, on their face, their connection with
DocXILPS.
22. Defendant Brown pleaded guilty to a scheme or artifice to defraud extending from "From
in or about 2005 through in or about October 2009 ... "Information, Para. 7. The
l 0,567 DocX/LPS documents filed with the Southern Essex District date nonetheless
from in or about 1998 to in or about 2011. This is both before and after the time period of
the scheme or artifice to defraud to which Defendant Brown pleaded guilty.
1"£"''"'"''""-"

has studied a sample of the
period to

defraud to which Defendant Brown pleaded guilty. McDonnell Affidavit. Section,

Lorraine Brown, DocX LLC and LPS.
25. All of the DocX/LPS documents recorded in the Southern Essex Registry from in or
about 1998 to in or about 2011 accordingly either corrupt, or call seriously into question,
the integrity, transparency, accuracy, and consistency of the Southern Essex Registry's
land records on which families, lenders, and title companies rely now, and will rely for
decades to come, to determine whether sellers have, and purchasers can take, clear title to
family homes. The Southern Essex Registry is therefore a victim of the scheme and
artifice of Defendant Brown and others to defraud.
26. A forensic audit in 2011 of 565 Assignments ofMortgage that the Southern Essex District
recorded in the year 2010 indicates that such corruption must necessarily extend well
beyond the I 0,567 admittedly or presumably false or fraudulent DocX/LPS documents
that are at present recorded in the Southern Essex District
27. In January of20t 1, in my capacity as Southern Essex Register of Deeds, I commissioned
credentialed Certified Fraud Examiner Marie McDonnell to conduct an audit testing the
integrity of the land recordation documents on file with the Southern Essex District
28. The Attorney General's Office of the Oregon Department of Justice (Oregon OOJ) has
also recognized Ms. McDonnell's expert qualifications. For testimony prepared for the
Oregon Attorney General before the House Interim Committee on General Government
& Consumer Protection, November 19, 2011, the Oregon OOJ staff used a list of names
used in "Robo-signing," developed and verified by McDonnell Property Analytics, Ms.
McDonnell's research and litigation support firm. The Oregon DOJ staff's review, using
this list, of roughly 400 mortgage deed assignments and foreclosure notices filed since
2008 in Deschutes County, Oregon, confirmed that at least 24 of the 85 individual names
on the McDonnell Property Analytics list as of that time of names used in "Robosigning'' appeared on signature lines of documents filed with Deschutes County.
29. I requested Ms. McDonnell's audit due to my concern about representations by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. ("MERS") that, if its member banks recorded their
Assignments of Mortgage and other mortgage-related documents with MERS, rather than
with such local, public Registries of Deeds as the Southern Essex Registry, they could
avoid the local Registries' per-document recordation fees.
I was furthermore concerned about how the so-called ..Robo-signing" or forgery scanaall.
on the
that included "Robo-sign" name
featured a 60
nrnnPrtv t"P<£"£\1"'t1G on file with the Southern
District.
I.
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value to the public trust; b) to educate the 50 state Attorneys General, who were then attempting
to resolve fraudulent foreclosure practices via a settlement with large banks; and c) to give
consumers some guidelines for researching the Public Records to detect both invalid documents
in the Public Records, and gaps in chain of title that needed to be addressed. Ms. McDonnell also
wanted to prove the concept that Registries of Deeds across all counties and jurisdictions in the
United States must have their records audited similarly to ensure the integrity of an titleownership-related transactions filed on their respective Public Records.
33. This audit's scope was: Every Assignment ofMortgage during the year 2010 that the Southern
Essex Registry's automated Grantor/Grantee index showed was recorded either to, or from, three
of the nation's largest banks: JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (147 Assignments); Wells Fargo
Bank, N.A. (218Assignments); and Bank of America, N.A. (140Assignments).
34. Ms. McDonnell accordingly examined a total of 565 Assignments ofMortgage. This
required inspecting approximately~ 3,000 documents to analyze 473 unique
mortgages.
35. Ms. McDonneWs results, conclusions, and findings include the following:
a. She could trace current ownership for only 287 of 473 mortgages (600/o).
b. 46% and 47% of mortgages were either registered privately with MERS or
were owned by the Government Sponsored Enterprises (i.e., Fannie Mae,
Freddie Mac, Ginnie Mae), respectively. Typically, ownership of these
mortgages is highly obscure.
c. 37% of mortgages were securitized into public trusts (as opposed to
private trusts), which are typically more discoverable through use of
forensic tools and high cost, subscription-based databases.
d. Only 16% of all Assignments examined were valid.
e. 75% of all Assignments examined were invalid; an additional 8.7% were
questionable (required additional data).
f. 27% of the invalid Assignments were fraudulent; 35% were "Robosigned," that is, forged; and 10% violated the Massachusetts Mortgage
Fraud Statute of2010.
g. 683 Assignments were missing.
36. Ms. McDonnell's forensic audit of the 565 Assignments ofMortgage filed in the Southern
Essex Registry in the year 2010 by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., Wells Fargo Bank:,
N.A., and Bank of America, N.A. thus demonstrated that corruption to the Southern
Registry's land recordation system reaches far beyond the specific records
.............,.,... for

-ru·ttc>

documents must
to a material extent.

Each such false or fraudulent DocX/LPS document thus affects the validity of all
subsequent transactions concerning the real property in question, as well the validity of
the documents evidencing these transactions. This is so even though a bank~ company, or
finn other than DocXILPS may have created these additional documents and recorded
them in the South Essex Registry.
39. Only a forensic audit of all 10,567 identified DocXILPS documents filed with the
Southern Essex District can determine the actual extent of this corruption, and therefore
identity the fuU extent of the corrective documentation needed to repair it
40. In order to restore the integrity of the land title documents in the Southern Essex
Registry, however, it is essential to ascertain as specifically as possible the scope of the
damage that "Robo·signed" documents have done. I have therefore asked Ms. McDonnell
to design an audit of a sample of the approximately 5,963 DocX/LPS documents recorded
by the Southern Essex Registry during the time period that Defendant Brown's guilt plea
covers. The purpose of such an audit is in order to ascertain, to the maximum degree
possible, the full extent of the necessary repair. This would yield statistics on the types
and numbers of additional documents ordinarily necessary to repair gaps in the chain of
title. I therefore asked her to sample 1,000 DocXILPS documents, in the approximate
ratio ofthe most common documents, Discharges ofMortgage (approximately 80%85%) to Assignments o/Mortgage (15%- 20%), in the universe of5,693 DocXILPS
documents filed during the period of the scheme .or artifice to defraud to which Defendant
Brown pleaded guilty. A forensic audit on these lines would reveal the scope of
subsequent damage to the various chains of title of which each of these 1,000 documents
fonns a part.
41. The Southern Essex Registry will then seek proposals for conducting such a forensic
audit.
42. Such an audit would provide a reliable determination, to a high degree of probability, of
the scope of the remedial documentation that will need to be prepared and recorded to
restore the integrity of ]and title documentation both in the Southern Essex Registry, as
well as in Registries of Deeds nationwide in which fraudulent DocX/LPS documents
have been recorded. It is worthy of note that Homeowners may be current on their
mortgage payments, yet be unaware of gaps in their chain of title due to "Robo-signing,"
the use of MERS for recording Assignments ofMortgage, or related reasons.
Ms. McDonnell's methodology and her expert estimate of the cost for such a forensic
of 1
DocX/LPS documents filed with the Southern
District are set forth
Calculus.

45. I have reviewed Ms. McDonnell's proposed methodology for the forensic audit of a
J,000-document sample taken from the 5,963 identified DocXILPS documents recorded
in the Southern Essex Registry from in or about 2005 through in or about October 2009,
the period of the scheme or artifice to defraud to which Defendant Brown pleaded guilty.
I find it well calculated to determine the extent to which these forged, false, and
fraudulent documents have corrupted Southern Essex Registry land title records even
beyond the corruption inherent in the forged documents themselves, and the extent of the
corrective documentation that will be necessary.
46. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§ 3663A(a) and (b), in her Plea Agreement, Paragraph A5,
Defendant Brown agreed "to make full restitution to any victims of the offense, as
determined by the Court at sentencing."
47. As detailed above, the Southern Essex Registry is a victim of Defendant Brown's scheme
and artifice to fraud.
48. As one step in repairing the integrity of its Land Recordation System, the Southern Essex
Registry will have to record additional new, corrective documents for the 10,567
identified DocXILPS documents. Defendant Brown should therefore pay the recording
fee for each additional, corrective document. Accordingly, given my fiduciary duty as
Southern Essex Register of Deeds, I hereby request restitution for the recordation of
additional documents to correct the 10,567 admittedly and presumably false, fraudulent,
null and void documents created by DocX/LPS and filed by it with the Southern Essex
Registry, at the rate of seventy-five dollars ($75.00) for each such document, in the
amount of seven hundred ninety-two thousand, one hundred twenty-five dollars
($792,1l5).
49. As part of repaidng the chain of title to the Southern Essex District homes affected by the
forged, false, and fraudulent documents that DocX/LPS filed with the Southern Essex
Registry, each bank, lender, or other entity that had DocX/LPS create and file such
documents is responsible for creating and tiling a new, valid document that corrects each
of the torged, false, or fraudulent DocX/LPS documents pertaining to that bank, lender,
or other entity.
50. Seventy-five dollars ($75.00) per document is the standard fee for recording a document
in a Registry of Deeds in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Affidavit, Section, Reslitution Calculus.
52. I aver that HStitutiea te the Southern Essex Registry will use any restitution that this
Court may order will be asetl for the purposes set forth both in this Affidavit and in the
McDonnell Affidavit.
53. I accordingly ask this Court to order Defendant Brown to pay restitution to the Southern
Essex Registry in the amount of:
$75.00 per DocX/LPS document recordation fee x 10,567 -'-$ 792,375.
$ 375,000.
$375.00 per DocX/LPS document audit cost x I ,000 =
$117,015 for fixed audit-related costs=
S 117.015
TOTAL Restitution to

e victim Southern Essex Registry: S 1,284,390
signed voluntarily, under penalty of perjury, pursuant to the
u.s.c. § 1621.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this - L - J . - - day of January, 2013.

My commission expires:
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WASHINGTON OFFICIAL REPORTS HEAD NOTES

11 I Courts -- Supreme Court-- Certified Questions -Federal Courts -- Discretion of Court. Whether to answer a question certified from a federal court is discretionary with the Washington Supreme Court.

SUMMARY:

WASHINGTON OFFICIAL REPORTS SUMMARY
Nature of Action: Home loan borrowers sought to
enjoin the sales of their properties in nonjudicial foreclosure
that were initiated by trustees appointed
by a
company that provides electronic
tion services for its members for tracking the ownership
of
debt. The plaintiffs also
relief
under the Consumer Protection Act.
United States District Court: The United States
District Court for the Western District of
Cl0-5523 and
John C.
"benefi-

tion Act.

HEADNOTES

(2) Courts -- Supreme Court -- Certified Questions -Federal Courts-- Question of Law or Fact- Review- Standard of Review. The Washington Supreme Court
treats a question certified from a federal court as a pure
of law, which it reviews de novo.

131 Deeds of Trust-- Nonjudicial Foreclosure-- Statutory Provisions -- Construction -- In Favor of Bor61.24 RCW) must be
rowers. The deeds of trust act
construed in favor of borrowers because of the relative
ease with which lenders can forfeit borrowers' interests
of
and because of the lack
cial foreclosure sales.
[41 Deeds of Trust-- Nonjudicial Foreclosure-- Trustee -- Duties -- In General. Under the deeds
trust act
1.24
the
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closure process should remain efficient and inexpensive,
(2) the process should
an
opportunity
for interested parties to prevent mr,r.nctTHf
and (3) the process should "'"""'"'t"'
titles.
(61 Deeds of Trust-- Nonjudicial Foreclosure-- Statutory Provisions -- Definitions -- Context Exception -Scope. The provision of RCW 61.24.005 that the definitions
therein apply to the deeds of trust act
"unless the context
otherwise" does not
by conmean that
can alter
tract. The
insofar as the act itself
be appropriate for a
statutory
conditions
cannot create a context in which a different definition of
a
defined term would be """~rnnn<>tP

17] Deeds of Trust-- Nonjudicial Foreclosure-- Statutory Provisions-- Definitions-- "Beneficiary" -- "Instrument" or "Document" - What Constitutes. For
which defines the benepurposes of RCW
ficiary of a deed of trust as "the holder of the instrument
or document
the obligations secured by the
deed of trust,
persons
the same as security for a different obligation," an "instrument or document
the obligations secured by the deed of
trust" means a
note or other debt instrument
and does not mean the deed of trust itself.

181 Statutes -- Construction -- Related Statutes -- In
General. In
the
may look to related statutes.

of a statute, a court

(91 Deeds of Trust-- Nonjudicial Foreclosure-- Statutory Provisions -- Definitions -- "Beneficiary"
"Holder" -- What Constitutes. For purposes of RCW
of a deed of
which defines the
"the holder of the instrument or document evithe
the deed of trust, exfor a differa person or
document "v'rt"'"i"m
deed of trust, such as a promunder the instrument document.

Deeds of Trust -Statutory Provisions -- Definitions
Contractual Provisions -- Effect.

(Ill Deeds of Trust -- Nonjudicial Foreclosure -Statutory Provisions-- Definitions-- "Beneficiary" -Representation by Agent -- Validity -- In General.
The holder of a promissory note
an obligation
secured by a deed of trust may be
by an
agent for purposes of
under the deeds of
trust act
61.24 RCW).

1121 Principal and Agent -- Relationship -- Determination -- Consent of Both Parties -- Control -- Necessity. An agency relationship does not exist absent a speidentified principal that controls and is accountable for the putative
acts.
(13) Deeds of Trust
Nonjudicial Foreclosure -Statutory Provisions-- Definitions-- "Beneficiary" -Representation by Agent -- Private Registration Services Company-- Deed Language-- Effect. Language
in a deed of trust describing a private registration services company as
solely as a nominee for Lender
and Lender's successors and
does not establish
an agency relationship between unidentified successor
note holders and the company.

1141 Constitutional Law -- Separation of Powers -Policy-Making Decisions -- In General. The legislature, not the Supreme Court, is in the best position to
assess public policy considerations.
J15J Deeds of Trust -- Nonjudicial Foreclosure -Statutory Provisions-- Definitions-- "Beneficiary" -"Holder" -- Necessity. Under RCW
a person or entity that is not the payee under and has never
held the document or instrument
an obligation secured by a deed of trust, such as a promissory
note, cannot be a lawful
of the deed with the
power to nominate a trustee to initiate foreclosure pro...... ~·""'"'" to sell the property encumbered
the deed in
satisfaction of the
the actual holder of or
payee under the instrument or note may be a
a trustee to nr<V'>'•Prf
with the power to
foreclosure.
(161 Consumer Protection -- Action for Damages -Elements -- In General.
action under the Con-

Foreclosure
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Substantial Portion of Public
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tion under the Consumer Protection Act (ch. 19.86
RCW) may be satisfied by an act or practice that has the
capacity to deceive a substantial portion of the public.
Neither intent nor actual deception is required.

COUNSEL: Melissa A. Huelsman (of Law
and Richard
Jones (of
Richard

(181 Consumer Protection -- Action for Damages -Unfair or Deceptive Conduct-- Capacity To Deceive- Accurate Information. For purposes of a private action under the Consumer Protection Act (ch. 19.86
if
RCW), even accurate
there is a
omission, or nr'C>C'hc•t>
likely to mislead.
(191 Consumer Protection -- Action for Damages -Unfair or Deceptive Conduct-- Misrepresentations of
Material Terms of Transaction -- Failure To Disclose
Material Terms of Transaction. A misrepresentation of
the material terms of a transaction or a failure to disclose
material terms can constitute a violation of the Consumer
Protection Act (ch. 19.86 RCW).
(201 Consumer Protection -- Action for Damages -Unfair or Deceptive Conduct -- Question of Law or
Fact -- Review. For purposes of a private action under
the Consumer Protection Act (ch. 19.86 RCW), whether
the act complained of was deceptive is a question of law
that is reviewed de novo.
1211 Deeds of Trust-- Nonjudicial Foreclosure-- Consumer Protection -- Unfair or Deceptive Conduct -Improper "Beneficiary." A person or
that holds
of a deed of trust when the
itself out as the
person or entity knows or should know that it does not
definition of "h$•n»t."''""''"
meet the RCW
because it does not hold the document or instrument evinPrtrtrHT the
the deed can constitute
an unfair or
act or
that will support a
action under the Consumer Protection Act
encumbered
the owner of the
the deed.
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not merely track ownership; in many states, including
our own, MERS is frequently listed as the .. n,•.,,t,,..,,,,.,..r ..
of the deeds of trust that secure its customers' interests in
the homes
the debts.
the "benefiof a deed of trust is the lender who has loaned
money to
the homeowner
other real property
The deed of trust
the lender by
the lender the power to nominate a trustee and
that trustee the power to sell the home if the homeowner's debt is not paid.
of course, have
been
selling the
free to sell that secured
typically
the homeowner. Our deed of
trust act,
that the benefiof a deed of trust at any one time
not be the
""'"'""' lender. The act
subsequent holders of the
debt the benefit of the act
broadly as "the holder of the instrument or document
evidencing the
secured by the deed of trust."
RCW
82
John C. Coughenour of the Federal District
Court for the Western District of Washington has asked
us to answer three certified
to two
home foreclosures pending in King County. In both cases, MERS, [*89] in its role as the
of the
deed of trust, was informed by the loan servicers that the
homeowners were delinquent on their
MERS
then appointed trustees who initiated foreclosure pro'"'"·""'u'""· The
issue is whether MERS is a lawful
[***3]
with the power to
trustees
within the deed of trust act if it does not hold the promissory notes secured by the deeds of trust A
of the statute leads us to conclude that only the actual
note or other instrument eviholder of the
the
may be a
with the
power to appoint a trustee to """'"""'f1
foreclosure on real
put, if
MERS does not hold the note, it is not a lawful benefiwe are asked to determine the
of MERS not
lawful
we conclude we are unable
ord and
before

ration as the lender, and MERS as the beneficiary and
nominee for the lender. [***4] Bain's deed of trust
named IndyMac Bank FSB as the lender, Stewart Title
Guarantee
as the trustee, and,
MERS as
the beneficiary. Subsequently, New
filed for
bankruptcy
lndyMac went into receivership, 1
and both Bain and Selkowitz fell behind on [*90] their
rnn,rrn"a"' payments. In May 20 I 0, MERS, in its role as
the beneficiary of the deeds of trust, named Quality Loan
as the successor trustee in
Service
Selkowitz's case, and Regional Trustee Services as the
trustee in Bain's case. A few weeks later the trustees began foreclosure
to the attorneys
in both CaSeS, the !1t<,<:int1,rnF•ntc
were not publically recorded. 2
The FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation), in lndyMac's
successfully moved
in the underlying cases on
for summary
the ground that there were no assets to pay any
unsecured creditors. Doc. 86, at 6 (Summ. J.
Mot., noting that "the [FDIC] determined that the
total assets of the IndyMac Bank Receivership
are $ 63 million while total deposit liabilities are
$8.738 billion. Doc. 108 (Summ. J. Order).
2
According to briefing filed below, Bain's
"[n]ote was assigned to Deutsche [***5] Bank
by former defendant IndyMac Bank, FSB, and
placed in a mortgage loan asset-backed trust pursuant to a Pooling and Servicing Agreement dated June 1, 2007." Doc. 1
at 3. Deutsche Bank
filed a copy of the promissory note with the tedera! court. It appears Deutsche Bank is
as
trustee of a trust that contains Bain's note, along
with many
the record does notestablish what trust this
be.
86 Both Bain and Selkowitz
to
the
under the
among other
Both cases are
in Federal District Court for the Western
Selkowitz v. Litton Loan Servic2010 WL
2010
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I. Is Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc., a lawful
within the terms of Washington's Deed of
Trust Act, Revised Code
if it never held the
by the deed of
trust?
[Short answer: No.]

cretion of the court." Broad v. lvfannesmann
A.G., l.Jl Wn.2d
10 P.3d 371
We treat the certified question as a
991 P.2d
e.g., Parpure question of law and review de novo.
ents Involved in
Schs. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1,
149 Wn.2d 660,
72 P.3d 151
Rivett v.
123 Wn.2d
870 P.2d 299

2.
Electronic
as an unlawful benefiunder the terms of
Deed
of Trust Act?
[Short answer: We [***6] decline to
answer based upon what is before us.]
3. Does a homeowner possess a cause
of action under Washington's Consumer
Protection Act against Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems,
if MERS
acts as an unlawful beneficiary under the
terms of Washington's Deed of Trust Act?
[Short answer: The homeowners
may have a CPA action but each homeowner will have to establish the elements
based upon the facts of that homeowner's

Order
the
preme Ct. (Certification) at 3-4.

\V5><:hinatrm

State Su-

3 While the merits of the underlying cases are
not
before us. we note that Bain contends
broker,
that the real estate agent, the
took
of
and the

[*92] DEEDS OF TRUST
88 Private recording of
debt is a
new development in an old and long evolving system.
We offer a brief [***8] review to put the issues before
us in context.
39 A
as a mechanism to secure an obligation to repay a debt has existed since at least the 14th
century. 18 WILLIAM R STOEBUCK & JOHN W.
WASHINGTON PRACTICE: REAL ESTATE: TRANSACTIONS
B 17 .I , at 25 3 (2d ed. 2004 ). Often in those early days,
the debtor would convey land to the lender via a deed
that would contain a proviso that if a promissory note in
favor of the lender was paid by a certain day, the conveyance would terminate. ld at 254. English law courts
tended to enforce contracts strictly; so strictly, that equity
courts began to intervene to ameliorate the harshness of
strict enforcement of contract terms. !d. Equity courts
often gave debtors a grace period in which to pay their
debts and redeem their properties, creating an "equitable
right to redeem the land during the grace period." Jd The
equity courts never established a set length of time for
this grace period, but they did allow lenders to petition to
"foreclose" it in individual cases. Jd. "Eventually, the two
the
equitable actions were combined into one,
period of equitable redemption and placing a foreclosure
[***9J GEORGE E.
date on that period." Jd. at 255
HANDBOOK ON
LAW OF MORTGAGES BB
ed. I

0 In
falsified information on her
and failed to make

6
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ty for the debt is not conveyed by these
even if
"on its face the deed conveys title to the trustee, because
it shows that it is
as security for an
1t 1s
an equitable
"!d. (citing GRANTS. NELSON &
DALE A.
REAL ESTATE FINANCE LAW l3 1.6
10]
ed.2001

13, 41 ell When secured
a deed of trust that
grants the trustee the power of sale if the borrower defaults on
the
the trustee
may
foreclose the deed of trust and sell the propwithout
!d. at 260-61; RCW
RCW 61.
cr""""""r power, [**39] and we have
served that "the
of trust] Act must be construed in
favor of borrowers because of the relative ease with
which lenders can forfeit borrowers' interests and the
in
nonjudicial forelack of judicial
closure sales." Udall v. T.D. Escrow Servs.,
/54 P.3d 882
Wn.2d 903,
Sav. & Loan Ass'n v.
514, 760 P.2d 350
(Dore, J., rli<:<<Pn!'nHrH
under our
system, a trustee is not merely
an
for the lender or the lender's successors. Trusto the deed,
tees have obligations to all of the
including the homeowner. RCW
("The trustee or successor trustee has a duty of good faith to the
Cox v.
and
693 P.2d 683
("[A] trustee
for both the rnn.rta<>crt•<>

"the trustee shall
is the owner of
secured by the
the homeowner with "the
name and address of the owner of any
notes
or other
secured
the deed of trust" before
home. RCW

bill passed out of committee
a stakeholder group "to convene to discuss the issue of
r"'""rrl:mrr deeds of trust of residential real property, including
and transfers, amongst
other related issues" and report back to the
lature with at least one specific
by December 1, 2012. SUBSTITUTE S.B. 6070, 62d
20

151 812
be mindful of the fact that
act should be construed to further three basic ""'""'"v'"' "
103 Wn.2d at 387
Joseph L.
Court Actions
the
sure process should
Second, the process should provide an adequate opportunity for interested parties to prevent wrongful foreclosure. Third, the process should promote the stability of
land titles." Jd.
omitted) (citing
Nat'/
491 P.2d
Bank
6 Wn. App.
1058
MERS
813 MERS, now a Delaware corporation, was established in the
13] mid 1990s by a consortium of public and private entities that included the
Bankers Association of America, the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae), the Federal Home Loan
Corporation (Freddie Mac), the Government
National
Association (Ginnie Mae), the American Bankers
and the American Land Title
among many others. [*95] See In re MERSCORP, Inc. v.
8 N. Y3d
96
861
N.E.2d
828 N. YS.2d 266
K.
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During the lifetime of the
beneficial ownership interest or
may be transferred among MERS
members
but these
in

Y.3d at 96. MERS "tracks transfers of serinterests in mortnumber called
Number." Resp. Br. of
tO<)tfllJte omitted). It facilitates secdebt and c»r':'"'"
transactions
&
records offices.
In re
444 B.R. 231,

5 At oral argument, counsel for Bain contended
the reason for MERS's creation was a study in
1994
that the mortgage industry
would save $ 77.9 million a year in state and local
fees. Wash. Supreme Court oral arguElec. Registration [***I 5)
ment, Bain v.
No. 86206-1 (Mar. I 5, 20 I at approx. 44
TVW, Washington's
min., audio
Public
Affairs
Network,
available
at
While
costs was cerfactor in its creation, efficiency,
and the
increased liquidity were other major driving forces
&
to MERS's creation.
nwcrmm supra, at 806-07.
into securitization

L. REV.
Chana JofteWalt & David Kestenbaum,
Toxie Was
NAT'L PUB. RADIO (Sept. 17, 2010, 12:00 A.M.)" (disformation of
backed securities). In
response to the
in the
some states
have explicitly authorized lenders' nominees to act on
lenders' behalf.
e.g., Jackson v.
Elec.
!ration
770 N.W.2d
491 (Minn.
(noting MINN. STAT. fi 507.413 is "frequently called 'the
MERS statute"'). As of now, our state has not.

29

6
Available
at
http://www .npr.orglblogs/money/20 I 0/09/16/129
9160 11/before-toxie-was-toxic.
815 As MERS itself acknowledges, its
"a traditional three party deed of trust [into] a
four party deed of trust, wherein MERS would act as the
contractually agreed upon beneficiary for the lender and
" MERS Resp. Br. at 20
its successors and
(Bain). As recently as [*97] 2004, learned commentators William [*** 17] Stoebuck and John Weaver could
""''r.'1"'r•th1 write that "[a] general axiom of
law is that obligation and mortgage cannot be split,
meaning that the person who can foreclose the mortgage
must be the one to whom the obligation is due." 18
STOEBUCK & WEAVER, supra, 13 18.18, at 334. MERS
challenges that general axiom. Since then, as the New
York bankruptcy court observed recently:
<>ho•nm•c

In the most common residential lending
there are two
to a real
property
-- a mortgagee,
a
lender, and a mortgagor, i.e., a borrower.
With some nuances and allowances for
the needs of modem finance this model
has been followed for hundreds of years.
The MERS business plan, as envisioned
and implemented
lenders and others
involved
]
known as the tnr.rto,r<OP
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tional system of public recordation of

held the promissory note secured by the
deed of trust?

Certification at 3.

444 B.R. at 247.

816 Critics of the MERS system point out that after
bundling many loans
it is difficult, if not imto
the current holder of any particular
loan, or to
with that holder. While not before
us, we note that this is the nub of this and similar litigation and has caused
concern about possible errors
and fraud. Under the
of authority and accountability
who has
to ne!wt11ate
loan modifications and who is accountable for misrepresentation and fraud [*98) becomes extraordinarily difficult. ' The MERS
may be inconsistent with our
second objective when interpreting the deed of trust act:
that "the process should provide an adequate opportunity
for interested parties to
wrongful foreclosure."
103 Wn.2d at 387 (citing Ostrander, 6 Wn. App.

7 MERS insists that borrowers need know only
19] identity of the servicers of their
the
loans. However, there is considerable reason to
believe that servicers will not or are not in a position to negotiate loan modifications or respond to
Diane E. Thompsimilar requests. See
How Serricer
son,
86

A. Plain Lar1guage
16-151 819 Under the plain
of the deed of
trust act, this appears to be a simple question. Since
1998, the deed of trust act has defined a "beneficiary" as
"the holder of the instrument or document evidencing the
Jta·~tt'"'c secured by the deed of trust, excluding persons holding the [*99] same as security for a different
obligation." LAWS OF 1998, ch.
13 1(2), codified as
RCW 61.24.
' Thus, in the terms of the certified
question, if MERS never "held the promissory
note," then it is not a "lawful'"'"'""''""'

8 Perhaps presciently, the Senate Bill Report on
the 1998 amendment noted that "[p]ractice in this
area has departed somewhat from the strict statutory requirements, resulting in a perceived need
to clari:f)r and update the act." S.B. REP. on ENGROSSED SUBSTITUTE S.B. 6191, 55th
Reg.
Sess. (Wash. 1998). The report also helpfully
summarizes the legislature's understanding of
deeds of trust as creating three-party
Background: A deed of trust is
a financing tool created by statute
in
a
mortwhich
gage. The real property owner or
of
purchaser (the
I]
the deed of trust) conveys the
property to an independent trustee,
who is usually a title insurance
company, tor the benefit of a third
to secure repayment of a loan or other debt from
to the bene-

and its associated business partners and institutions can
both
the
system established
take

I.

BENEFICIARIES

l.
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MERS argues that "[t]he context here
that
MERS be recognized as a proper
under the
Deed of Trust [Act]. The context here is that the Legislature was
a more efficient default remedy for
lenders, not
up barriers to foreclosure." !d. It contends that the
were
entitled to contract as
they see fit, and that the "the
agreed
that the
under the Deed of Trust was
'MERS' and it is in that context that the Court
omitted).
should apply the statute." /d. at 20
821 The "unless the context clearly
otherwise"
MERS relies upon is a common
bill
recommends be
used in the introductory
in all statutory definition sections. See STATUTE LAW
OFFICE OF THE
CODE
BILL [*I 00] DRAFTING GUIDE 2011. A
search of the unannotated Revised Code of Washington
indicates that this statutory
has been used over
600 times. Despite its ubiquity, we have found no case-and MERS draws our attention to none--where this
common
phrase has been read to mean that the
can alter
provisions by contract, as opposed to the act itself
a different definition
might be appropriate for a
provtston.
We have interpreted the boilerplate language, ''[t]he definitions in this section apply throughout the chapter unless the context clearly
otherwise" only once,
whether a
and then in the context of
court-martial qualified as a prior conviction for purposes
of the
Reform Act of 1981 (SRA), chapter
9. 94A RCW See
State v.
134 Wn.2d
952 P.2d 167
There, the two defendants
general courts-martial
challenged the use of their
that the SRA defined ''conviction'' as '"an
of
pursuant to Titles I 0 or 13 RCW."'
134 Wn.2d at 595
RCW 9.
~"~'v"""· their courts-martial were
"
should not
We noted that the SRA

did not limit "beneficiary" (***24] to the holder of the
promissory note: instead, it is "the holder of the instrument or document [* I 0 I J
the
secured by the deed of trust." RCW
phasis added). It suggests that minstrument"' and "'document"' are broad terms and that "in the context of a residential loan, undoubtedly the Legislature was
to
all of the loan documents that make up the loan transacthe note, the deed of trust, and any other rider
tion -or document that sets forth the rights and obligations of
the
under the loan," and that "'obligation'" must
be read to include any financial obligation under any
in relation to the loan, including "attardocument
fees and costs incurred in the event of default."
Resp. Br. of MERS at 21-22 (Bain). In these particular
cases, MERS contends that it is a proper beneficiary because, in its view, it is "indisputably the 'holder' of the
Deed of Trust." !d. at 22. It provides no authority (**43]
for its characterization of itself as "indisputably the
'holder'" of the deeds of trust.
823 The homeowners, joined by the Washington attorney general, do dispute MERS' characterization of
itself as the holder ofthe deeds oftrust. Starting [***25]
of RCW 61.24.005(2) itselt~ the attorfrom the
ney general contends that "[t]he 'instrument' obviously
means the promissory note because the only other document in the transaction is the deed of trust and it would
be absurd to read this definition as saying that
"'beneficiary means the holder of the deed of trust secured by the deed oftrust.""' Br. of Amicus Att'y General
Br.) at 2-3 (quoting RCW
We agree
that an interpretation "beneficiary" that has the deed of
trust
itself is untenable.
824 Other portions of the deed of trust act bolster the
conclusion that the
meant to define "benefito mean the actual holder of the
note
or other debt instrument. In the same 1998 bill that defined
for the first
amended RCW 61.24.070 (which had
to
den the trustee alone from bidding at a trustee

[*
(I) The trustee may not bid at
trustee's sale.
other person,
the
may
at
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titled check, cashier's check, money order,
or funds received by verified electronic
or any combination thereof. If
is not the beneficiary, the
entire bid shall be
to the trustee in the
cashier's
form of cash, certified
check, money
or funds received by
or any combiverified electronic
nation thereof.

LAWS OF 1998, ch.
13 9,
as RCW 61.24.070.
As Bain notes, this provision makes little sense if the
beneficiary does not hold the note. Bain Reply to Resp.
to
Br. at II. In essence, it would authorize the
nonholding
to credit to its bid funds to which
it had no
if the
is defined as
the entity that holds the note, this provision straightforwardly allows the noteholder to credit some or all ofthe
debt to the bid. Similarly, in the commercial loan context, the
has provided that "[a] beneficiary's
acceptance of a deed in lieu of a trustee's sale under a
a commercial loan exonerates
deed of trust
the guarantor from any liability for the debt secured thereby
to the extent the
otherwise agrees as part of the deed in lieu transaction." RCW
61.24.
This provision would also make little sense
if the beneficiary did not hold the promissory note that
represents the debt.
825 Finding that the beneficiary must hold the promnote (or other "instrument or document »v•n"''"
secured") is also consistent with recent
to the foreclosure fairness act of
20 II, LAWS OF 20 II, ch. 58, 13 3(2). The .~,..,~ .... ~.
found:

[(I)]
The rate of home foreclosures
continues to rise to
both for
and
[*
new wave of foreclosures has occurred due to
and

LAWS OF 2011, ch. 58, 13 1 (emphasis added). There is no
evidence in the record or argument that suggests MERS
has the power "to reach a
resolution and avoid
foreclosure" on behalf of the noteholder, and there is
considerable reason to believe it does not. Counsel informed the court at oral argument that MERS does not
n""'"t''"t"' on behalf of the holders of the note.
If the
'"""'"""u'"' intended [**44] to authorize nonnoteholders
this provision makes little sense.
if the legislature understood
to
mean "noteholder," then this provision makes considerato create a
ble sense. The legislature was
framework where the stakeholders could negotiate a deal
in the face
conditions.
10 Wash. Supreme Court oral argument, supra,
at approx. 34 min., 58 sec.
826 We will also look to related statutes to determine the meaning of statutory terms. Dep't
v.
Campbell &
LLC, 146 Wn.2d 1, 1
(2002). Both the plaintiffs and the attorney general draw
our attention to the definition of "holder" in the Uniform
Commercial Code (UCC), which was adopted in the
same year as the deed of trust act. See LAWS OF 1965,
Ex.
ch. 157 (UCC): LAWS OF 1965, ch. 74 (deeds
of trust act); Selkowitz Opening Br. at 13; AG Br. at 1112. Stoebuck and Weaver note that the transfer [***29]
of
backed obligations is governed by the UCC,
the UCC
be
instructive for other purposes. 18 STOEBUCK &
supra, 13 18.18, at 334. The UCC provides:
[*I 04] "Holder" with
to a neinstrument, means the person in
if the instrument is payable to
bearer or, in the case of an instrument
to an identified person, if the
identified person is in
"Holdto a document of title
er" with
means the person in
if the
are deliverable to bearer or to the
order of the person in oo:ssess1on.

The

II
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A person may be a person
entitled to enforce the instrument even
though the person is not the owner of the
possession of
instrument or is in
the instrument.

RCW 62A.3-301. The
by
these UCC definitions, and thus a
must either
possess the
note or be the payee.
Selkowitz Opening Br. at !4. We agree. This accords with the way the term "holder" is used across the
deed of trust act and the Washington UCC. By contrast,
MERS's approach would require us to
"holder" a
different meaning in different related statutes and construe the deed of trust act to mean that a deed of trust
may secure itself or that the note follows the security
instrument.
deed of trust act contemplates
that the
instrument will follow the note, not the
other way around. MERS is not a "holder" under the
plain
of the statute.
Several
of
61.24 RCWwere
amended by the 2012 legislature while this case
was under our review.
II

B. Contract and

827 In the alternative, MERS argues that the borrowers should be held to their contracts, and since they
in the [*I 05] deeds of trust that MERS would be
the beneficiary, it should be deemed to be the benefiResp. Br. of MERS at 24 (Bain).
it argues that we should insert the
into
the
definition. It notes
1] that another
of Title 61 RCW cr"'·"'h~'" allows
or conditions into
such
when otherwise
nrt'Wtt>rlv <OA~;\..UI,\OU, shall be deemed and held a
and
sufficient conveyance and "'"""""""'
insert in SUCh
tion.

tnriiTH<>tr?

of reasons, the vast majority of which are irrela
evant to the issues before us. ld. at 1038. After dismissing the fraud claim for tailure to allege facts that met all
nine elements of a fraud claim in
the Ninth Circuit observed that MERS's role was plainly
laid
out in the deeds of trust. ld. at 1042. Nowhere in Cervantes does the Ninth Circuit
that the
could
contract around the statutory terms.
829 MERS also seeks support in a Virginia quiet title action. Horvath v. Bank
N.
NA, 641 F.3d 6!
620
Cir.
After Horvath had become delinquent in his
and after a foreclosure
Horvath sued the holder of the note and MERS,
among
on a variety of claims, including a claim
to quiet title in his favor on the ground that various financial entities had by "'splitting ... the pieces of his
... caused 'the Deeds of [*I 06] Trust [to] split
from the Notes and [become] unenforceable.'" !d. at 620
(third and fourth alterations in original) (quoting complaint). The Fourth Circuit rejected Horvath's quiet title
claim out of hand, remarking:
It is difficult to see how Horvath's arguments could possibly be correct.
Horvath's note plainly constitutes a negotiable instrument under Va. Code Ann. j3
8.3A-104. That note was endorsed in
blank, meaning it was bearer paper and
enforceable hy whoever possessed it. See
Va. Code Ann. j3 8.3A-205(b). And BNY
the note
[(Bank ofNew York)]
at the time it attempted [***33] to foreclose on the property. Therefore, once
Horvath defaulted on the property, Virlaw straightfonvardly allowed BNY
to take the actions that it did.

0
'"''"""'

in Horvath
" While the

""
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of
e.g., former RCW 61.24.031(/}(a) (2011)
may not
(''A trustee, beneficiary, or authorized
issue a notice of default ... until .... " (emphasis added)).
MERS notes, correctly, that we [***34] have held "an
agency relationship results from the manifestation of
consent by one person that another shall act on his behalf
and subject to his
with a correlative manifestation of consent by the other party to act on his behalf and
Wn.2d 396,
subject to his control. Moss v.
402-03. 463 P.2d 159
(citing Matsumura v. Ei74 Wn.2d
444 P.2d 806
[* 107] em But Moss also observed that "[ w]e have
repeatedly held that a prerequisite of an agency is control
of the agent by the principal." ld at 402 (emphasis addv. King
Med Serv.
26
175 P.2d 653
While we have no
reason to doubt that the lenders and their
control
MERS, agency requires a specific principal that is accountable for the acts of its agent. If MERS is an agent,
its principals in the two cases before us remain unidentified. MERS attempts to sidestep this portion of traditional agency law by pointing to the language in the
deeds of trust that describe MERS as "acting solely as a
nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and asat 2 (Bain deed of trust); Doc. 9-1, at
" Doc. I 31
3 (Selkowitz deed of [**46] trust.); see, e.g., Resp. Br.
of [***35] MERS at 30 (Bain). But MERS offers no
authority tor the implicit proposition that the lender's
nomination of MERS as a nominee rises to an agency
relationship with successor noteholders. MERS fails to
identii'y the entities that control and are accountable for
for a
its actions. It has not established that it is an
lawful principal.
12
asked to
us and was
Court oral
23 sec.

in the cases before
to do so. Wash.
supra, at approx. 23 min.,

gage Electronic Registration
Land Title
53 WM. & MARY L. REV. Ill, 118
(201/J). Lender Processing Service Inc., which
processed paperwork relating to Bain's foreclosure, seems to function as a middleman between
MERS, and law firms that execute
loan
foreclosures. Docs. 69-1 through 69-3.
832 This is not the first time that a party has argued
that we should
effect to its contractual modification
of a statute. See
Ins. Cas.
142
Wn.2d 885, 16 P.3d 6/7
see also Nat'/ Union Ins.
Co.
[*108] Pittsburgh v. Puget Sound Power &
94 ~Vn. App. 163, 177, 972 P.2d 48/ (1999) (holding a business and a utility could not contract around
statutory uniformity requirements); State ex rei. Standard
Optical Co. v. Superior
17 Wn.2d 323.
/35
P.2d 839 (1943) (holding that a corporation could not
avoid statutory limitations on scope of practice by contract with those who could so practice);
Vizcaino v.
lvficrosoji: Corp., 120 F. 3d 1006, 1011-12 (9th Cir.
(noting that Microsoft's agreement with certain workers
that they were not employees was not binding). In
[***37]
Hartford Casualty Insurance Company
had attempted to pick and choose what portions of Washington's uniform arbitration act, chapter 7.04A RCW, it
and its insured would use to settle disputes.
142
Wn.2d at 889. The court noted that parties were free to
decide whether to arbitrate, and what issues to submit to
arbitration, but "once an issue is submitted to arbitration
... Washington's [arbitration] Act applies." ld at 894. By
to
have activated the entire
chapter and the policy embodied therein, not just the
parts that are useful to them." !d. at 897. The legislature
has set forth in great detail how nonjudicial foreclosures
may proceed. We find no indication the legislature intended to allow the
to vary these procedures by
contract. We will not allow waiver of statutory protections
MERS did not become a
contract or under agency principals.

c.
MERS argues,
that as a matter of
it should be allowed to act
of deed
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in the best position to assess policy considerations. Furnothing
although not considered in this
herein should be interpreted as preventing the parties to
proceed with judicial foreclosures. That must await a
proper case.
D. Other Courts
834
we could find no case, and none
dishave been drawn to our attention, that
definition like that found in RCW
trict Court for the Western District of
issued a series of opinions
in favor
issues before the Court,
Daddabbo v.
Resp. Br. of MERS at 35-36 (Bain)
Home
Inc., No. C09-!41
2010
2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 50223 (W.D. Wash.
(unpublished); St. John v. Nw
Inc., No.
201 J WL
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 111690 (W.D. Wash.
29,
20 I 1, Dismissal Order) (unpublished); Vawter v. Quality
Loan
707 F.
2d 1 J 15
Wash.
These citations are not well taken.
Daddabbo never mentions RCW 61.24.005(2). St. John
mentions it in
but devotes no discussion to it.
2011 WL 4543658. at *3, 2011 US. Dist. LEXIS 111690,
at *8-9. Vawter mentions RCW
once, in a
block quote from an unpublished case, without
We do not find these cases helpfuL
14 MERS
cites
more cases, six of
them unpublished that, it
establishes
that other courts have found that MERS can be
beneficiary under a deed of trust.
Br. of
MERS
at 29 n.98. The six unpublished cases do not
our
statutes. The two

[* ll OJ 835 Amicus WBA draws our attention to
three cases where state supreme courts have held MERS
could exercise the rights of a beneficiary. Amicus Br. of
WBA at 12 (Bain) (citing Trotter v. Bank
Y.
No.
2012 WL
2012 Ida. LEXIS 33
(unpublished), withdrawn and nn>o.-~""'"'a
Jan.
152 idaho 842, 275 P.3d 857
Residential
490 lvfich. 909. 805 N. W.2d
LLC v.
303
Conn.
444
B.R. at 247 (collecting contrary
Bellistri v. Ocwen
LLC, 284 S. W.3d 619, 623-24 (Mo.
Loan
(holding MERS lacked authority to make a valid
of the note). But none of these cases, on eidiscuss a
definition [***41] of "beneficiary" that is similar to ours, and many are decided on
agency grounds that are not before us. We do not find
them helpful either.
836 We answer the first certified question "No,"
based on the plain
of the statute. MERS is an
ineligible mbeneficiary' within the terms of the Washington Deed of Trust Act," if it never held the promissory
note or other debt instrument secured by the deed of
trust.
IL EFFECT
837 The federal court has also asked us:
2. If so, what is the legal etTect of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems,
acting as an unlawful beneficiary
under the terms of Washington's Deed of
Trust Act?

Certification at 3.
838 We conclude that we cannot decide this question based upon the record and
before us. To
court, we will discuss our
assist the [*Ill J
this conclusion.
reasons for

and neither
California
The Fourth

MERS contends that if it
an unlawshould have no effect "All that
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cured by the deed of trust or that lender's successors. If
the original lender had sold [**48] the loan, that purchaser would need to establish ownership of that loan,
held the promiseither
that it
sory note or by documenting the chain of transactions.
MERS convey its "interests" would not accomplish this.
15 See 18 STOEBUCK & WEAVER, supra, l3 I
at 260 (noting that a deed of trust "is a three-party
transaction in which land is conveyed by a borrower, the
' to a 'trustee,' who holds title
in trust for a lender. the 'beneficiary,' as security
tor credit or a loan the lender has given the borrower"); see also U.S. Bank NA v. !bane::, .f58
Mass.
9.f1 N.E.2d 40
(holding bank
holder at the
had to establish it was the
time of foreclosure in order to clear title through
evidence of the chain oftransactions).
840 In [***43] the alternative, MERS
that
if we find a violation of the act, "MERS should be required to
its interest in any deed of trust to the
holder of the promissory note, and have that assignment
recorded in the land title records, before any non-judicial
foreclosure could take place." Resp. Br. of MERS at 44
(Bain). But if MERS is not the beneficiary as contemplated by Washington law, it is unclear what rights, if
any, it has to convey. Other courts have rejected similar
sm~Resucms. Bellistri, 28.f S.W.3d at 624 (citing
336 lvfo. 1, 9, 76 S. W.2d 368 [* 112]
of the
would
the
need to be determined. Because it is the repository of the
infOrmation
to the chain of
MERS
would be in the best
holder of the note and

Selkowitz from payment of any
foreclosure of the
if the
Deed of

tiff or any other person. It was, per se, of no more
v.
force than a simple piece of blank paper."
24 N. Y 330, 335
But the deeds of trust
betore us names all necessary parties and more.
842 Selkowitz argues that MERS and its allied comhave split the deed of trust from the obligation,
the deed of trust unenforceable. While that certainly could happen, given the record before us, we have
no evidence that it did. If, for example, MERS is in fact
an
for the holder [***45] of the note, likely no
split would have happened.
create an equitable mortgage in favor of the noteholder.
Pl.'s
Br. at 42 (Selkowitz). If in fact such a split
that would be an apoccurred, the Restatement
propriate [* 113] resolution. RESTATElvtENT
OF
PROPERTY: MORTGAGES j3 5.4 reporters' note at 386
(1997) (citing Lawrence v.
1 Root (Conn.) 248
(1 791)). But since we do not know whether or not there
has been a split of the obligation from the security instrument, we have no occasion to consider this remedy.
844 Bain specifically
we follow the lead of
the Kansas Supreme Court in Landmark National Bank
v. Kesler, 289 Kan. 528, 216 P.3d 158 (2009). In Landmark, the homeowner, Kesler, had used the same piece
of property to secure two loans, both recorded with the
county. !d. Kesler went bankrupt and agreed to surrender
the property. 1d. One of the two lenders filed a petition to
foreclose and served both Kesler and the other recorded
but not MERS. ld. at 531. The court concluded
that MERS had no interest in the property and thus was
not entitled to notice of the foreclosure sale or entitled to
intervene in [***46] the challenge to it. !d. at 544-45;
accord

Elec.
2009 Ark.

Inc. v. Sw. Homes
301 S. W.3d 1
Bain sugbut Landmark has
to

we follow
MERS as a benetisay about the effect of [**49]
We agree with MERS that it has no
on the
case before us.
Br. of MERS at 39 (Bain).

note, that our Court of ru.tu""'"
for which the mortgage
the
unenforceable.

for
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which sold the note to Affiliated
[***47] the Etters' name on anothnote and sold it to another buyer,
""'"'"r"rl to be an
of the deed of
trust, who ultimately
The buyer of
the
note recorded its interests
and
claimed it had priority to the Etters' mortgage ""'""'~·n•c
The Court of
properly
Wn.
at 66-67. It held that
Fidelity had no claim on the Etters' rnonu:•v..,
ld at 67-68. It did nor hold that the
the
to the actual holder of the
846 MERS states that any violation of the deed of
trust act "should not result in a void deed of trust, both
legally and from a public
"Resp. Br. of
MERS at 44. While we tend to agree, resolution of the
occurred
question before us depends on what
with the loans before us, and that evidence is not in the
record. We note that Bain specifically acknowledges in
her response brief that she "understands that she is
to have to make up the mortgage payments that have
been missed," which
she is not
to clear
title without first paying off the secured [***48] obligation. Pl. Bain's Reply Br. at l. ln oral argument, Bain
su~;ge,ste:d that if the holder of the note were to properly
transfer the note to MERS, MERS could proceed with
foreclosure. This may be true. We can answer questions of law but not determine facts. We reluctantly decline to answer the second certified question on the record before us.
16 Wash. Supreme Court oral
at approx. 8 min., 24 sec.

[*115] HI. CPA ACTION
847

the federal court asked:

Does a homeowner possess a cause of
action under
Consumer ProAct
Electronic
if MERS acts
the

supra,

to appoint a successor trustee, as beneficiary of
the deed of trust" Br. of Def. Quality Loan Service at 4 (Selkowitz). As this is far outside
the scope of the certified question, we
decline to consider it.
(16) 848 To prevail on a CPA
the plaintiff
must show
unfair or
act or pratcnce; (2)
occurring in trade or commerce; (3) public interest impact; (4)
to plaintiff in his or her business or propcausation."
erty;
Inc. v.
Title Ins. Co., 105 Wn.2d
MERS does not dispute all the elements. Resp. Br. of MERS at
Resp. Br. of MERS
the ones that it
(Selkowitz) at 37. We will consider
does.

A. Unfair or Deceptive Act or Practice
117-21) 849 As

summarized by the Court of

Appeals:
[**50] To prove that an act or practice
is
neither intent nor actual deception is required. The question is
whether the conduct has "the capacity to
deceive a substantial portion of the public." Hangman Ridge, 105 Wn.2d at 785.
Even accurate information may be deceptive "'if there is a representation, omission
or practice that is likely to mislead."' PaFarmers Ins. Co.
Wash., 166
204 P.3d 885 [* 116]
Sw.
Inc. v. Fed
785 F.2d J./3 1, 1435 (9th
Cir.
of the rnaterial terms of a transaction
or
the failure to disclose material terms violates the CPA. State v.
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on the deed of trust itself would alert a careful
reader to the fact that MERS would not be holding the
note.
consumer prclte<:tic•n
rience and "v''"r1r'"'"
the
"when it knows or should
know that under
law it must hold the note
I] to be the
and seems to suggest we
hold that claim is per se rt»c·pm·tvP and/or unfair. AG Br.
at 14. This contention
in Indoor Bi/1!62
where we found a telephone company had committed a deceptive act as a matter of law
listing a
''on a portion of the invoice that included state and federal tax
" /d. at
76. We found that placement had the capacity to deceive a substantial portion of the public'" into believing
the fee was a tax. !d. (emphasis omitted) (quoting
man
105 Wn.2d at
Our attorney general also
of the deed of trust that MERS
notes that the
uses purports to transfer its beneficial interest on behalf
of its own successors [* 117] and
not on behalf
of any principal. The
used in Bain's case, for
example, states:
.,,,, .. tki:qrv

111

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned,
Electronic Registration
Systems, Inc. AS NOMINEE FOR ITS
SUCCESSORS AND
presents, grants,
and sets over unto INDYMAC
FEDERAL BANK, FSB all beneficial interest under that certain Deed of Trust
dated 3/912007.

Doc. I, Ex. A to Huelsman Decl. This undermines
as an
for a
MERS's contention that it acts
and its successors and it "conceals the
of whichever loan holder MERS
to be
the deed

collection agency sent out
notices that listed
an "amount due" and appeared to be collection notices
for debt
though a careful scrutiny would have revealed that they were effectively making
claims. /d. at 166-68. The court found that "characterizan unliquidated [tort] claim as an 'amount
due' has the capacity to deceive." /d. at 168.
I] 851 While we are unwilling to say it is per
MERS as the
se deceptive, we agree that
beneficiary has the
to deceive and thus, for the
purposes of
the certified question, presumpthe first element is met

[* 118] B. Public Interest Impact

1221 852 MERS contends that plaintiffs cannot show
it contends, each plaina public interest impact
tiff is challenging "MERS's role as the beneficiary under
Plaintiffs Deed of Trust in the context of the foreclosure
proceedings on Plaintiff's property." Resp. Br. of MERS
at 40 (Selkowitz) (emphasis omitted). But there is considerable evidence that MERS is involved with an enormous number of mortgages in the country (and our
perhaps as many as half nationwide. John R.
Hooge & Laurie Williams, Mortgage Electronic
of Cases Discussing
tration Systems, Inc.: A
MERS' Authority to
NORTON BANKR. L. ADVISORY
No. 8, at 21 (Aug. 20 I 0). If in fact the
is unfair
or deceptive, it would have a broad impact. This element
is also presumptively met.
C. Injury

853 MERS contends that the plaintiffs can show no
injury caused by (***54] its acts because whether or not
the noteholder is known to the borrower, the loan servicer is and, it suggests, that is all the homeowner needs
Br.
to know.
Br. of MERS at 48-49
of MERS at 41
But there are many different
such as when homeowners need to deal with
or to take adthe holder of the note to resolve
""'"'"'" of
where the homeowner does
need to know more and can be
if there have been
borrower cannot locate the party accountable and with
to
the
under the CPA,
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fore Subcomm. on H. and Cmty. Opportunity H.
Fin. Servs.
lllth Cong. 105 (2010)
(statement of R.K. Arnold, President and CEO of
MERSCORP
Actions
like those
could well be the basis of a meritorious CPA
claim.
[* 119] 123) 854 Given the nrArPrllur<> posture of
these cases, it is unclear whether the lcur>tttt<: can show
any
and a
other seems inappropriate.
case, a borrower may or may not be injured by
of the note, the
contract, or
many other
and MERS may or may not have a
v. HSBC iWnrto.rJoP
causal role. For example, in
799 F.
2d 625
three different
attempted to foreclose on Bradford's
property after he attempted to rescind a mortgage under
the federal Truth in Lending Act. All three companies
claimed to hold the promissory note. Observing that "[i]f
a defendant transferred the
or did not yet have possession or ownership of the Note at the
but nevertheless
in foreclosure
that conduct could
15
amount to an [Fair Debt Collection Practices
U.S.C jJ 1692k] violation," the court allowed Bradford's
claim to proceed. 799 F. Supp. 2d at 634-35. As amicus
notes, "MERS' concealment of loan transfers also could
also deprive homeowners of other
" such as
of the protections of
[***56] the ability to take
the Truth in Lending Act and other actions that require
the homeowner to sue or
with the actual holder
of the
note. AG Br. at ll
15 llS. C. jJ

v.
309 F.3d
1161. 1162-65 (9th Cir. 2002)). Further, while many
a holder in due course,
defenses would not run
they could against a holder who was not in due course.
RCW
AG Br. at 11-12

855 If the first word in the third question was "may"
instead of
" our answer would be
Instead,
qwest1:on with a qualified
" depending
on whether the homeowner can produce evidence on
each element required to prove a CPA claim. The fact
that MERS claims to
be a
when
under a plain reading of the [* 120] statute it was not,
"'"'t";"''" meets the
element of a CPA
action.
11

CONCLUSION
856 Under the deed of trust act, the beneficiary must
hold the promissory note and we answer the first certified question "no." We decline to resolve the second
question. We answer the third question with a qualified
a CPA action may be maintainable, but the mere
fact MERS is listed on the deed [***57] of trust as a
beneficiary is not itself an actionable
HURST,

C.J., and
J.M.
JJ., concur.
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